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Abstract
The starting-point of this thesis is a reading of Angela Carter's novel Nights at the Circus
as a metafiction on reading and the pleasures and ethics reading involves. As such the
thesis is a contribution to reader-response theory. In the course of my research, I have also
come to see the novel as a response to and a critique of Roland Barthes's meditations on
the pleasure of the text.
The study Begär och etik (Desire and Ethics) by the Swedish Lacanian psychoanalyst
Jürgen Reeder has helped me to formulate the relation between pleasure and ethics, and a
Lacanian understanding of psychoanalysis is the framework within which I work. But,
since I am dealing with a specific situation, the reading act, I have looked for further
support and explanations in the work of Julia Kristeva (Tales of Love and Powers of
Horror), Leo Bersani (The Freudian Body) and Jacques Derrida ("My Chances/Mes
Chances").
My argument is that Carter displaces, without rejecting, Barthes's plaisir du texte as
founded on an aesthetics of negativity. In my reading of the novel, Carter proposes in its
stead an erotics and ethics of the Lacanian real. It is a reading that involves a critique of
Barthes's reading in the imaginary and his subsequent failure to recognize the text's
alterity. In Carter's alternative, a lover of reading travels with pangs and delights through
the imaginary, the symbolic and the real, and the ethical relation to the text is marked by
the recognition of the Other. These two reading positions are further related to the concept
jouissance, which in the case of Barthes is characterized by a phallic, organ-oriented
jouissance and, in the case of Carter, by a jouissance in/of the body and in/of being.
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To my son

Preface

By chance, I found Angela Carter's novel Nights at the Circus on a sale. I
was not immediately enchanted, but towards the end of the novel something
happened in my reading that made me return to the novel over and over
again, reading and rereading bits and pieces. This process was to continue
over a number of years. At the same time, I had started to study literary
theory out of which a theoretical and methodological stance developed. This
brought a revolution to my intellectual life. The result of these studies is a
thesis I never intended, but which crystallized out of my reading of Nights at
the Circus and literary theory. The present study narrates that event as it
recaptures the dialogue I carried out between the novel and literary theory
which, eventually, focused on Roland Barthes's theory of the text and the
pleasures of reading.
My thesis thus took an unpredicted course. This met with academic
resistance and the circumstances surrounding the writing of this thesis have
been unusual and capricious. Finally, however, it sees the light of day and I
would like to thank those who have made it possible.
I want to thank my supervisor Eleanor Wikborg who, when faced with
a student that she had 'inherited' from the previous regime, hesitantly but
bravely took it upon herself to turn my research into a thesis.
I want to thank Danuta Zadwoma-Fjellestad who not only introduced me

to literary theory, but also backed me up and encouraged me to pursue my
research. Without her generous assistance, I could not have written this
thesis. I also want to thank Toril Moi, Duke University, Ohio, for
sanctioning my thesis in its early days.
I also want to thank Harald Fawkner for his kind encouragement. His
Inland seminars during the academic year 94/95 added an intellectual context
to the writing of my final draft that turned my thesis into flesh.
I thank Ebba Witt-Brattström and Catherine Dahlström for reading
different versions of the manuscript, as well as members of the graduate
seminar for various forms of help and encouragement.
Most of all, I thank my parents for their unfailing support, help and
assistance in times of need.

Introduction
From its inception, reader-oriented criticism has had as its purpose the
understanding of the processes that make up the reading act in all its
diversity, and the literature available on readers and reading is by now vast.7
Although the concerns of reader-response critics seldom are with empirical
readers and their products (journals, essays, articles, books), the inclusion of
7Reader-response

theories range over quite a wide methodological field and for a

summing up of the various approaches I refer to Steven Mailloux' short but enlightening
essay "The Turns of Reader-Response Criticism." For further consultation, see the
semiotic and structuralist oriented social models in Jonathan Culler's Structuralist Poetics,
Umberto Eco's The Role of the Reader, Stanley Fish's Is There A Text in the Class?; for a
psychological model, see David Bleich's Subjective Criticism; see Wolfgang Iser's The
Act of Reading for an intersubjective model and Louise Rosenblatt's The Reader, the Text,
the Poem for a transactionist one; see also for the German counterpart of reader-response
theory, reception theory, Robert C. Holub's critical introduction in his Reception Theory
and, for a full account, Hans Robert Jauss's Aesthetic Experience and Literary
Hermeneutics\ Judith Fetterley's The Resisting Reader, Elizabeth A. Flynn's and
Patrocinio P. Schweickart's (eds.) Gender and Reading andShoshana Felman's What Does
a Woman Want? provide problematizations from feminist and female points of view; the
collections of essays in Jane Tompkins's (ed.) Reader-Response Criticism and in Susan
Suleiman's and Inge Crossman's (eds.) The Reader in the Text both give an overview of
these various approaches whereas the essays collected in Frank Gloversmith's (ed.) The
Theory of Reading signal a desire for a return to humanistic values in reader-response
theory.

"the reader" into critical discourse has had a twofold outcome.8 First, the
notion of "the reader" as an integral part in textual production has produced a
paradigmatic shift in our perception of literature: no text can be regarded as a
self-sufficient, autonomous whole when re-visioned through the eyes of a
"reader." It needs its reader in order to come into being. Second, the concept
of "the reader" serves as a handmaiden in the understanding of, on the one
hand, the production of meaning and, on the other, the aesthetic and ethical
effects a text may have on its readers.
Although both these aspects of a text's work on its reader are closely
related, reader-oriented criticism has created a rather arbitrary division
between hermeneu tics and a text's effects. Critical emphasis has been on the
production of meaning, but neither aesthetics nor ethics is absent in readeroriented studies. As regards aesthetics, Iser for instance, merges aesthetic
experience with hermeneutics since, within the reading act, "meaning is no
longer an object to be defined, but is an effect to be experienced" (The Act of
Reading 10). Furthermore, Louise Rosenblatt, for whom the aesthetic is the
merging of "cognitive and affective elements," argues that the aesthetic is the
basic model of reading ("On the Aesthetic as the Basic Model of the Reading
Process" 22). As for ethics, hermeneutically oriented critics like Stanley
Fish, Jonathan Culler, Wolfgang Iser and Norman Holland have, as Jane
Tompkins points out, "moral aims" in that hermeneutics is paramount to the
way readers construe their subjectivity and hence their "world" which, in its
turn, determines their actions, their way of being etc. ("An Introduction to
Reader-Response Criticism" xvii-xix). It is true however, as Edward Said
has shown in The Text, the World, the Critic, that there is no straight and
immediate connection between literature and the world of experience. There
is nothing in itself which speaks for literature's possibilities of shaping a
world. Yet, for us as readers, literature is an aspect of our experience of and
in the world, and the failure to connect the two is, I believe, a failure of
8

See however, the exceptional case studies by I.A. Richards in his Practical Criticism

and Norman Holland in his The Dynamics of Literary Response and 5 Readers Reading.
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reading since a great deal of literary competence, in the words of Robert
Scholes, "is based upon our ability to connect the worlds of fiction and
experience" (Semiotics and Interpretation 32).
The concerns of reader-oriented criticism are, in other words, both
aesthetic and ethical as reading is at the heart of how we perceive and define
our humanity and our being in the world. Aesthetic and ethical criticism
tends, however, to bifurcate into a moralist position that separates aesthetics
and ethics, pleasure and value, from one another (ranging from Matthew
Arnold and F.R Leavis on the one hand, and, on the other, formalist critics,
New Critics etc.) and a "hedonist" one that sees no distinction between the
two (ranging from Walter Pater to Roland Barthes). The path I will take here
is most closely related to the latter; that is, I will be reconsidering aesthetic
pleasure in terms of an erotics of reading and its intersection with an ethics of
reading.

From Moralism to Ethics
Reader-oriented criticism carries the seed of a relocation of the question of
ethics in literature.9 It does so in that it includes a displacement of critical
9

For discussions on ethics in literature, see Yale French Studies 79 that devotes an
issue to "Literature and the Ethical Question." See especially the interesting essay "In an
Era of Testimony: Claude Lanzmann's Shoa" by Shoshana Felman where she argues that
the ethics of literature today is a "witnessing." This witnessing should not be understood in
terms of 'looking on' but as witnessing under oath, that is, in its legal sense, thereby
taking responsibility for one's statement. This is further developed by Felman in co
operation with Dori Laub in Testimony: Crises of Witnessing in

Literature,

Psychoanalysis and History. See also Gary Handwerk who proposes "irony" as an ethical
cateogry of literature. Irony, Handwerk argues, "is by nature a progressive intellectual
phenomenon." Discrete elements are linked together by mental activities, and "[e]thical
irony thus implies a holistic view of identity, a possible reintegration beyond
incompatibilities" (3). Irony, in Handwerk's sense, is, in other words, a means of turning
literature into a cure, healing an otherwise split and disintegrated identity.

5

focus in ethical criticism from the question of whether a text is a morally
instructive artefact to the individual reader's response to a text and the way in
which readers are made and held responsible for their responses, be they
negative, positive or ambivalent. Such a rewriting of ethical criticism, it goes
without saying, is intimately intertwined with practical living (in everday life,
in the classroom, in critical practice) in that readers' responses determine the
questions a text raises which, in their turn, guide, select and order the
reader's understanding of a text and, by extension, of the self and the world.
Subsequently, the questions raised by a reader in the encounter with a
text make all the difference, first of all, to his or her experience of reading
and, secondly, to the way the reader takes or evades responsibility for this
experience. This means that a reader who takes responsibility for his or her
reading cannot rely on the authority of, say, Fish's "interpretive
communities" which would not only mean that responsibility be handed over
to the authority in question but also, that the validity of that very authority is
left unquestioned.10 Not only does the handing over of responsibility to
authority evade individual responsibility, but the unquestioned acceptance of
an authority and the values it puts forth is politically conservative and anti
democratic. Even such a perception is a value judgment that might set itself
up as another interpretive community and as a new moral tyranny if it became
a law. Yet it is impossible to speak about ethics without making value
judgments. However, as Barbara Herrnstein Smith argues, values are
contingent and not universal. They are the effects of a particular subject's
personal economy at a specific time in history as values are
constituted by [the subject's] needs, interests and resources (biological,
psychological, material, experiential, and so forth), all of which are
continuously shifting both in relation to each other and as they are
10

For a critique of Fish's "interpretive communities" in terms of political
conservatism, see William E. Cain's "Constraints and Politics in the Literary Theory of
Stanley Fish."

transformed by the subject's interaction with his/her environment (physical,
social, cultural, and so forth), which, of course, is itself continuously
changing. (2)

This means that each reading and the values it puts forth is situational and not
a priori determined.
To speak about ethics is inevitably to enter into practical living, or at
least, one would think that such is the case. But, as Leo Bersani argues in
The Culture of Redemption, art and literature have had a redemptive function
in modern times which is to say that the literature characteristic of a
redemptive aesthetics is a "correction of life" and subsequently such a
literature is, in its corrective aspect, "based on a negation of life" (2). It
wants to set life straight. Where experience is deemed destructive, art is a
sanctuary that is able to restore one's moral character precisely because, it
would seem, both the restraints of and the connections to practical living are
lacking. The idea of moral improvement of character, as found in humanist
criticism, is then, if Bersani's argument is strained, an asocial idea. The
danger of such a stance is that literature and its reading substitute for life and
hence that reading becomes a moralizing activity because the redeeming ideal
of art overshadows the necessary experience and understanding of real life,
of real men and women, of real choices and their consequences.
An aesthetics of redemption is likely to materialize wherever an
arbitrary line between culture and society is drawn. The (supposedly)
redemptive aspects of art are evident in the moral criticism that constitutes our
humanist legacy where literature is seen in terms of its instrumentality and as
a companion to our "moral improvement" within a secluded laboratory, as
suggested by Wayne Booth in his The Company We Keep where he
proposes an ethics of fiction in which the reader may try out life in a "costfree offer of trial runs" and make our errors with "a relative freedom from
consequence" (485). The value of reading lies here in readers' increasingly
discriminatory powers as we learn to winnow the (supposedly) good

narratives from the (supposedly) bad ones."
In The Ethics of Reading, J. Hillis Miller argues that "there is a
peculiar and unexpected relation between the affirmation of universal moral
law and storytelling:" a relation that leads the reader, in Kantian manner, to
voluntarily accept the universal, edifying law embodied in storytelling (2).
To affirm such a universal law is indeed to be moulded in its image and,
reflexively, to become the law oneself. It is true, as Vincent Pecora points
out, that Miller departs from Kant in recognizing that there is no objective
law in that "all laws are fictions built on the sand of anarchic powers," yet
Miller's readings, Pecora continues, "allow very little that is unforeseen to
occur, almost by definition, for each text can only be the return of the same"
(215-216).
Miller's proposition for an ethics of reading is, in other words,
enclosed within the mirror of the selfsame that is the law embodied in
storytelling and is as such masochistic in a subtle way. As the reader
becomes subject to the law by his or her free will, there is a pleasure derived
from the act of giving the law to oneself: the pleasure of belonging, of not
being an "outlaw" (11). There is undoubtedly, as we will see in chapter
three, a moment of masochism involved in the act of reading but it is not
clear why this should be a permanent state of being.
Where both Booth's and Miller's concerns are with a moralism that is
of a conventional, instructive kind where the law speaks its commandments,
ethics, as it will be understood in this study, lacks the instructive and
corrective character of moralism that is laid down by the law. It does not
know what is the good for humankind: it has no universal telos set a priori:
11

I am aware that Booth includes all forms of narrative into his definition of what a

narrative is, that is to say, he includes soap operas, action films, commercials,
pornography, gossip and so forth. The question of how, say, pornography or horror films
affect viewers and readers is however beyond the scope of this study since that is an issue
which must be researched by means of case studies that analyze psychological, social,
economic and educational factors which, in their turn, it may be postulated, determine the
responses (and possible actions) of viewers and readers.

rather, it opens itself towards the intricate texture of life and our being in the
world, towards the Other. It is thus important to distinguish between
moralism and ethics, a distinction that is made in Lacanian psychoanalysis
and which has been developed by Jürgen Reeder in Begär och etik (Desire
and Ethics), and I am heavily indebted to his reading of Lacan in my
understanding of Lacan and the ethics he proposes in his Seminars.
Moralism, from a psychoanalytic point of view, belongs to the domain
of the imaginary super-ego into which the law has been incorporated. The
super-ego tells us what is right and wrong, good and evil, but since these
judgments are spoken from the ego's starting-point they are subject to
"corruption, ideologization and demands for power" (Reeder 337).12 Hence,
the super-ego is "not the subject's ethical instance, but rather the tyrant of the
whipped man" (337). Ethics, on the other hand, belongs to an encounter
with the Other that separates ethics from morality in that the encounter is
exactly the moment "in which the subject seeks and finds its own truth in
order to live with it and to relate to it in a responsible manner" (337). The
ethical answer, however, is not given in a "vacuum" outside of the law, nor
without human ideals coloured by ideology, and the ethics Reeder proposes
is not an ethics of anarchic powers set free but a refutation of traditional
views of morality that aim at "maintaining the split between man's civilized
shell and his unconscious desire" (336-337).

From Aesthetics to Erotics
In The Ideology of the Aesthetic, Terry Eagleton re-opens the question of the
aesthetic and the conclusion he arrives at is that we will have to "think
everything through again in terms of the body: this, surely, will have to be
the logical next stage of the aesthetic" (29). Eagleton does not, however,
think this through himself but proposes two ethical principles on which an
12

All translations from Reeder are mine.

aesthetics of the body may rest. First, he emphasizes the need to recognize
the Other as a subject, "to have his or her difference respected" and to
"recognize their otherness and autonomy" (414-415). Secondly, he proposes
love as a means of mediating between aesthetics and ethics, thereby
extending the concept of love to the region of politics where love translates
itself as solidarity (413).
What Eagleton foresees is, in other words, an aesthetics rewritten in a
discourse that is based on the notions of the body, love/solidarity, and the
recognition of otherness. This is exactly what this study aims at contributing
to by focusing on the aesthetics involved in the act of reading. But, in
bringing the body into the aesthetic, the aesthetic is radically affected in that
the body as the receptacle of our sexuality undermines the discourse of
Marxist reason in which Eagleton's proposition is written. As George Steiner
points out in "Eros and Idiom," the sexual revolution of the twentieth century
involves a radical change in representation in that "sexual experience offers
both a denial and a challenge to the genius of language. It is through that
genius," he continues, "that men have, at least until now, principally defined
their humanity" (136). By taking sexuality and the desires it provokes into
account, desire infects not only the discourse of reason but also the very idea
of stable, referential values such as love and a recognition of otherness.
These notions can be posited as being active in an ethics and erotics of
reading but if they become a law, their function is lost. We then risk ending
up in an insipid, loving pose, ever-forgiving and forbearing, that is, in
saintly rather than human love.
Love is probably the most complex, contradictory and ambiguous
feeling that we know in that love is wrapped up in conflicting desires that
include emotions such as hatred and jealousy. There is no proper behaviour
in love. Each love has its own internal logic according to which it unfolds,
and the various loves of language and texts that are found in the critical
debate today can be summed up by Susan Suleiman's word "entanglements,"
which she presents in a labyrinthine disarray:

entanglements - what Lacan would have called knots - entanglements
among persons, characters, texts, discourses, commentaries and crosscommentaries, glosses and footnotes and further footnotes to stories real
and imagined, scenes seen and recounted, reconstructed, revised, denied;
knots between desire and frustration, mastery and loss, madness and reason,
illness and cure, men and women. In a word, love. Which some have called
transference. Which some have called reading. Which some have called
writing.Which some have called écriture. Which some have called
displacement, slippage, gap. Which some have called the unconscious.
Which some have called the discourse of the Other. Which, if it can be
spoken (of), written (of) at all, produces knots.
("Nadja, Dora, Loi V. Stein" 123)

The chain of loving "knots" and "entanglements" between texts and readers
is what interests us here: the possible ways in which they are made and
unmade, and the erotics this process involves.
One suggestion as to what an aesthetics rethought in terms of an
erotics of reading might involve is given by Peter Brooks in his "The Idea of
a Psychoanalytic Literary Criticism." Here he proposes the notion of
"foreplay" as a possibility for a "formalist aesthetic ... that speaks to the
erotic, which is to say the dynamic, dimensions of form: form as something
that is not inert but part of a process that unfolds and develops as texts are
activated through the reading process" (8). "Foreplay" is Brooks's translation
of Freud's "forepleasure," which he reads as follows:
Forepleasure is indeed a curious concept, suggesting a whole rhetoric of
advance towards and retreat from the goal or the end, a formal zone of play
(I take it that forepleasure somehow implicates foreplay) that is both
harnessed to the end and yet autonomous and capable of deviations and
recursive movements ... Forepleasure would include the notion of both

delay and advance in the textual dynamic ... through which we seek to
advance toward the discharge of the end, yet all the while perversely delaying,
returning backwards in order to put off the promised end... (7)13

Forepleasure is then a play that "perversely delay[s]" the "promised end."
Instead of fulfilling its promise, forepleasure creates "that 'dilatory space'
which Roland Barthes, in S7Z, claimed to be the essence of the textual
middle" (7). Freud, on the other hand, claims that forepleasure "is offered to
us so as to make possible the release of still greater pleasure arising from
deeper psychical sources" ("Creative Writers and Day-Dreaming" 141). Are
then Barthes's "dilatory space" and Freud's "release of still greater pleasure"
synonymous? Does Barthes's dilatory space ever get beyond the pleasures of
foreplay? If not, how does forepleasure work in the reading act and how can
forepleasure move the reader towards "still greater pleasures?" The obvious
13

Freud, in his turn, reads fore-pleasure as follows: "The writer softens the character

of his egoistic day-dreams by altering and disguising it, and he bribes us by the purely
formal - that is, aesthetic, - yield of pleasure which he offers us in the presentation of his
phantasies. We give the name of an incentive bonus, or a fore-pleasure, to a yield of
pleasure such as this" ("Creative Writers and Day-Dreaming" 141).
In Body Work Brooks reads the body as an object of desire in modern narrative, which
might be seen as a form of forepleasure, but it is a forepleasure that is not endlessly
delayed. Its subject "is the nexus of desire, the body, the drive to know, and narrative" (5).
As regards reading, "desire for knowledge of that body and its secrets becomes the desire to
master the text's symbolic system, its key to knowledge, pleasure, and the very creation of
significance" (8). The body as an object of desire would then be the key, a forepleasure,
that opens up the body's secrets, attempting to bring the body in its otherness into
meaning, to embody meaning within an "aesthetics of narrative embodiment" (25).
Another version of the work of desire in literature is given by Brian Rosebury who
draws an analogy to classical music. Like music, literature "achieve[s] dynamic coherence
and continuity by means of end-directed structures: from the perceiver'spoint of view, by
creating and resolving tensions, by arousing and satisfying curiosity and expectation" (7).

answer to this question seems to be the analogy between the reading act and
the sexual act, and for a critic like Robert Scholes the "archetype of all fiction
is the sexual act" which would then set a pattern for reading (Fabulation and,
Metafiction 26). Scholes finds this pattern in a text's structure, that is, in the
text's linear unfolding rather than in a reader's encounter with a text in the
here and now where a reader may approach and retreat, over and over again,
in a manner that is not so much akin to the sexual act as to ritual dance whose
basic movement of toing and froing came to symbolize psychoanalytic
practice for Lacan.
However, a study of the erotics of reading cannot but return to Barthes
and his meditations on reading and its pleasures, which he reads in terms of
desire and its play and its seductions. Nor can the present study on the erotics
of reading, which will be written with and against the writings of Roland
Barthes in trying to penetrate those "deeper psychical sources" postulated by
Freud. Instead of founding an erotics of reading on desire as Barthes does, I
will postulate an erotics of reading that finds its basic notions in
love/solidarity and a recognition of the Other, as suggested by Eagleton
above, at the same time as it takes account of desire in the reading act.
It is easy to conceive of desire as being distinct from love, but love
emptied of desire is an impossibility. Desire touches the surface of play and
seduction while love springs from an act of transference. Love adds another
dimension to desire but cannot come about without desire. As desire is
attached to the wheel of endless metonymical substitution and the reiteration
of the signifier, desire lacks the in-depth transformative powers of
transference and love, nor does desire allow itself to be translated into
solidarity.14

14

See however Ross Chambers's Room for Maneuver where he argues that "'reading'
is the name of the practice that has the power of producing shifts in desire: and desire does
not produce just 'fantasy' but reality itself' (xii). This is done by irony and seduction.

Methodology
An erotics of reading that takes the libidinal body into account and postulates
an ethics of reading that finds its definition in a Lacanian understanding of
ethics cannot but opt for a psychoanalytic approach towards its subject, and
my discussion on the erotics and ethics of reading will be carried out within a
psychoanalytic framework. For Lacan, ethics is a primary concern of
psychoanalysis and the vital point in his thought is the subject's relation to
the Other that is defined by Lacan as being at once the unconscious, the site
of language and another subject in its absolute alterity.15 This relation is
developed by Reeder and, as he says, the ethical moment belongs to the
"encounter with truth in articulation, the encounter with the Other, the
encounter with death - an encounter that cannot but demand responsibility
from the subject, that the subject respond to the imperative that is brought
forth by the reality it is faced with" (337). If Reeder's argument seems rather
vague at this point, it contains nevertheless the basic thought of this study,
which is that the ethical moment of reading is found in the encounter with the
Other. This claim will be further developed in the course of the writing of
this thesis.
A psychoanalytic understanding of reading that takes the Other into
consideration is, it will be understood, quite contrary to the ego-based
reading theory of Norman Holland, which describes reading in terms of a
"taming" of both text and the unconscious that turns literature into a
therapeutic end in itself. Nevertheless, since one of the basic principles of
psychoanalysis is that the psyche is an open-ended system where we are
made and remade in interaction with others and other discourses, the fact that
literature is involved in the making of readers' sense of identity cannot be
disregarded. The difference lies rather in the attention paid to the work of the
unconscious that underlies and supports sense making and the structuration
15

For an introduction in English to Lacan, see Mikkel Borch-Jacobsen's Lacan: The
Absolute Master or Jane Gallop's Feminism and Psychoanalysis: the Daughter's
Seduction.

of both texts and self in the very act of reading, as opposed to the "tamed"
and socialized responses to texts that we find in papers, articles and theses.16
Such a theoretical strategy does undoubtedly raise methodological
problems. How can we talk about the act of reading without resorting to its
re-presentation in journals, papers or criticism, that is, to its tamed versions?
As I began my studies in reader-response criticism, an answer to this
question seemed possible but, as time passed and my awareness of the
epistemological and ontological problems involved in reading grew, it has
become evident that it is impossible to determine the border where texts
separate from reading. As Murray Sch warts asks, where is literature and
hence meaning? Furthermore, to use George Craig's question, who is doing
what to whom? That is, does the text materialize in the reader, or in the book,
or in the interaction between the two and who is in power? That is, in
16

The criticism of Holland's "tamed"readings has been formulated by

Elizabeth

Wright:
In keeping with [Holland's] adherence to ego-psychology, it is the
rational part of the id which performs feats of transformation by means of
certain classical defensive operations, the principle being that the reader
will use a text in order to turn unaccceptable private fantasies into socially
approved aspirations in ways typical to his or her particular "identity theme",
that is to say, the reader uses a text as he or she would a life situation, as
material for the continuing formation of his or her identity ... in this theory
of reading, the unconscious is tamed rather than allowed to participate in the
process of making new meaning (since all emphasis is on the mastering of
anxiety). ("The Reader in Analysis" 164).
For readings of literature's identity-shaping possibilities see Peter Brooks's Reading for the
Plot where he argues that the plot functions as a "model of understanding" and a structuring
device in readers's shaping of themselves through the "use of signs and fictions" (xiii), and
Rivka Eifermann who sees reading as a means for self-analysis through which the reader
gains "expansion, continuity and integration of self-experience" (39). See also Victor
George Kytasty's Ph.D. dissertation "Toward an Identity Theory of Literature" for further
discussions.

Elizabeth Wright's question, whose text is it ("Transmission: in Psycho
analysis and Literature: Whose Text Is It Anyway?)?17
By opting for a psychoanalytic approach the problem of determining
the border between text and reader, between subject and object, solves itself
in that the model proposed here is based on transference. Transference
eradicates these distinctions as it is the very phenomenon by which we enter
into our entanglements with texts. Although transference will be
problematized in my reading, transference works in a general sense as a
transferring of our wishes, fears and desires on to a text. Hence, there is no
knowing where the reader and the text are.
Thus speaking from a theoretical position that sees the reader as
integral to textual production, the logical outcome of the paradigmatic shift
such a perception involves is the collapse of not only the dichotomy text and
reader, but also of such dichotomies as mind and body, existence and
essence. I have sought to abandon these dichotomies in this study. Instead,
the encounter between a text and a reader is understood as an encounter
between two subjects, that is, both the text and the reader are presupposed to
exist as subjects. This is in accordance with Lacanian psychoanalysis in that
the psychoanalytic subject cannot be known. Its existence can only be
presupposed. The subject is thus not the autonomous cartesian cogito that
can have knowledge of itself, but is the "presence of something at the
crossroads of body, language and the Other" (Reeder 21). Or, to put it
differently, the subject is the presupposition of the speaking body's being in
the world.
In founding a reading model on transference, the impossibility of
,7

Wright sees the term "transmission" as a means by which we can "avoid the extreme
positions within the text: total power on the side of the violent author and total surrender
on the side of the passive audience" (92). Transmission is a "term currently in favour in
French psychoanalytic discourse, where it has emerged as a key problem in the passing on
of knowledge from teacher to student in the psychoanalytical institution," that is, in a
situation where the trainee "must occupy a double role of analyst and analysand" (93).

postulating an erotics and ethics of reading carrying the burden of empirical
proof has become clear to me. How then, is one to show both the
involvement of the unconscious in textual production and the ethical
encounter with the Other? As is quite often the case in reader-response
criticism, I too have located my reader in fiction, namely in Angela Carter's
novel Nights at the Circus. In my understanding of the novel, it is a narrative
about reading and its pleasure that postulates the encounter with the Other as
constitutive of the ethical moment of reading. The novel can be seen as a
response to the meditationson reading that occupiedBarthes in the 1970s
and it seems to me that the phenomenon "Barthes" functions as an intertext
for Nights at the Circus by means of which a critique of Barthes is launched.
My critique of Barthes's erotics of reading as well as the postulation of an
erotics of reading that finds its ethical moment in the encounter with the Other
thus stem from my reading of Carter's novel, and both will be elaborated in
conjunction with a reading of Nights at the Circus. This means that I will
abandon the positivistic stance that separates theory from practice and allow
theory, that is psychoanalysis, and my critical praxis to interact in a fecund
reciprocality where no discourse polices the other.18
Psychoanalysis is in itself a historically determined discourse and as
such it is as open-ended and changeable as the psyche that is its subject. It is,
18

In the introduction to Literature and Psychoanalysis (1977), Shoshana Felman raises

the issue of the problematic "and" between the two terms literature and psychoanalysis
which, despite its being a '"coordinate conjunction,"'is "interpreted, paradoxically enough,
as implying not so much a relation of coordination as one of subordination" that designates
a master-slave relationship" ("To Open the Question" 5). This relationship, "the very
structure of the opposition, mastery/slavery" (7), is subsequently deconstructed by the
essays collected in this volume and the reciprocality of the two terms is emphasized:
"Instead of literature being, as is usually the case, submitted to the authority and to the
knowledge of psychoanalysis, psychoanalysis would then here be submitted to the literary
perspective" which would not "intend to simply reverse the positions of master and
slave...but rather its intention is to disrupt altogether the position of mastery as such" (7).
Felman's defence signals the end of 'applied' psychology in literature.

in the words of Jacques Derrida whose uneasy relationship to psychoanalysis
runs through his œuvre, a "discourse that remains open and that attempts at
each instant to regulate itself - yet affirming its originality - according to the
scientific and artistic randomness, which in the course of this century has
undergone continued transformation" ("My ChancdMes Chances 28).19
Nights at the Circus raises questions, as we will see, that challenge a singleminded approach to Lacanian doctrine, while nevertheless working within its
overall framework, and I will have to turn to Julia Kristeva's work in Tales
of Love and Powers of Horror, Leo Bersani's The Freudian Body as well as
return to Derrida in "My ChancdMes Chances" in order to shed light on the
processes that constitute the ethical encounter with the Other as narrated in
the novel.20

19 See,

for instance, "Freud and the Scene of Writing," "To Speculate - on 'Freud"' and

"Le Facteur de la Vérité" for Derrida's critique and involvement with psychoanalysis. See
also the collection of essays in Smith and Kerrigan (eds.) and especially Alan Bass who
points out that "although the kind of reading of Freud that Derrida proposes is not - despite
appearances - a 'psychoanalytic' one, it continually cites psychoanalytic concepts, while
disengaging the part of metaphysics within them" (76). In the same collection, David
Carroll says in his discussion on institutional authority and critical power that Derrida's
position on psychoanalysis "is in fact not one position at all; it consists of a strategy of
occupying various positions both within and without" (110).
20

What at first sight may seem to be a highly eclectic use of different writers and their

writings is in fact a consistent use of re-readings of Freud's so-called metapsychology, in
particular, as developed in "Beyond the Pleasure Principle" and in "On Narcissism." In my
discussion of the reading act, it is the concepts that are of interest rather than specific
writers, and no psychoanalytic concept is ever fixed, but always ready to be revised
according to the questions asked and the articulations made in the course of carrying on
one's research.

The Reader
The questions of who the reader is and where the reader is in the actual act of
reading are, as I have said, quite impossible to determine. What is at stake
here, as in most accounts of reading, is the way in which reading may be
thought. Every real reader will of course bring his or her own individual
variations to bear on the reading process yet the fact that readers differ need
not be an obstacle for discussions on the act of reading. It is rather that the
concept "the reader" is an interpretive construct that serves as a handmaiden
in the discussions on and narratives about the reading process.21
One of the basic principles of the erotics and ethics proposed here is
love which postulates that the reader be a lover (of reading). In Nights at the
Circus it is Walser who falls in love with Fevvers as she narrates her story.
Hence, he will function as my model reader in my reading of Carter's
proposition as regards the erotics and ethics of the reading process.22
However, and as we will see, he is not a single, fixed point of reference that
can easily be pinpointed and, without foreclosing further findings, let me
simply state here that each of the three sections that make up the novel
generates a different reader which, when taken together, postulates that the
reading act is a multi-faceted and heterogenous experience.
In the novel's first section Walser, my model reader, is a proper model
whose responses can be traced in the text; in the second section, a split
occurs between Walser and a postulated reader yet this postulated reader is
understood in terms of Walser's experience at the circus; and finally, in the
21

Several readers have been suggested in reader-response criticism all of which are

conceived in order to account for the hermeneutics of reading and its difficulties: see
Jonathan Culler's "competent" reader (Structuralist Poetics), Stanley Fish's "infoimed"
reader ("Literature in the Reader"), Michael Riffaterre's "superreader"("Describing Poetic
Structure"), Christine Brooke-Roses's "encoded" reader, Wolfang Iser's "implied" reader
(The Implied Reader) and Robert Roger's "amazing" reader.
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The concept of a model reader is borrowed from Umberto Eco but where his concern
is with the semiotics of the text mine lies in the processs of reading as read and understood
from a psychoanalytical viewpoint.

third section, reading is no longer fixed to a character (Walser or a postulated
empirical reader), but reading is understood as that which happens once
critical differentiations such as writer, narrator, characters, reader become
irrelevant in that all become readers/writers in a process of textual unfolding.

Carter vs Barthes
The ethical encounter with the Other merges in Nights at the Circus with the
erotics of reading by means of the dimension of being we call love. Love,
Lacan says, is a "form of suicide" and a death of the ego (The Seminar:
Book 1 149), and since every death is metaphorically speaking a rebirth,
love has the transformative powers of rewriting the place from where the
subject speaks. The erotico-ethics of reading proposed here postulates a
displacement and a transformation of the place from where the subject
speaks, adding another graft to the palimpsest of our being in the world out
of which we make and remake ourselves, as in the case of Walser's
experience at the circus. It is the aim of this thesis to delineate the way in
which the erotic act of reading, considered as a subtle transformation of the
self in the ethical encounter with the Other, can be thought.
The Barthesian erotics of reading, in contrast, lacks the transformative
powers of Carter's erotico-ethical alternative. As we will see, transference
does not occur in his reading of the erotics of reading which leads to a failure
to recognize the Other in the reading act. For him, the pleasure of the text is
linked to an ethical category termed the "neuter."23 The neuter is the
cancelling out or "the loss of meaning in certain pertinent oppositions" (The
Pleasure of the Text 65; Roland Barthes by Roland Barthes 124). The neuter
23

Whereas"le neutre" is translated as "the neutral" in Roland Barthes , it is given as

"the neuter" in The Pleasure of the Text. I will use the term "the neuter" since it is the
term used in critical praxis and because, in accordance with my argument "the neuter" may
be related to another major theme in Barthes's writing: castration.
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does not imply a metamorphosis of the self in that Barthes's ethical category
is simply a transgression of language.
It is rather that the neuter becomes a means of escape from our
predicament as human beings within a historical context, which is the
outcome of the Barthesian pleasure of the text. As Fredric Jameson points
out, Barthesian pleasure is marked by the desire to dodgre "the 'nightmare of
history'" ("Pleasure: A Political Issue" 8).24 This escape from history,
Jameson continues, Barthes attempts to make possible by means of "a
Utopian neutrality" (8). Despite this desire to escape history, it cannot be said
that Barthes is politically naive (which his whole career as a de-mythologizer
shows), yet the neuter is a diversion from those currents of differences
(social, political, anthropological, ethnological etc.) that make up both
history and the subject.
My reading of Carter's critique of Barthes's failure to recognize the
Other in the reading act brings a qualitative difference in textuality to the fore
that distinguishes between a post-structuralist reading of textuality deriving
from Theodor Adorno's "aesthetics of negativity," which came to influence
the Parisian intellectual scene in the 1970s, and a rethinking of textuality that
takes the Lacanian real as a springboard for its elaboration. Through the
transgressive force of Barthes's ethical category the neuter, art still saves by
means of a redemptive force of an aesthetics of negativity that is, unlike the
morally redemptive aesthetics described by Bersani, a desire for perfection of
life through transcendence, a wiping clean of one's predicament as a
historical and, hence, as a differentiated and sexual being. The result is the
24

For other views on Barthes's relation to history, see Leslie Hill who argues that

pleasure "serves to historicize textuality by representing the interests of the body: the text
is suspended in the here-and-now of its historical moment" ("Barthes's Body" 119). See
also Roland Champagne who argues that the Barthesian reader has a twofold historicity: "to
participate in the semiosis of the literary transaction and to disseminate the unconscious
métonymie activity of the act" (59). Champagne's argument need not be seen as essentially
opposing Barthes's escape from the "nightmare of history," but rather as one of two
different steps within the process of reading.

"aesthetic purism" of which Jauss criticizes Adorno and, by extension,
Barthes (21).25
Where Barthes's erotics and ethics of reading is founded on an
aesthetics of negativity/purity, in my reading of Nights at the Circus Carter
proposes an erotico-ethics of reading of the real that displaces (without
negating) the aesthetics of negativity in that Carter's proposition takes the
Other into account. In chapter one I will localize the problems of a
differentiation between an erotico-ethics founded on an aesthetics of
negativity and an erotico-ethics based on the real as I have abstracted it from
Carter's novel. Psychoanalytic key concepts concerning such a
differentiation are also discussed here. I will read ethics from a
psychoanalytic perspective that sees the ethical encounter with the Other as
constitutive of an ethics of reading and I will propose an ethical dimension of
reading. This dimension is understood in terms of love's space-time and,
since love from a psychoanalytic point of view is an effect of transference,
transference is subsequently discussed and problematized. This
problematization brings a number of phenomena into focus by means of
25

Jauss reacts against Adorno's "aesthetic purism" as well as against the Barthesian

pleasures of the text which he sees as the "French counterpart to Adorno's aesthetics in
certain aspects" (29) by emphasizing the communicative character of art in which he finds
aesthetic pleasure. Pleasure is produced by affects, Jauss argues, and is the foundation for
communication, thus, pleasure is art's social function (35). It is further "a pleasure that is
tied to an identification with the ego and which allows the reader to fulfill repressed
wishes," Deborah Cook says, who in her "Reading for Pleasure" compares the pleasures of
Jauss and Barthes and, as she argues, in Jauss, "bliss [gemessen] is necessary for the
communication of values and norms" while Barthes "sees bliss [jouissance] as the kiss of
death for any kind of communication" (561). Jauss's ego-oriented position is in its turn
criticized by Paul de Man who cautions us that "whenever the aesthetic is invoked as an
appeal to clarity and control, whenever, in other words, a symptom is made into a remedy
for the disorderthat it signals, a great deal of caution is in order. Jauss's straightforward
equation of the aesthetic with the pleasure principle... is in itself symptomatic" ("Reading
and History" 64).

which this study is carried out. On the one hand, the Barthesian pleasure of
the text is defined in terms of metonomy, negativity and phallic jouissance as
these result from Barthes's understanding of transference as founded on
desire.26 On the other hand, the erotico-ethics proposed here that defines
transference in terms of love is elaborated around metaphor, the real and a
jouissance in/of the body. In the two following chapters I will enlarge on and
deepen the understanding of the two alternatives as regards the way in which
we can think an erotico-ethics of reading.
In the second chapter, I will read Barthes's proposed erotics and ethics
of reading in the light of the critique which emerges from Nights at the
Circus and which has led me to make the differentiation mentioned above.
Here I will show how Barthes, in his postulation of the ethical category the
neuter, fails to recognize the text as Other. This chapter is seen as a
background against which the following one stands out in relief.
The third chapter is the central chapter where the erotics and ethics of
the real will be elaborated in conjunction with my reading of Carter's Nights
at the Circus. In this chapter I trace the erotic movement of reading, the way
in which an eros of reading advances and retreats, connects and disperses
itself in a manner that is akin to ritual dance. Although there is much more to
say about Carter's novel, I have for this purpose refined and limited my
reading to that which is important for the description of the erotic movement
of reading and the ethics of reading it involves and puts forth.
It is true that Barthes and Carter write in different genres with different
claims to exactitude and truth, but neither of them remains faithful to the
chosen discourse. Barthes writes criticism and speculates on the pleasures of
reading in a literary fashion, bringing novelistic and autobiographical features
26

Barthes too says that for there to be a pleasure of the text the "monument of

psychoanalysis must be traversed - not bypassed" (The Pleasure of the Text 58). In this
respect, Armine Kotin made four readings that highlight different forms of neuroses of
reading (fetishism, obsession, paranoia, hysteria), but he does so without discussing
Barthes's theory of the text and Barthes's own reading practice.
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into his meditations. As I will argue, Carter has critical and theoretical
aspirations for which she uses the novelistic medium. Neither stays in the
place assigned to them by the conventions of genre. Neither makes a claim to
truth. Both speculate on the act of reading.

1. Making A Difference
Ethics from a Psychoanalytic Perspective
The ethics of reading on which this study focuses is the ethics involved in the
very act of reading, which, in being an act, is a performative activity that
unfolds within our temporal being in the world always already implicating
the unconscious, its fantasms, its desires, its obsessions, in the reading
process. The psychoanalytic perspective from which I write is, in other
words, a theoretical stance that posits the existence of the unconscious and
the Other. As such, it posits that the Other is always already active in the
reading process. Therefore it needs to be recognized as such.
Since the Other is at once the unconscious and the site of language,
both psychoanalysis and literature are mirrors held up to the subject as Other
to him or herself. These discourses are mirrors through which the subject
gains access to his or her innermost feelings, fears, frustrations, needs and
desires, including the desire to know and understand others and, for
instance, the eternal questions of life, death and love. In other words, these
are discourses through which we gain access to our being in the world which
is why literature matters after all.
The fundament of Lacan's understanding of ethics is the
presupposition of the existence of the Other in that, in the words of Reeder,
the "ethical relation to the Other is to presuppose her or his status as a

subject, a subject whose existence and knowledge [savoir] only can be
presumed, but whose existence I take care of and recognize" (358-359).'
Yet, the tendency to turn the Other's alterity into stereotyped images is a
strong one within the human constitution that is not easily bypassed, witness
not only the stereotyped characters in advertising and the film industry but
also in 'realist' novels (the Lovelaces, the Becky Sharps, the Casaubons).
The stereotyped images we have in interpretations of both themes (the
theme of good and evil, for instance) and characters (the seducer, the 'golddigger,' the impotent man of books) are examples of how objectification of
the Other works within a specular phallogocentrism where image and
interpretation converge. This convergence may be termed an imageinterpretation but such interpretations are based on what Lacan calls a
misrecognition of the Other, that is, on a failure to recognize the Other.
Misrecognition is, in other words, fundamental to stereotyped imageinterpretations and the greatest obstacle for an ethics of reading.
Furthermore, misrecognition of a text's alterity constitutes the very process
in which readers are able to pass moral and ideological judgment in that
misrecognition speaks through the voice of the ego. As the ego always
speaks in its own interest, misrecognition of the Other may, naively, be taken
to be the disclosure of an ultimate signified and the truth of revealed
discourse precisely because an ego-centric image-interpretation fails to
recognize its disruptive flipside, its Other.
An ethics of reading that takes the Other into account, on the other
hand, does not ask for the disclosure of an ultimate signified, for the
revelation of truth. However, abandoning the truth criterion of literature does
not mean that the ethical dimension of reading is a sphere of indifference or a
laissez-faire politics of unrestricted individualism where "anything goes." On
1

There are in French two words for knowledge: savoir and connaissance. Whereas

connaissance is cognitive knowledge, savoir is the subject's knowledge, or the body's
knowledge. Reeder makes the same distinction in Swedish between vetande and kunskap
and wherever vetande is used by Reeder, this will be indicated in the translation as savoir.

the contrary, the ethical moment that is located in the "encounter with truth in
articulation, the encounter with the Other, the encounter with death — cannot
but demand responsibility from the subject, that the subject respond to the
imperative that is brought forth by the reality it is faced with" (Reeder 337).
In other words, the encounter restricts the reader's response to the Other by
begging that the reader answer to the call of the Other, to the "reality it is
faced with" by means of which he or she is made and held responsible for
his or her (reader) response, that is, for his or her reading.2

The Ethical Dimension
The presupposition of the subject's relation to the Other, where I take care of
and recognize the existence of the Other, informs the ethical dimension in
Reeder's account which, in its turn, is connected to the Heideggerian notion
Seinlassen, to let be, which Reeder interprets in psychoanalytic terms as
follows:
To let be is to leave space for another subjectivity, for the Other. It is to
abandon the demands of the ego for the Other's subjugation. To let be
is to maintain one's interest for the Other alive, and to let that happen
which never would have happened only from the ego's starting-points. (336)

Two propositions as concerns an ethics of reading may be ventured here both
of which are related to Seinlassen. First, it may be postulated that the work
2

See also John Rajchman's philosophical reading of Lacan where he argues that
psychoanalysis introduces the "problem of a new kind of responsibility - the responsibility
for our own desire" (42). For Rajchman who poses the ancient question about the relation
between truth anderos, this responsibility "involves a new kind of eros: that of telling the
'truth' of this desire for [sic!] which we can have no knowledge, but which is 'written' in
the puzzle of our destinies" (42).

of the unconscious is constitutive of the ethical encounter in that "that"
("det") in the quote above is a pun on the id (detet), that is, "that" refers to
the unconscious and its work coming into being thereby forcing the subject
to "face up to its desire and its demands, make itself familiar with its
malevolence, with the desire for brutal exploitation, with perversion, with
nostalgia and the eternal lack of being" in recognizing its Other (336).
Second, by linking the Other to Heidegger's notion of being (322), the
ethical dimension of reading presupposes a disposition towards the text, a
letting be of the text's being, a letting the text's being come into being, where
I as a reader take care of the being of the text, that is, the ethical dimension
presupposes that one read (the Other!the being of the text) with care.
Being cannot be owned, governed or exploited. It resists the
methodological approaches of the sciences as we know them and, Reeder
says, "[i]n so far as the human project concerns being, this project is in
perpetual movement, questioning, searching, articulating - always on its
way, unterwegs" (322). Through a complex argument that travels through
Levinas's proposition that temporality emanates from the absence of the
Other and Heidegger's Sorge (care), Reeder arrives at the postulation of a
love's time and a love's space, a love's space-time, which would index
towards the future in that care, meaning being ahead of oneself, searching,
questioning, articulating, is written in the future tense:3
Love's time is the waiting for the Other, it is the hope to find the Other
in his/her subjectivity. This hope offers itself as a space for my being,
establishes a certain existential spatiality: love's space, where within a
structural frame of respect and Seinlassen, I maintain faith in the prospect
of the alterity and the absence of the Other to reveal itself as presence. (358)
3

The ethical relationship to the Other as developed by Levinas is criticized by Reeder

because Levinas's "perspective is without history." What Reeder calls '"the ethical
moment'" always precedes the ethical relation to the Other, "and this moment never takes
place outside its historical context" (446, n.l 1).
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We can now modify the proposition reading ( the OtherI the being of a text)
with care by adding that to read with care means to read out of a disposition
of love, to maintain faith in the promise of the Other to reveal itself, while
nevertheless knowing that this promise always designates a future to come.4

Body, Transference and Evaluation
In the psychoanalytic understanding of love, love occurs in a transferential
situation which is here seen as being at the heart of reading.5 The
phenomenon of transference in the reading act introduces the body and the
unconscious into discourse and has consequences for evaluation in that it
relativizes value to the "for me." While an in-depth discussion of transference
at work in the act of reading must wait till my reading of Nights at the
Circus, I will here consider the phenomenon of transference in general terms
and the ways in which my argument both intersects with and deviates from
Barthes as regards transference in the reading act.
Let me first turn to Barthes and discuss the implications of the body's
4

See also Rajchman who claims that the love that is the beginning of Lacanian ethics

is of a kind "which never supposes that it knows what is good for someone else" (43). In
this, "it would be distinguished from philia and Caritas," Rajchman says, "[f]orphilia is a
love that brings men together in the knowledge of the good that is the same in each of us,
and caritas supposes a knowledge of salvation and grace" (43). Love, then, is a disclaimer
of that kind of knowledge where I suppose that I know what is good for the Other.
5

That transference is at the heart of reading is also suggested by Stephen A. Black in

his "On Reading Psychoanalytically." He does so however without showing how
transference may work in the reading situation. See also Cynthia Chase's "'Transference' as
Trope and Persuasion" for a further discussion on transference as a way of reading that
eradicates the distinction between hermeneutics and poetics, between meaning and the
devices of meaning.

being brought into his theoretical thinking.6 By taking the body into account
in language production, Barthes is enabled to approach the phenomenon of
transference at work both in criticism and in teaching as well as to explore the
epistemological, critical, pedagogical, ethical and aesthetical consequences of
the body's being considered as integral to language production.7 In doing so,
Barthes relocates ethics in the speaking body, that is, in the words of Leslie
Hill, in an "ethics of énonciation, an ethics of language" that "sets out an
ethics of plurality, of other possible bodies and other possible languages or
idioms" ("Barthes's Body" 117, 119). Hill's recognition of Barthes's
relocation of ethics in the moment of the speaking body's coming into being,
in the subject's énonciation, is a valid observation but it is inadequate to say
that the body as such is an ethical value for Barthes, as does Hill (120). It is
rather so that in bringing the body, the unconscious and transference into
language, the very conditions for language production, for knowledge and
evaluation change.
For Barthes this involves rejecting the authoritarian role of the one who
6

k seems rather bold to claim with Mary Bittner Wiseman that Barthes in bringing the
body into language, knowledge and science is an inaugurator of a new paradigm. Yet
Barthes launches a challenge to traditional humanism and Western thought insofar as he
redefines the subject in terms of "the body's becoming a text [which] is the human being's
becoming a text" (143). In "RB: The Third Degree," Stephen Ungar reads the idea of the
human being becoming a text in terms of a structuralist project of a writer "who seeks selfknowledge by trying to make himself into a kind of text: a body to be observed, analysed,
and ultimately understood" (68). To a critic like Culler the body causes a problem in that
"the appeal to the body seems to carry a constant possibility of mystification" {Barthes
95).
7

As Gregory Ulmer points out, Barthes's later "work may be summarized as an
experimental application of the concept (or phenomenon) of transference to the situation of
the literary critic," which is an experiment that has been extended to his pedagogics (6465). Here Barthes follows Lacan's teaching in the Seminar, that is, "to place himself in the
position of the analysand" rather than in the place of the analyst, that is, in fact, in both
roles (since he is the teacher) and hence in none (65).

is supposed to know. Instead, he takes the unconscious for his writing and
teaching model where there is no definite positionality. In the words of
Barthes:
Just as psychoanalysis, with Lacan, is extending the Freudian topic into a
topology of the subject (the unconscious here is never in its place), so we
need to substitute for the old 'magistral' space, which was actually a
religious space (speech from the pulpit, up above; down below, the flock),
a less Euclidean space where no one, neither the teacher nor the student,
would ever be in his final place. ("Writers, Intellectuals, Teachers" 322-323)

This inversion of the critic's/teacher's role is part of a strategy that aims at
putting "language in a state of crisis" by refusing to mantle the patriarchal
role conventionally assigned to the teacher (317). In other words, he asks his
reader/student to read with him (through transference) and against him (by
cutting transference short). It is a pedagogical strategy that recognizes the
plurality of and differences within his readership, and which allows for the
individual and heterogeneity to exist in the classroom, in criticism etc.: there
are, Barthes recognizes, other potentials, other bodies, other languages,
other idioms to which his writing/teaching opens up. Within this resistance to
foreclosing his audience's responses, there is the equally important resistance
to homogeneity and the establishing of cultural hegemony.
As a result of his taking the unconscious for a writing/teaching model,
Barthes resists the social economy that construes values in terms of
objectivity with the result that the second outcome of his bringing the body
into language concerns the question of value. Here, Barthes follows
Nietzsche's path by linking meaning to personal evaluation. The only
judgment a text can "wring" from Barthes is the exclamation "that's it for
me!" (The Pleasure of the Text 13).
In his reading of Bataille's "The Big Toe," Barthes enlarges on his
Nietzschean influence:

Knowledge says of each thing: "What is it? What is the big toe? What
is this text? Who is Bataille? But value, according to the Nietzschean
watchword, prolongs the question: What is it for me? In a Nietzschean
way, Bataille's text answers the question: What is the big toe for me,
Bataille? and by displacement: What is this text, for me, the reader?
("Outcomes of the Text" 247)

Barthes's taking the body into account thus points towards a nonpositionality in teaching, writing, reading as he declines the magistral role of
an autocratic patriarch for which he substitutes the unconscious as a
teaching/reading model; a strategy that aims at allowing the space necessary
for other languages and other bodies, the "for me" both among his students
and in criticism.
It may seem as if I am going against the grain of my own argument
here since Barthes recognizes other bodies and other languages in his writing
and teaching practice, but the question of transference becomes more
complicated when we look at it from the point of view of reading.
Barthes's transferential model recaptures the Lacanian imaginary into
the reading process.8 This has been pointed out by Gregory Ulmer in "The
Discourse of the Imaginary" where he takes A Lover's Discourse as an
example of Barthes's reading in the imaginary. While reading in the
imaginary, Ulmer says, Barthes "presents the amorous subject as a fetishist,
one who refuses castration (the authority of the Father) and denies sexual
difference. The fetishist believes in the Mother's phallus, the undecidable
place of which is taken by the métonymie object- the objet a" (71). Lacan's
objet a is the other with a small 'o,' the one you see in the mirror, the object
8

Barthes's definition of the imaginary changed during his career. In 1963, he wrote,

the imaginary "is no more than a vaguely Bachelardian term; but by 1970 - in SlZ - it has
been rebaptized, transformed (even deformed) into the Lacanian version" {Roland Barthes
126; see also 275)

of metonymical substitution and of desire, the fetish. Ulmer then goes on to
say that for Barthes the "literary work acquires the status of the objet cT
(71).9 In Barthes's transferential model of reading the text is an object of
metonymical substitution, which means that he fails to recognize the Other in
the other. The text is a fetish without alterity. I will expand on this in chapter
two.
Thus, although Barthes takes the phenonemon of transference into
account in his writing and teaching practice, his reading in the imaginary
eschews transference in treating the text as the objet a, which stands in a
metonymical relationship to the maternal and imaginary phallus.
Transference, in contrast, is founded on the function of the phallus in the
imaginary, which is the order of the ego, where the phallus fills in the
subject's lack (manque d'être) thereby setting up the object of transference as
the one who has the phallus (for me). The object of transference provides a
model for my being that precedes and makes the symbolic possible in that
"the function of the phallus in the ego structure is to offer a model for the
realization of the symbolic One (l'Un), a signifier that provides the subject's
unity and coherence" (Reeder 54). In other words, the phallus in the ego
structure fills in the subject's lack of unity, thereby providing a model for the
making of the subject's unity: the phallus spatializesmy being in the world
and, ultimately, the function of the phallus is to "maintain the ego's
psychological inner space" (54). As such the phallus is a prerequisite for the
ethical dimension of love's space-time. The Lacanian model, however, is
insufficient in discussing transference in the reading act. It cannot account for
how we as readers enter into language, except as a reproducing of the model
provided by the one who has the phallus (for me).
In Tales of Love, Kristeva gives a variant of transference that is more
9

Yet Ulmer claims, contradictorily, that Barthes sets out to find a "different style of

loving," and knowing, in A Lover's Discourse which would include "no more fetishism
(trying to find out what the object (objet a) is, or means; no more will to power over the
object" (74).

apt here, though without deviating in essence from transference so far
defined. She proposes an amatory identification that is prior to a proper
identification and set up in the immediate face-to-face relation to the other.10
The amatory identification is not a proper one because it precedes the oedipal
ego and is thus not objectai. Its territory is the narcissism constitutive of love
and its "object" is the speech of the other that offers itself as a model to be
incorporated. "When the object that I incorporate is the speech of the other precisely a nonobject, a pattern, a model - I bind myself to him," Kristeva
says, "in a primary fusion, communion, unification. An identification"

(26).11
An amatory identification is then what is being set up in the
transferential situation. Such an identification does not simply double or
reproduce the speech of the other: rather, the amatory identification situates
itself in the signifier of the Other though "not as a 'pure signifier,'" Kristeva
says, "but as the very space of metaphorical shifting" that sets the production
10

For an introduction to Kristeva's work, see John Lechte's/w//a Kristeva, and for
further discussions on love and its related subjects in Kristeva, see Fletcher and Benjamin's
(eds.) Abjection, Melancholia and Love.
11

The amatory identification with the speech of the other shows some resemblance to

Georges Poulet's emphasis on identification in the reading situation. When reading, he
says, "I am thinking the thoughts of another. Because of the strange invasion of my person
by the thoughts of another, I am a self who is granted the experience of thinking through
thoughts foreign to him" (59). Yet, Poulet's identification is a proper one with the author
since the "/ who 'thinks in me' when I read a book is the I of the one who writes the
book" (60-61). See however J. Hillis Miller who says that Poulet's readings question the
author as a still point of reference; rather, he says, there is a "reciprocal dependence of
consciousness and language in the progressive unfolding of the creative act. Mind and
words balance and sustain each other in a wavering at the point of origin which can never
be stilled. In saying this Poulet moves beyond any spatialized conception of time to
confront the fact that the true beginning of both subjectivity and language, if the concept
of origin may still be preserved, is the insecurity of human temporality, the fissures and
dislocations which open up for man within time" ("Geneva or Paris" 58).

of language in motion (38). The speech of the other sets itself up as the space
of a metaphorical shifting through which the reader enters into language by
dint of drifting amorously in the speech of the other.12
Ex-centric and elusive as this drifting in the signifier is, it nevertheless
rests Upon a strange object that "endows narcissism with an intrasymbolic
status" (22). Referring to Freud's "On Narcissism" where he claims that
there is in narcissism a "new psychic action" added to the mother-child dyad,
Kristéva argues that there is an "archaic disposition of the paternal function,
preceding the Name, the Symbolic, but also the 'mirror stage' whose logical
potentiality it would harbour - a disposition one might call the Imaginary
Father" (22). The Imaginary Father is this strange object upon which the
amatory identification rests and is as such a third party in the mother-child
dyad* thereby providing an object on which love and metaphor lean.
The concept of the Imaginary Father as constitutive of metaphor and
love is elaborated by Kristeva in distinction to Lacan's transferential model.
Hence, she rejects situating the Imaginary Father "in the absolute reference to
the Phallus" (30). Yet, she has to admit that the Imaginary Father, carrying
the sexual attributes of both sexes, is a "totalizing, phallic figure" (33).
Furthermore, the Imaginary Father provides the same function as the phallus
in the imaginary, that is, it fills in the subject's lack in that the Imaginary
Father on which love rests provides the subject with a '"unary feature'" by
means of which the object of love becomes "a metaphor for the subject" (30).
It may thus be questioned whether there really is a difference between
12

In Kristeva's reading of the amatory identification she argues that it is elaborated

around the "notion of emptiness, which is at the root of the human psyche" through which
narcissism, as developed by André Green to whom Kristeva refers, "reveals itself as a
screen over emptiness" (23). This emptiness she defines as the "bar" or "arbitrariness of
the Saussurian sign (....) that constitutes the referent/signified/signifierrelationship" and,
in Lacanian theory, "the gaping hole [la béartce] of the mirror stage" (23). "Thus," she
says, "against the background of linguistic theory and language learning, the emptiness
that is intrinsic to the beginnings of the symbolic function appears as the first separation
between what is not yet an Ego and what is not yet an object" (24).

Kristeva's concept of the Imaginary Father and the workings of the phallus
in the imaginary structure where the one I love has the phallus for me, where
the one I love provides my unity and coherence, where the one I love is my
constitutive metaphor.
Assuming then that the two readings of what provides the subject with
a uniting feature do not differ in essence, I claim that, in reading, the text
becomes the reader's constitutive metaphor, a phallic centering that sets the
speech of the other in motion. While reading in the imaginary, the text,
through the reader's transference, has the phallus (for him/her) by dint of
which a psychic and hence erotic space of reading is made possible. The
imaginary phallus in being a third party in reading thus supports the reader's
erotic space which is also a metaphorical space in which the reader can drift
amorously. At the same time, the setting up of the reading object as the one
who has phallus (for me) is the prerequisite for the ethical dimension of
reading proposed here in that the attribution of the imaginary phallus to an
object sets the object up as an object of love.

Negativity and the Real
Where the phenomenon of transference is based on the founding of
metaphor, the kind of transference at work in Barthesian theory is defined, as
we have seen, in terms of metonomy, the objet a, which ties transference as
found in Barthes to the dialectics of desire, to the dialectics between the
reiteration of the signifier by means of metonymical displacement and the
negativity that underlies, supports and negativizes the signifier.
The reading of negativity and its work in textual production that
influenced Barthes in his meditations on an ethics and erotics of reading is
Kristeva's theory of textuality as elaborated in Revolution in Poetic
Language where she proposes the term signifiance to negotiate the work of

the unconscious, including negativity, on the signifier.13 This influence is
generally forgotten in Barthesian criticism.14 But, as Barthes says himself,
"[although the theory of the text has specifically designated signifiance (in
the sense Julia Kristeva has given this word) as the site of jouissance,
although it has affirmed the simultaneously erotic and critical value of textual
practice, these propositions are often forgotten, repressed, stifled (The
Pleasure of the Text 64).
Since Barthes affirms the import of signifiance to the theory of the text,
Kristeva's psychoanalytic reading of negativity functions here as the
definition of the particular aesthetics of negativity around which Barthes
articulates his erotics and ethics of reading. In Revolution in Poetic
Language, Kristeva re-reads the Hegelian dialectic where her emphasis is on
the fourth term, that is, on the negativity that produces a negative dialectics
(as in Adorno). Negativity, in Kristeva's terms, is a fusion of Hegel's fourth
term and rejection in the sense given to anality in psychoanalysis, that is, as
the death drive. Negativity is further associated to Bataille's dialectic between
the law and its sacrifice and negativity is, in other words, one term of a
dialectical law (the one between the law and its sacrifice) that is bound up in
the libidinal economy of the subject and is as such productive of desire.15
Due to its association with the death drive, negativity is marked by the
compulsion to repeat, to reiterate the signifier (we remember here Freud's
grandchild and his repetitious fort-da game with a spool of thread which
13

That negativity, or death, underlies representation is • almost a commonplace in

psychoanalytic criticism today and has been discussed by several critics. See, for instance,
Shoshana Felman who shows the function of death in textual production in her "Turning
the Screw of Interpretation." Peter Brooks also argues that the plots we construe are made
against death (Reading for the Plot 22). See also Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan "Narration as
Repetition: the Case of Günter Grass's Cat and Mouse," and Donald Spence, "Narrative
Recursion" for further discussions.
14

See however Jouve who recognizes Barthes's indebtedness to Kristeva (36,92).

15 See

Revolution in Poetic Language (110-111) for Kristeva's reading of negativity.

caused Freud to formulate his theory of the death drive).16
For the Kristeva of Revolution in Poetic Language negativity is at the
heart of the ethical function. The ethical function of language, she says, is the
"negativizing of narcissism within a practice" and, she continues, "the text
fulfills its ethical function only when it pluralizes, pulverizes, 'musicates'
[scientific] truths, which is to say, on the condition that it develops them to
the point of laughter" (233).17 Negativity is thus what provides language its
ethical function in that it negativizes truth, meaning, signification, thereby
setting language adrift within a practice: a practice of signifiance, or drift,
which, as we will see, returns in Barthes's ethical category the neuter.
As said above, the practice of signifiance is an erotic practice as well in
that it is the "site of jouissance," but it is a jouissance that is founded on the
symbolic phallus as negativity is the second term in the dialectic between the
law (the symbolic phallus) and its sacrifice. It is a kind of jouissance that is
of a decidedly phallic character as it is bound up within the dialectic of desire
(for the phallus and its loss, that is, castration). A circular argument develops
out of the dualism between the symbolic phallus and negativity: without the
symbolic phallus, there is no contesting or opposing existent structures
since, without the phallus, there is no negativity that can negativize the
phallus: hence there can be no jouissance, no loss, without the phallus.18
Phallic jouissance is thus bound to a law of necessity that is predicated on the
16

See Stanley Budick and Wolfgang Iser (eds.) for further discussions on the play of
negativity in literature. None of the essays collected there, however, deals with negativity
from a psychoanalytic point of view.
17

See also Kristeva's "The Ethics of Language" where she says that it is exactly the

poetic function of language, as defined by Roman Jacobson, that provides language "its
ethical dimension" (232).
18

The phallocentrism of Kristeva's theoretical position is criticized by Gallop who

argues that Kristeva in her writing "erects the phallic mother, a woman who could
command the dialectic of self and self-loss, of identity and heterogeneity" (Feminism and
Psychoanalysis 122).

symbolic phallus' being or not. It does not exceed the phallic order: rather, it
becomes the very obstacle for taking the step beyond.
The Barthesian erotics of reading that is based on an aesthetics of
negativity is thus defined and predicated on the male sex as desire is of a
phallic character. In his early days, Lacan too describes jouissance in phallic
terms as he claims that the "erectile organ comes to symbolize the place of
jouissance" ("Subversion of the Subject and Dialectic of Desire" 320). Later
on however, in Encore, Lacan criticizes his earlier position as he then comes
to consider the phallus as the very "obstacle by which man cannot come, I'd
say, to enjoy in the female body, precisely because what he enjoys in, is the
jouissance of the organ" {"obstacle par quoi l'homme n'arrive pas, dirai-je, à
jouir du corps de la femme, précisément parce que ce dont il jouit, c'est de la
jouissance de l'organe") (13).19 On a less concrete level, the phallus is the
obstacle by which the limits of the ego cannot be bypassed. In the place of
phallic jouissance, Lacan rereads jouissance in terms of an enjoyment in/of
the body that is also an enjoyment in/of being, and he claims that jouissance
is "horssexe," that is, beyond being predicated on the organ (69, 79).
This second form of jouissance is connected by Reeder to the ethical
moment which includes a "movement from the symbolic towards the real,"
thereby taking the step beyond the ego, towards the body, the Other and
being (330). Whereas phallic jouissance is the pleasure derived from a
negative dialectics and aesthetics, jouissance in/of the body/being is the kind
of pleasure that is found within an erotics of the real. The shift from an
aesthetics of negativity to an ethics and erotics of the real involves, in other
words, a displacement of the site of the subject's enjoyment, yet it does so
without rejecting or negating the import of negativity in the act of reading. As
we will see, it rather displaces negativity by the real since the imaginary has
been recuperated through the process of transference.
The real in Lacan's sense is a rather elusive and difficult concept. It is
at once the subject's psychological reality and outside this reality because the
19 All

translations from Encore are mine.

real can only be re-presented in the language(s) that separate(s) us from the
real. Whereas negativity is bound to the law through its being one term of a
dialectical law, albeit a negating one, the real is exactly that which is
outlawed since, Lacan says, the real "is the mystery of the speaking body, it
is the mystery of the unconscious" ("est le mystère du corps parlant, c'est le
mystère de l'inconscient") (Encore 118). The real is thus outlawed and
"mysterious" to the extent that it is outside the law, the symbolic, that is,
language; yet, it is the place to which we always return in that the real
"cannot stop from not writing itself/being written" ("ne cesse pas de ne pas
s'ecrire") (87). As the double negation indicates, the real is affirmative and
as such, Lacan says, contingent (132). Negativity, in contrast, is marked by
a single negation that is at the heart of the return of the signifier and is
formulated as that which "does not cease to write itself/being written" ("ne
cesse pas de s'écrire") (132). It is law-bound and, hence, of the order of
necessity. While negativity is the second term of the dialectics of desire, it
might be said that the real in being the site that cannot stop from not writing
itself harbours our passions, our joys and our sufferings to which we always
return, passionately.
As we know, jouissance has become associated with feminist literary
theory, in particular with the so-called new French feminisms of Hélène
Cixous, Luce Irigaray and Julia Kristeva who, despite their differences, hold
in common the notion of jouissance as a transgressive force that is linked to
the maternal body.20 Since the work of Kristeva is both used and criticized in
this study, I will say a few words about her position. We have already seen
that the Kristeva of Revolution in Poetic Language proposes an ethics and
jouissance that is based on a dialectics between the phallus and negativity.
Later on, however, she engages in rereadings of jouissance and its relation to
woman. Her position is here an ambiguous one. On the one hand, she
20

See, for instance, Cixous's and Catherine Clément's The Newly Born Woman,
Irigaray's This Sex Which Is Not One and KristevaV'Stabat Mater." For a critical account
of these sexual and textual strategies, see Toril Moi's Sexual!Textual Politics.

defines "woman" in terms of the maternal and shows a tendency towards
essentialism, as in "Stabat Mater." On the other, she disengages the concept
"woman" (symbolizing body, death, the irrational and so on) from being
characteristic of sexual differentiation and hence of women. As she says in
"Woman Cannot Be Defined,"
[a] woman cannot 'be'; it is something which does not even belong in the
order of being (...) In 'woman' I see something that cannot be represented,
something that is not said, something above and beyond nomenclatures and
ideologies. There are certain 'men' who are familiar with this phenomenon;
it is what some modern texts never stop signifying: testing the limits of
language and sociality - the law and its transgressions, mastery and
jouissance - without reserving one for males and one for females, on the
condition that it is never mentioned, (my italics; 137-138) 21

In other words, there is at once a tendency towards essentialism in Kristeva's
view of sexual differentiation and a liberating stance that separates women
from "woman" as a cultural encoding of otherness.22 In "Stabat Mater"
though, she links the essentialist view of jouissance to an "herethics" which,
in the words of Marilyn Edelstein, is "a new ethical conception based on
woman as mother, as a prototype or metaphor for one who deals with the
21

Statements like this have provoked a great deal of criticism of Kristeva in that she

seems to claim that men are the ones who most daringly approach woman, which her
critical practice that favours male avant-garde writers substantiates (Leslie Hill "Julia
Kristeva Theorizing the Avant-Garde?" Elizabeth Gross 98). The favouring of male writers
may be due to the fact that in Kristeva's world there are, as Gross points out, only men, or
sons, and mothers (94): a fact which makes Ann Rosalind Jones argue that "Kristeva still
believes that men create the world of power and representation; women create babies" (40).
Others however, defend Kristeva, like Alice Jardine who regards Kristeva's project as
speaking for the""Ultimate Good for Women" (97).
22
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criticized by Domna C. Stanton in her "Difference on Trial."
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other through love" (34). Even though the mother is here seen as a metaphor
for an "herethics," jouissance and ethics are nevertheless reduced to the
family drama and its sexual roles. As such, it goes against Lacan's claim that
jouissance is horssexe, beyond gender.
The erotico-ethics proposed here is not reduced to the family drama and
its sexual roles. Although the psychoanalytic approach opted for here takes
the family structure and its oedipal triangle as its springboard, the eroticoethics that is derived from Nights at the Circus does not stop there. It takes
the step beyond, horssexe, in that it is conceived in neither maternal nor
phallic terms. The analysis of the actual step beyond the family drama as it
manifests itself in the reading act must wait until chapter three. The following
chapter focuses on the Barthesian pleasure of the text which, as we will see,
is caught within the oedipal triangle that makes up the family drama.

2. With and Against
Roland Barthes
Barthes and Style
Barthes is, as we know, quite a chameleon critic who continuously questions
and rewrites his (momentary) position. The period in Barthes's writing that
coincides with the concerns of this study is the one Jonathan Culler calls the
"hedonist" period, that is, the last ten or twelve years of Barthes's life in
which his criticism focused on the act of reading, its pleasures and the
question of the body in language production (Barthes).'
From the publication of S / Z and onwards Barthes is known for the
fragmentary commentary that makes up his writing. The fragment becomes
the mark of Barthes's "style," which is also found to be at the heart of the
1

The "hedonist" period should not however be regarded as a distinct period in Barthes's
career. It is rather, as Peter Collier points out, one aspect of Barthes's elaboration of the
critical subject. It is, Collier says, "more fruitful and more convincing to see in Barthes,
not a rather strange progression from a Marxist to a Lacanian and then to an unaccountably
hedonist view of the subject, but an elaboration of different aspects of a theory of the
critical subject, concentrating now on its individual, fragmentary opacity, now on a critical
unreading of the social text which attempts to enlighten it, now on a celebratory
assumption of its irreducible, unassimilable difference, but always withdrawing from the
falsely naturalizing discourse of history, literature and art which would try to focus it into a
reflection rather than allow it to pursue its diffraction" (177).
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critical controversies that surround him.2 Barthes's style has indeed, as
Michael Moriarty says, "a force of its own that transforms evaluation. In
some people's case, it simply accentuates the hostility to his theoretical
positions. For others, it means that the writing becomes a value in its own
right, irrespective of whether one happens to agree or not with what he is
saying" (11). Either we find that Barthes's writing is a breach of the critical
code, a slacking of critical rigour and sincerity, or we delight in the sensitive,
intelligent voice that is so rare a phenomenon in criticism. I am deliberately
using a value judgment here to indicate that I am not exempt from these
critical extremes of either hostility to or admiration of Barthes's style, both of
which may cloud the critical perspective.
In her reading of Barthes's reading of Balzac's novella "Sarrasine" in
S/Z, Barbara Johnson criticizes Barthes's '"anti-constructionist"'reading as
she poses the question if "a certain systematic level of textual difference is
not also lost and flattened by Barthes's refusal to reorder or reconstruct the
text" (7). The question whether a "level of textual difference" is lost is a
crucial one as concerns not only Barthes's style but also his theory of the
text. We know of Barthes's predilection for creating binary opposites which,
even though the aim is a cancelling out of the two terms into a neuter, is
based on a logic where difference is formed in the opposition between two
distinct linguistic units. But, as Johnson points out, difference "is not what
distinguishes one identity from another. It is not difference between (or at
least not between independent unities), but a difference within" (4).
2

Barthesian criticism ranges from Philip Thody's uncompromising Roland Barthes: A

Conservative Estimate to Mary Bittner Wiseman's quite uncritical reading in The Ecstasies
of Roland Barthes. A parody of Barthes' style is found in Burnier and Rambaud's Le
Roland Barthes sans peine. For structuralist oriented readings see, in addition to Culler's
Barthes, Annette Lavers's Roland Barthes: Structuralism and After. Criticism on Barthes
has increased lately and good introductions to his oeuvre are Michael Moriarty's Roland
Barthes and, in French, besides Stephen Heath's Vertige du déplacement, Vincent Jouve's
La littérature selon Barthes and Louis-Jean Calvet's Roland Barthes: un regard politique sur
le signe.

Difference, in other words, is not created simply by focusing on a difference
between binary opposites, but a question of allowing the many differences
that are found within a text and, by extension, in reading to come into play
with each other. This coming into being of differences in the reading act is
where this study moves towards and will be shown in chapter three as
resulting from a recognition of the Other.
Here, Johnson links Barthes's "anti-constructionist" style that lacks
difference within to a failure to recognize the Other, although she argues it in
a rather oblique manner. There is, she claims, an underlying identification at
work within Barthes's reading between his and Sarrasine's point of view and
she then goes on to say that "Sarrasine cannot listen to the other as other"
thereby implying that neither does Barthes in his reading (10). Johnson's
critique of Barthes then amounts to saying that within Barthes's "anticonstructionist" practice, textual difference within is lost because of his
failure to listen to the text as Other (or, in Johnson's terms, other).
Johnson's hinting at Barthes's failure to recognize the Other in the
other is restricted to S/Z, but the problem returns in A Lover's Discourse
which, as we have seen in Ulmer's argument discussed in the previous
chapter, sets up the text as a fetish, the objet a of metonymical substitution
despite Barthes's apparent shift from desire to love. Resting on the principle
of "someone speaking within himself, amorouslyBarthes's discourse of a
lover confronts "the other (the loved object) who does not speak" (A Lover's
Discourse 3). Thus, by the same token as Barthes fails to listen to the Other
in "Sarrasine," so his lover's discourse takes no interest in the other as Other,
an Other in whose language one can drift, amorously, as we will see is the
case in Carter's suggestion for the reader as a lover of reading.
Before continuing my discussion on Barthes I will turn to Nights at the
Circus and approach the questions that Carter's text raises as regards the way
in which we can think an erotics and ethics of reading, and its relation to the
Barthesian pleasures of the text.

Ludic Games
A metatext runs across "Petersburg," the second section of Nights at the
Circus's three parts. It is a metatext in which the circus clowns enact and
mirror the Ludic Game that is the name of the circus in the novel which, in its
turn, is a parody of patriarchal and capitalist society.3 Ludic is a French
neologism and a portmanteau word combining the adjectives "ludicrous" and
"lunatic," and connoting play in the sense we have come to understand the
postmodern scene both in terms of parody, travesty, pastiche and in the
expression the "play of the signifier." Ludic is, in other words, a word that
refers to a postmodern world, yet, Nights at the Circus is set at the fin-desiècle of the nineteenth century. This is one of the many inversions and
reversals in the novel that aim at unsettling expectations and cancelling out
binarisms, which is a ludic game in itself.
In many ways, the ludic is the kind of play that we associate with
clowns, fools and madmen and the way these marginal figures reflect and
comment on society, but how are we to understand the clowns' role in the
Petersburg section if its writing is in itself a ludic game? Doubly ludic thus,
the question arises whether the clown's role is a significant one in presentday society; a question whose answer is not unequivocal. In Nights at the
Circus, the clowns are seen as a "band of irregulars, permitted the most
ferocious piracies as long as, just so long as, they maintain the bizarrerie of
their appearance, so that their violent exposition of manners stays on the safe
side of terror" (115). This game is further stated to be a game in which the
clowns are "licensed to commit licence and yet forbidden to act" (151 ). If the
ludic game of the clowns is a "licensed" one, the part the clowns play is
already inscribed within the symbolic order. This means that their function is
to put society and culture under a magnifying glass, exposing societal
structures and the games people play by means of which a critical dialogue
3
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patriarchal symbolic order" (198)

may open up, as is the case in Nights at the Circus where the clowns' act, as
we will see, opens up a dialogue between Angela Carter's novel and Roland
Barthes's texts.
The clown's role is, in other words, the critic's (be it literary, social or
cultural) and the dilemma the clown faces is also the critic's: can criticism
have an impact when "licensed to commit licence," that is, when
institutionalized? Or, is criticism simply a field of play which, like the
clowns' act, is always "on the safe side of being" (151)? Neither question is
answered unconditionally in the affirmative by the text which recognizes the
indispensability of the critical dialogue to a society's democratic credibility by
allotting the space necessary for the clowns' act. In allotting the necessary
space to the clowns their indispensability to the circus' credibility is
emphasized, but the limits as regards social change are also recognized in that
the clowns are restricted to the "beauty of clowning," which "is, nothing ever
changes" (117).
Though stated as being always "on the safe side of being," the clowns'
game is not without risk here in that their game is what we may call a
postmodern one of "convulsive self-dismemberment" that foresees the end of
the subject and of history (117). I am aware that definitions of
postmodernism constitute a controversial issue and the sense I give the term
here is a rather one-dimensional and vulgar one that has been launched by its
backbiters as, for instance, in Christopher Lasch's characterization of
postmodernism as a "culture of narcissism." This is also the sense that Carter
gives to the clowns' act but without falling into the conservative fallacy of
closing the doors for further investigation: rather, she pushes the limits of
contemporary critical debate by exploring the possibilities of the postmodern,
of post-structuralism and of deconstruction, that is, of the culture in which
she works. Nights at the Circus was published in 1984 and can be seen as
written in response to the critical debate and cultural climate of the 1970s of
which she is at once critical as regards its narcissistic tendency and aware of
its incipient potential for a post-patriarchal society emancipated from the

monotheistic model on which Western patriarchy is built.
The criticism she forwards in the clowns' act finds its impetus in Buffo
the Great, the clowns' leader, who stages the deconstruction of Christ in
Buffo's acting out "the centre that does not hold" his constitutive parts
together, which would signify the end of man as moulded in the image of
God (117). The danger of such a postmodern play of the clown/critic, Carter
suggests, is that, once the phallic signifier that holds the subject together is
lost, the game becomes a tragic reality as Buffo eventually is led off the stage
in a strait-jacket (178). Through Buffo's madness Carter endorses Fredric
Jameson's argument that the culture of late capitalism is a "schizophrenic"
one in its lack of a phallic signifier ("Postmodernism"), which is consistent
with the clowns' masks of narcissism in that, as clinical studies have shown,
pathological narcissism functions to cover up disorders such as
schizophrenia (Levin).
What is at risk in the clown's/critic's postmodern game with signifying
systems such as patriarchal monotheism in Carter's view, then, is the
individual's selfhood rather than societal structures which are not affected, at
least not immediately and transparently. It is the self that is brought to crisis
within a "[d]ance of disintegration; and of regression; celebration of the
primal slime" (125). Indeed, the bringing to a crisis of the subject in the
dance of being is the credo of post-structuralism. Although this is not
rejected by Carter, she puts the "celebration of the primal slime," the
exaltation of anality and negativity, into question. The song-and-dance-show
that the clowns perform is a sadistically violent, obscene and scatological one
within which a castration that will not come is enacted:
What beastly, obscene violence they mimed! A joey thrust the vodka bottle
up the arsehole of an august; the august, in response, promptly dropped his
his tramp trousers to reveal a virile member of priapic size, bright purple in
colour and spotted with yellow stars, dangling two cerise balloons from the
fly. At that, a second august, with an evil leer, took a great pair of shears out

of his back pocket and sliced the horrid thing off but as soon as he was
brandishing it in triumph above his head another lurid phallus appeared in the
place of the first, this one bright blue with scarlet polkadots and cerise
testicles, and so on, until the clown with the shears was juggling with a
dozen of the things. (124)

In the clowns' ludic game above, Carter exposes one of the main difficulties
of institutionalized, post-structuralist thought, that is, how can castration be
anything but a game when the critic is always already positioned within the
symbolic order, always writing from a position within the symbolic, while
nevertheless resisting/failing oedipal identification with the Father who
performs the castrating gesture? What Carter stages here by means of the
clown's violent castration complex is, in my view, an extreme version of the
Barthesian text which "is (should be) that unhibited person who shows his
behind to the Political Father" (The Pleasure of the Text 53).
Since Barthes makes this claim in his meditations on the erotics of
reading in The Pleasure of the Text, it must be inferred that showing one's
"behind to the Political Father" is one of his pleasures of the text; a pleasure
that is characterized by a phallic jouissance in that, as the quote above shows,
the clown, in showing his behind to the proper and clean which the symbolic
(the Father) guarantees, takes the matter (the phallus and its power) into his
own hands. Hence, the impossibility of its loss becomes the object of his
jouissance in that the pleasure taken in the phallus is saturated by an anal
eroticism that negativizes its power by multiplying the phallus into "a dozen
of the things" whereby its loss, that is castration, is paradoxically mastered.
The eroticism found in the clown's act is, in other words, marked by
mastery of loss and what can be called a phallic dexterity in "juggling" with
the very language that holds castration at bay, with its signs and codes as, for
instance, exemplified by Barthes's commentary in S/Z. In S/Z we find one
of the best examples of a critical practice that displays a phallic dexterity in
juggling with language, that is ludic in the sense Baudrillard defines the

word. The ludic, he says, "connotes networks and their mode of
functioning, the forms of their permeation and manipulation. The ludic
encompasses all the different ways one can 'play' with networks, not in
order to establish alternatives but to discover their state of optimal
functioning" (Seduction 158; my italics). Barthes's extensive deliberation on
the functioning of codes, on their optimal functioning in the act of reading
Balzac's novella "Sarrasine," is precisely such a "'play' with networks" that
is not so much a critique of the code as a fascinating critical impasse, akin to
the way in which a child will tear apart its most beloved toys, curiously and
violently.4
True enough, the Barthesian theory of the text is written as a reaction
against the violence of language but it is the violence of the doxa, that is, of
"Public Opinion, the mind of the majority, petit bourgeois Consensus, the
Voice of Nature, the Violence of Prejudice" that Barthes rejects (.Roland
Barthes 47). In its place, he foresees a world/text where the "war of
languages" that is produced by the doxa has been abolished, "where it is
desire which circulates, not domination" ("The War of Languages" 110). It is
easy to sympathize, politically and ethically, with Barthes's vision of an ideal
plural world/text where desire circulates freely, of a true democracy without
any form of domination. But, as Barbara Johnson argues in her critique of
Barthes's '"anti-constructionist"' reading in 5/Z, Barthes is not able to empty
his reading of violence. Despite his avoiding the "integrative violence" that
structures and orders a text, he nevertheless "works a maximum of
4
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"fetishism of the signifier" where it is the critic's "passion for the code" that speaks (92).
In Baudrillard's eyes, this involves the critic's "sanctification of the system as such" (92).
See also David Bleich who rejects the academic games of Barthes in that he understands
them in terms of "the reader's action as licensed aggression" {The Double Perspective 20).
In his "Barthesian Free Play," Lawrence Kritzman discusses two forms of play at work in
Barthes: critical play, where Barthes "reforms the always already formulaic so that he may
reveal how the game of literatureis played out" (198), and the play of self that is "a mise
en jeu of identity and a refuge from being pigeonholed" (204).

disintegrative violence" in "manhandling" the text (7). "[.M]anhandling" is a
description of Barthes's critical approach in S/Z made by Barthes himself. It
is a way of reading signs and codes that "cannot work with 'respect' to the
text," he says (SIZ 15). On the contrary» "manhandlingas shown in
Barthes's commentary, is a dexterous play, a juggling with signifiers and
codes on the textual body of "Sarrasine" that seeks to establish their optimal
functioning in the act of reading which, according to Baudrillard,
characterizes the ludic.
The ludic thus works with disrespect to the text and is as such an
excess which precisely because of its being an excess creates a space of
freedom emancipated from the signified. Excess and a juggling with
signifiers, codes, images and intertexts is the trademark of Carter's own
fantasmatic writing. It is exactly what Walser, who will function as my
model reader in the next chapter, learns from the stories Fevvers narrates in
the London section of the novel. Once he enters the symbolic realm of the
Ludic Games in the Petersburg section, he becomes a circus clown who
juggles With being and language.
When Walser first put on his make-up, he looked in the mirror and did not
recognize himself. As he contemplated the stranger peering interrogatively
back at him out of the glass, he felt the beginnings of a vertiginous freedom
that, during all the time he spent with the Colonel [i.e., at the circus], never
quite evaporated; until that last moment when they parted company and
Walser's very self, as he hadknown it, departedfrom him, he experienced the
freedom that lies behind the mask, within dissimulation, the freedom to
juggle with being, and, indeed, with the language which is vital to our
being, that lies at the heart of the burlesque. (103)

Walser, my model reader, thus experiences a sense of freedom "behind the
mask" but this is a moment within the act of reading that is distinct from the
change of "Walser's very self," which will only take place after the novel's

moving into its third section, "Siberia." By then, Buffo the Great has gone
mad and the game of the remaining clowns becomes a superfluous and
insignificant play as they eventually dissolve, juggling themselves out of the
novel (242-244).
The question why Walser does not follow suit arises here. Why does
he undergo the change that is denied the clowns? In what way does his
reading act differ from the ludic game of the clowns? These are questions I
will answer by discussing the ludic game of reading in terms of Barthes's
ethics and erotics of reading; a discussion which aims at bringing Walser's
reading adventure as delineated in the next chapter into relief, highlighting the
qualitative difference that makes a difference in the act of reading.

Escaping the doxa
Buffo's ludic game that ends sadly in the madness of his falling apart is a
game that functions as a sanctuary in that the ludic provides an escape from
death. But "from the coffin of [Buffo's] madness there is no escape" (178).
Buffo's game, it is suggested by Carter, is an escape where death and
madness is at its far and near end, where death through madness is held at
bay by the ludic games of clowning as the clown's very mask becomes a
way of escaping his being objectified, stereotyped, by prejudice and public
opinion, that is, by thenaivetéof thc doxa. The clown's game is, in other
words, an escape from the grip and grasp of the stereotyping tentacles of the
doxa.
The ludic thus provides a getaway from the oppressiveness of everyday
speech (its stereotyping, its "it goes without saying," its ideologies and so on
and so forth). In the ludic the commonsensical is made un-common, the
familiar unfamiliar, as the ordinary is put under the magnifying glass of the
various theories that are at the critic's hand. For Barthes, our theories are our
Fictions. A Fiction can be any discursive system such as Marxism,

psychoanalysis, or structuralism but, as Barthes has to acknowledge, even
here there is an "aggressive force, the power of domination of a discursive
system, of a Fiction" ("The War of Languages" 108).
Barthes sees every discursive system as a symptom of the will to
power.5 Hence, he rejects not only the doxa but every discursive system that
finds its basis in the integrative violence of interpretation in favour of an
erotics of the text where ''the Name does not cross its lips, it is fragmented
into practices, into words which are not Names" (The Pleasure of the Text
45). The Name, we remember, is shorthand for the Name-of the-Father and
Barthes's anti-constructionist position interconnects here with a rejection of
the Father, that is, of the symbolic order that performs the gesture of
castration. Further, the Name is constraining by virtue of the no it imposes
on the symbiotic relationship between mother and child (in French le Nomdu-Père is a homophone to le Non-du-Pèré) but paternal constraint is not
rejected as such by Barthes: rather he rejects what it amounts to. As Barthes
says, there is 53an alienation more profound than constraint: castration."
"This," he continues, "is the most profound of all alienations: in mythology,
beneath the slave, there is the eunuch" (The Grain of the Voice 236).
Paradoxically though, it is the eunuch that is the object of Barthes's
desire, as in SIZ where it is precisely the castrato that Barthes desires. In
Johnson's critique of Barthes she argues that Barthes's and Sarrasine's
viewpoints merge, and it is easy to substitute Barthes for Sarrasine in the
following sentence where Johnson claims that it "is precisely the castrato that
Sarrasine does indeed love - the image of the lack of what he thereby thinks
he himself possesses," that is, the phallus understood in terms of mastery
and power (10). Castration is, in other words, reversed into mastery (of
castration). Hence, there is no castration, no intervention of the Name, as
5
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interpretation is a form of the will to power" which constitutes the "philosophical basis for
[Barthes's] vision of warring systems of thought, rival interpretations of the world,
confronting both one another and an oppressive doxa" (137).

Barthes performs the castrating gesture himself.6
The castrato becomes a figure of Barthes's vision of the body's
possibility to escape and transgress the symbolic, culture and its binarisms,
thus neutralizing binary opposites.7 The castrato is then a figure of Barthes's
ethical category the neuter as the "castrato is neuter, but also neutral, in the
war of languages" (Moriarty 142). The castrato is however a figure of a
neutering, of a castration that will not come, which turns the erotics of
reading into a ludic game, into a play with phalluses as in the clown's game
discussed above. There is here a profound ambiguity in Barthes's theory of
the text between, on the one hand, the desire for castration, as exemplified by
Sarrasine's/Barthes's desire for the castrato and the figure of the neuter, and,
on the other, the rejection of the castrating symbolic order, the paternal
Name, that intervenes in between the mother-child dyad and which,
ultimately, leads him to take up the anti-constructionist position of Johnson's
critique.
The castrato as a figure of the neuter is nevertheless a body of
resistance against the restraints and dominance of (patriarchal/bourgeois)
science as well as the doxa of (patriarchal/petit bourgeois) mass culture. The
body envisioned by Barthes is a traversal of all the languages and idioms that
constitute the subject; the body is a "circular memory" that foresees "the
impossibility of living outside the infinite text," that is, outside the intertexts
through which we articulate our being in the world without giving any single
discourse or theory the benefit of authority (The Pleasure of the Text 36).
6
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suffered a lack of in his youth. "Money has no paternity; the castrato can have no
posterity. Both are empty at the centre ..., without an intrinsic nature" (126). Money
stands thus, according to Moriarty, in a metonymical relationship to castration.
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argues that the paradigm man/woman is "displaced by two other paradigms, in the first
instance castrating/castrated, in the other, animate/inanimate" where the animate belongs to
masculine/feminine and the inanimate to the neuter (103).

The castrato is then one version of Barthes's vision of an ideal plural
text/world where desire circulates freely and where no language, no doxa, or
no theory or theorist dominates.
There is however a contradiction here between Barthes's vision of an
ideal plural world and his critical praxis. Again, Johnson's critique highlights
the argument. Although the word castration is left unsaid in "Sarrasine,"
Barthes labels "these textual blanks" in S/Z. According to Johnson, "he fills
in the textual gaps with a name, he erects castration into the meaning of the
text, its ultimate signified" (11). In other words, Barthes reduces both the
text and Sarrasine's body into a signified, castration, by means of which the
text as Other can be mastered.
The tendency towards mastery of the Other in Barthesian criticism is
further accentuated by his defence against accusations of mysticism which he
rejects by "making the text an object of pleasure like the others" (The
Pleasure of the Text 58). The text thus undergoes a process of objectification
that forecloses the existence of the Other, which enables Barthes to turn the
text into a fetish, an erotic object of desire for the neuter. In fetishizing the
text, the textual body is subjected to the reader's libidinal economy. The
text's alterity is misrecognized: a misrecognition that informs Barthes's
theory of the text insofar as it strives towards mastery and denial of both
castration and of the reader's separation from the text, thereby ensuring that
the text be reduced to the reader's individual, libidinal economy and,
consequently, that the reader remain in power.

In the Neuter
In the final analysis, both Barthes's anti-constructionist position and the
positing of the castrato as a figure of the neuter result from there being
beneath the duplicitous desire for/fear of the castrato, a still greater fear: the
fear of impotence, of disempowerment, or, of being petrified as in Roland

Barthes where Medusa as a figure of the doxa comes to symbolize the
castrating agency (122-123). The Father that performs the castrating gesture
is mistaken for the doxa and the symbolic is confused with the terrifying
image of a Medusa that petrifies, stuns, and alienates the Barthesian subject.
Like Proust's narrator in À la Recherche du Temps Perdu, Barthes remains
"behind the door" and, as he says, "constantly listening to what I am
excluded from''' (123).
In the Barthesian erotics and ethics of the text, the affirmation of the
reader's import must be seen against the hold the doxa, according to Barthes,
has over the reading subject. In addition to the doxa's being mistaken for the
symbolic and symbolized by Medusa, the doxa blends with his concept of
the Other which, as Ann Jefferson points out, is closer to Sartre than to poststructuralist theories of the Other. "Like Sartre," Jefferson says, "Barthes is
exquisitely sensitive to the hold that the Other has over the subject through
his ability to represent the body of the subject" (170). The Sartrean Other
borders here on the Barthesian doxa and, as Jefferson continues, the
"Barthesian subject is alienated not merely by becoming an image in the eye
of the Other but through this assimilation into the doxa" (170). A
configuration is thus set up in which the doxa, the figure of Medusa, the
symbolic, the Father, and the Other intermingle. The Other for Barthes is
then a symbolic Other, a Father/Medusa, that is defined in terms of
disempowering doxic language that petrifies and stuns the subject into silence
and the solidity of the stereotype. Hence, oppression sets the war of
languages in motion as rivalling discourses struggle, not only to be spoken
and heard, but for dominance.
The violence inherent in the way the Other is able to represent the body
of the subject is seen by Barthes as a symptom of the Other's will to power.
Through interpretation, the Other holds its grip and grasp over the body and
Barthes's theoretical move at this point is to reject the symbolic Other and its
violence. In the words of Barthes:

He attempts to compose a discourse which is not uttered in the name
of the Law and/or of Violence: whose instance might be neither political
nor religious nor scientific; which might be in a sense the remainder and
the supplement of all such utterances. What shall we call such discourse?
erotic, no doubt, for it has to do with pleasure; or even perhaps: aesthetic,
if we foresee subjecting this old category to a gradual torsion which will
alienate it from its regressive, idealist background and bring it closer to the
body, to the drift. (Roland Barthes 84)

The erotico-aesthetic discourse that would substitute for the doxic discourse
of the symbolic Other Barthes associates, as we can see from the quote
above, to "drift."8 Drift is one of Barthes's main figures of writing and
carries in French the double meaning "drift" and "drive" (dérive in French).9
Drift is thus connected to pleasure and desire and, in the words of Barthes,
drifting "occurs whenever / do not respect the whole, and whenever, by dint
of seeming driven about by language's illusions, seductions, and
intimidations, like a cork on the waves, I remain motionless, pivoting on the
intractable bliss that binds me to the text" (The Pleasure of the Text 18). Once
more, we find an instance where Barthes's theory of the text takes up an anticonstructionist position, here, to the benefit of a drifting in language that is
erotic in The Pleasure of the Text and amorous in A Lover's Discourse. What
is important in this context, and for this study, is that the pleasure of drifting
is at the heart of Barthes's ethical category the neuter (Brown 58-59). The
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Ungar in his Roland Barthes.The Professor of Desire as a shift from science to textuality
and from criticism to a "practice of figuration" (71). Figuration, in the words of Barthes,
"is the way in which the erotic body appears (to whatever degree and in whatever form that
may be) in the profile of the text" and is opposed to representation which is "encumbered
with other meanings than that of desire: a space of alibis (reality, morality, likelihood,
readability, truth etc.)" (The Pleasure of the Text 55-56).
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neuter is in other words not only an object of desire, as exemplified by the
castrato, but it is also the very site from which Barthes articulates his anticonstructionist position and rejects the violence of the symbolic Other.
The neuter, we remember, is modelled on the linguistic concept
"neutralization" which is defined as "the loss of meaning in certain pertinent
oppositions." The neuter is further qualified by Barthes as that which "is not
an average of active and passive; rather it is a back-and-forth, an amoral
oscillation, in short, one might say, the converse of an antinomy" (Roland
Barthes 132). The neuter is adrift, oscillating in between binary opposites,
and its "figures" are described by Barthes in the following terms:
Figures of the Neuter: white writing, exempt from any literary theater—
Adamic language—delectable insignificance—the smooth—the empty, the
seamless—Prose (a political category described by Michelet)—discretion—the
vacancy of the "person," if not annulled at least rendered irretrievable-absence
of imago—the suspension of judgment, of due process—displacement—the
refusal "to keep oneself in countenance" (the refusal of any countenance
whatever)-the principle of delicacy-drifting-pleasure in its ecstatic aspect:
whatever avoids or thwarts or ridicules ostentation, mastery, intimidation.
{Roland Barthes 132)

As we can see from the quote above, pleasure in its "ecstatic aspect" is one of
the figures of the neuter. But what exactly does pleasure mean in the sense
employed by Barthes here? "[W]hat pleasure wants," Barthes says in The
Pleasure of the Text, "is the site of loss, the seam, the cut, the deflation, the
dissolve which seizes the subject in the midst of jouissance" (7).10 What
pleasure wants is thus jouissance, which is a claim whereby Barthes
10
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English word "bliss." However, since my own terminology follows the psychoanalytical
writings of Lacan and Kristeva from which Barthes derives the word, I will maintain the
French word untranslated for reasons of consistency.
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erases"the binarismpleasure/jouissance. It is rather the "vacillation" between
the two terms, the drifting, that is the site of pleasure/jouissance (4).
The binarism pleasure/jouissance is part of a number of binary
opposites created b y B a r t h e s , a s i n t h e c a s e o f t h e readerly/the writerly ( S / Z )
and studium!punctum (Camera Lucida).u In each case, the primary term
connotes that which comes from culture whereas the second is exactly that
which punctures the primary term, that sets the binarism adrift in a neuter ...
that is the (non-)site of Barthes's erotics and ethics of reading. The neuter has
no content nor no space. It is "atopic" which is why "the pleasure of the text
is scandalous" (The Pleasure of the Text 23). Still, the dissolution of the
binarism does not end in a void. Instead of that, "the contradicton of the
terms yields in his eyes by the discovery of a third term, which is not a
synthesis but a translation: everything comes back, but it comes back as
Fiction, i.e., at another turn of the spiral" {Roland Barthes 69). Hence, the
neuter is "not the third term - the zero degree - of an opposition which is both
semantic and conflictual; it is, at another link of the infinite chain of
language, the second term of a new paradigm, of which violence (combat,
victory, theater, arrogance) is the primary term" (132-133). The neuter thus
transforms itself, surreptitiously, into a "Fiction," a discursive system such
as Marxism, psychoanalysis, or structuralism, that is, it transforms itself into
the Utopia of science, the dream of a pure syntax uncontaminated by the
doxa. But, as we have seen and as is recognized by Barthes, even Fictions
11 Thus,

the readerly is the classical, realist novel par excellence', pleasure is "the text
that contents, fills, grants euphoria; the text that comes from culture and does not break
with it" (The Pleasure of the Text 14); studium refers to photography but is the equivalent
to the readerly in literature: it is "culturally" encoded in that here Barthes "participate[s] in
the figures, the faces, the gestures, the settings, the actions" (Camera Lucida 26). The
writerly, jouissance, and punctum, on the other hand, are different articulations of that
which disturbs the pleasant qualities of "the text that comes from culture." The writerly is
"the novelistic without the novel" (S/Z); jouissance is "the text that imposes a state of
loss, the text that discomforts" {The Pleasure of the Text 14); punctum is "this element
which rises from the scene, shoots out like an arrow, and pierces me" {Camera Lucida 27).

struggle for the will to power in the war of languages and Barthes is, as
Kroker and Cook argue, "unable to exorcise coercion/violence in the neuter
itself' (152).

Searching One 's Mother Tongue
Barthes's theoretical move towards an erotics of the text is taken by a writer
who carries on his research in "fear" that we otherwise "fall into opposition,
aggression, i.e., into meaning" (Roland Barthes 140). The presupposition
here is that an erotics of reading must go against interpretation, as argued by
Susan Sontag in her early request for an erotics of art. Although there are
differences among critics and scholars as to what strategies interpretation
involve,12 interpretation, in my view, starts the moment readers begin to re
order and re-construe a text which, as we have seen, is precisely what
Barthes eschews. Where Carter, as we will see in the next chapter, insists on
reading's passing through a moment of interpretation, the Barthesian erotics
of reading turns tail before interpretation, and meaning is neutered by a novel
language of pleasure that is conceived in terms of a maternal language.
"No object is in a constant relationship with pleasure," Barthes claims,
except the"mother tongue" (The Pleasure of the Text 37). The mother tongue
is a notion which, as so often in Barthesian thought, is paradoxical. Barthes,
who has no appetite for foreign languages and "truly only love[s] what is
written in French" (The Grain of the Voice 334), claims at the same time that
his love for the mother tongue is "not a national love" but a love for "the
language of women" (Roland Barthes 115). The mother tongue is "the
umbilical language" (116). In its double aspect, the mother tongue is then the
French language that connects him to the maternal body.
The return to the mother tongue emphasizes that nothing extraneous,
nothing that is foreign and other is welcome to enter in between Barthes the
12

See Annette Barnes for an extensive discussion on the difficulties and problems

involved in defining interpretation.

reader and the maternal body. Barthes's dependence on and love for his
mother is well known and, as Martin Melkonian argues, there is "at the
margin of the love for his mother, a fantasmatically pure love that cannot
stand mixture, a neuter existence" ("en marge de l'amour de la mère, un
amour chimiquement pur qui ne supporte aucune mixtion, une existence
neutre") (34).13 It is this desire for a "neuter existence" that returns over and
over again in Barthes's critical practice, in his positing of the ethical category
the neuter, in his ethics of the empty sign (to which I will return presently),
in his view of the text as those "tranquil moments in the war of languages
(The Pleasure of the Text 29).14 The implications of Barthes's relation to his
mother are thus far-reaching for his theory of the text which is also mirrored
in his critical practice where he re-invokes the maternal body and the
Lacanian imaginary as, for instance, in the autobiographic writing of Roland
Barthes by Roland Barthes which takes place "through the Mother, present
next to the Mirror" (153).
Admirable as it may be, Barthes's return to and recuperation of the
13Martin

Melkonian, whose critique of Barthes's dependency is relentless and quite
harsh, claims further that "[c]aptured by an abusive mother, Roland Barthes does not
succeed in seeing himself nor in imagining himself' ("[cjaptif des yeux d'une mère
abusive, Roland Barthes ne parvient ni à se voir ni à s'imaginer") (90). See however
Jacques Derrida's sympathetic reading of Barthes's relation to his mother in his "Les morts
de Roland Barthes" which focuses primarily on Barthes's mourning his mother, his
preoccupation with death and photography as an emblem of death and the absence of the
mother in Camera Lucida. Kritzman, however, sees Camera Lucida as the end of the
playful subject: "The interpretation of photography as a microexperience of death points to
Barthes' fear of and preoccupation with paralysis, his inability to function as a free and
autonomous Being in the absence of the maternal" (208-209).
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in a highly fluid fashion, both as a general term for the object of an act of reading and in a
particular contrast with the term 'work'" (Moriarty 142). Hence, text may also designate
text as opposed to "work," as discussed by Barthes in "From Work to Text" where the
emphasis is process and textuality.

imaginary and the Mother as means of redefining and rereading textual
production is questionable and can be read, in the words of Heath, as a
projection of a new order, beyond the phallic" on the one hand and "on the
other as a derivation from the existing order, a repetition of its image and
essentialization and alibi, its perspective, of 'Woman"'(105). The question is
raised here whether it is possible to go beyond the phallic, the order of the
phallus and the symbolic, if it is not recognized in the first place? It is a
question that must be answered in the negative. However, a return to the
imaginary does not necessarily essentialize woman since woman as essence
exists insofar as she is seen as a narcissistic complement to the phallic order.
Barthes's return may rather "serve to accomplish the idea of a unity that
repairs, smooths over real contradictions," which Heath sees as another
outcome of Barthes's recuperation of the imaginary (105). This would mean
that woman returns as the Mother.
Woman thus returns as the Mother, in particular as Barthes's mother
(Ulmer 72). In the Mother we are all united, differences are erased,
smoothed over, and, in the words of Melkonian, the "sacred presence of
[Barthes's] mother annhilates time, the future, the alterity, the you"
("présence sacrée de la mère annihile le temps, le devenir, l'alterité,le tu")
(35), which amounts to saying that Barthes^àt/s to recognize the Other in the
Mother, that the mother is Other to herself.
By postulating a maternal language in which the Other in the Mother is
misrecognized, Barthes clears the way for the ludic games of manhandling
the text: a manhandling which is an erotic practice. Making love to his
maternal language he "possesses" ("possède") and "colonizes" ("colonise")
the text (Melkonian 55). "The writer," Barthes says, and let us remember that
for Barthes reading is writing, "is someone who plays with his mother's
body ... : in order to glorify it, to embellish it, or in order to dismember it, to
take it to the limit of what can be known about the body" (The Pleasure of
the Text 37). Apart from such a reading being a "kind of joyous rape"
(Thody 132), the slippage from "mother's body" to "the body" shows that

the Mother is synonymous with the body and hence that Barthes fails to
recognize the body as Other to himself, that he has a body Other to himself.
In other words, in Barthes's postulating of a maternal language, he fails both
to see the Other in the Mother/the text and that he as a reader is Other to
himself, different to himself within.

The Thrill of Meaning
Barthes's search for a maternal language is nevertheless a decisive step
towards a redefinition of text with its emphasis on process, textuality and
transference, that is, on the work of the body in textual production and its
effects on evaluation as well as on the question of meaning. Meaning in its
semantic and semiotic sense is however, as we have seen, exactly what
Barthes seeks to escape: rather, it is "the exemption of meaning" or its "thrill"
that concerns him. "Yet for him," he says, "it is not a question of recovering
a pre-meaning, an origin of the world, of life, of facts, anterior to meaning,
but rather to imagine a post-meaning: one must traverse, as though the length
of an initiatic way, the whole way, in order to be able to extenuate it, to
exempt it" (Roland Barthes 87). I could not agree more with Barthes at this
point and, as we will see, the reading process is for Carter a journey, an
"initiatic way" that traverses the "whole way" towards a post-meaning whose
processes will be traced in the next chapter. The question remains however
whether Barthes's "initiatic way" is not his lifelong desire for a Utopia of
language "where language would no longer be alienated" (Writing Degree
Zero 93-94): a question which tends to return at every turn of Barthes's
theory of the text.15 Let us thus first look at Barthes's own description of the
way in which meaning is exempted:
16

See Diana Knight's "Roland Barthes in Harmony: the Writing of Utopia" for a
discussion on Barthes's lifelong concern with the Utopia of language. As she says, "all of
his writing testifies to this" (128).

the thrill of meaning has a double place: it is that first state according to
which the "natural" begins to stir, to signify (to become once again relative,
historical, idiomatic), the (abhorred) illusion of the self-evident chips, cracks,
the machine of language starts up, "Nature" shudders with all the sociality
compressed, sleeping, within it: I am astounded by the "natural" aspect of
sentences, as Hegel's ancient Greek was astounded by Nature and in it heard
the thrill of meaning. Yet to this initial state of semantic reading, according
to which things are proceeding toward the "true" meaning (that of History),
corresponds elsewhere and almost contradictorily another value: meaning,
before collapsing into in-significance, shudders still: there is meaning, but
this meaning does not permit itself to be "caught"; it remains fluid,
shuddering with a faint ebullition. The ideal state of sociality is thereby
declared: an enormous and perpetual rustling animates with countless
meanings which explode, crepitate, burst out without ever assuming the
definitive form of a sign grimly weighted by its signified: a happy and
impossible theme, for this ideally thrilling meaning is pitilessly recuperated
by a solid meaning (that of the Doxa) or by null meaning (that of the
mystiques of liberation).
(Forms of this thrill: the Text, significance [sic!], and perhaps: the Neuter.)
(Roland Barthes 97-98)

Text, signifiance in Kristeva's sense (and not significance which belongs to
the order of semantics) and, maybe, the neuter are thus the forms the thrill of
meaning takes. In "The Third Meaning" Barthes gives yet another reading of
the thrill of meaning and states that the third meaning is that of "signifiance"
(54). He also states here that the third meaning is "a blunting of meaning, its
drifting," which situates the third meaning within the Barthesian vocabulary
that circles around the neuter, pleasure, jouissance, text, and drift.
Signifiance is the linguistic effect of the semiotic chora's work on
language as postulated by Kristeva. The chora, which is formed during the

mirror stage in the interaction betweeen mother and child, is described as a
receptacle of drives, including the death drive, through which the body
works on the signifier by means of, on the one hand, bodily expressions
such as timbre and rhythm and, on the other, metaphor and metonomy (see
in particular Revolution in Poetic Language 25-30). Although the semiotic is
not the Mother, it is understandable that the idea of the residues of the
maternal in language appeals to Barthes in his search for a maternal language
that is not "grimly weighted by its signified" and which rustles in a multitude
of signifiers, emptied out in a thrill of meaning as described by Barthes in the
quote above. In the thrill of meaning language shatters, it "chips, cracks" as
the negativity of the death drive that underlies the reiteration of the signifier,
according to the theory of signifiance, negativizes narcissism at the same time
as it "starts up" the "machine of languages." There is still meaning, as
Barthes says, but it does not allow itself to be "caught." Rather, it fulfills his
dream of an eroticism that is "light, diffuse, mercurial" (RolandBarthes 62);
a dream which resounds parodically, as we will see, in Fevvers, the
grotesque bird-woman, and her imaginary stories in Nights at the Circus.
To sum up then, the thrill of meaning bursts out/empties meaning in a
twofold moment that negativizes narcissism and situates the reader in the
signifier. Connecting this to Ungar's finding that the text is for Barthes a
fetish, Lacan's objet a, the situating of the reader in the signifier of the text
would imply that the reader chooses a partial object, the fetish, through
which the text expands in a "rustle of languages" by means of metonymy,
after a moment of jouissance.16 In Barthesian eroticism, jouissance is
"precocious; it does not come in its own good time, it does not depend on
any ripening" (The Pleasure of the Text 52). It does indeed seem as if there is
no reading and no pleasure of the text preceding the moment of jouissance as
if reading and jouissance take place at once within a vacuum, outside of time
16

In Camera Lucida, Barthes describes punctum, which is another reading of that
which punctures culture, as a "partial object" whose "power of expansion" is "often
métonymie" (43-45).

and of history, and in the absence of the Other; as if the absence of the Other
is not only the very precondition for Barthes's pleasure but that he also
"doubles" his pleasure in the absence of the Other and the real, as argued by
Melkonian (55).

An Empty Sign of Sociality
There are two aspects of the thrill of meaning I have left uncommented so far:
first, Barthes says that the thrill of meaning contains an "ideal state of
sociality" and, second, he also states that the thrill of meaning is a "morality
of the sign" (Roland Barthes 97). In The Grain of the Voice, Barthes defines
his ethic of the sign and meaning as one of the empty sign and, as has been
pointed out repeatedly in Barthesian criticism, Barthes found his ideal of the
empty sign in the strict sociality of Japanese culture. "Japan offers," he says,
the example of a civilization where the articulation of signs is extremely
delicate, sophisticated, where nothing is left to the nonsign; but this
semantic level, expressedin the extraordinary finesse with which the signifier
is treated, in a way means nothing: it doesn't refer to any signified,
especially not to any ultimate signified, and thus for me it expresses the
Utopia of a world both strictly semantic and strictly atheistic.
{The Grain of the Voice 83)

Of course Barthes is aware of the fact that the signs have a meaning to the
people of Japan, but for him they are examples of a Utopian world that is
emptied of the doxa and whose rituals and hierarchies stand as emblems of a
perfect sociality, as empty signs of sociality, uncontaminated by history and
desire and without alterity. It is the return of the desire for a pure language,
"strictly semantic," that corresponds to the body's neutralization that we
witness here. These signs, exempt from the war of languages, from the
subject's history and biography, from its desires and the unconscious, that

is, from the Other, are texts of tranquil moments and stand as empty signs,
exempt from otherness. At its worst, Barthesian pleasure and ethics return
here, in disguise, as conventional bourgeois pleasurable conduct; at its best,
it is yet another articulation of Barthes's quest for a novel maternal language
but it is one that is curiously emptied of value, the "for me," as well as the
workings of transference in the reading process in that the ethics of the empty
sign is "strictly semantic."
There is here a contradiction in Barthesian thought; yet, it is a
contradiction which, once more, underlines Barthes's desire for a pure
language. Whereas he understands the Japanese sign in terms of an empty
sign that is "strictly semantic," he defines the equally ethical thrill of meaning
in terms of a reading that is only initially semantic, the first step within the
double space of meaning that is prior to the exemption of meaning. Is this a
flaw, an inconsistency, in Barthesian thought or a slip of the tongue (The
Grain of the Voice from which the quote on the signs of Japan is taken is a
collection of interviews)? Is it Barthes's unconscious desire for a pure
language, and a pure body, that slips through in the interview? In other
words, does not the desire for the body's neutralization, for its neutering,
return despite Barthes's recuperation of the body into language production?
Does not the writing, enjoying body transform itself into an empty sign,
purified of the Other, of desire, of sexuality? Or, to put it differently, does
not the ethical category, the neuter, transform itself into the ethics of the
empty sign within a double space of reading where the neuter and the empty
sign are two sides of one and the same coin, reversing the double space of
the thrill of meaning, dialectically, once more?
Barthessays indeed that one of the forms of the thrill of meaning may
be the neuter, thereby signalling that the two forms of ethics at work in
Barthesian thought are not synonymous yet possibly related to one another,
or dialectically inhering in one another. Semantics is always already within
the rustle of language that is connected to jouissance, and hence to the
reading body. The reading body empties itself of the signified through

jouissance and returns within a purely semantic language. It is a a circular
movement that needs to be endlessly repeated, otherwise there is a risk of
being contaminated by the signified, by the doxa, by the Other, by history,
or by sexuality. It is a dialectics enclosed within itself, like the uroboric
snake that devours its own tail, interminably vacillating between the
enjoying, desiring, writing body that informs the ethical category, the neuter,
and the ethics of the empty sign where the emptied body is the object of
desire, the fetishized object of the desiring body. It is the promise of an
eroticism that is "light, diffuse, mercurial," where the sexual and the textual
body converge, in harmony, cancelling each other out outside the grip and
grasp of the Other. The body is thus recuperated into language production in
order to cleanse language from the body. The Barthesian pleasure of the text
is a cure (curing bodily interference into language by means of the body),
and the ethics of reading is a cleansing.
A case of sublimation? Maybe. Yet it is unfair to claim that the
Barthesian pleasure of the text is nothing but a metamorphosis of desire into
empty signs of sociality; that his ethics of the empty sign is not written with a
difference, with a desire for a novel language and for a novel but Utopian
sociality brought about by fighting language from within, exempting
language of its imaginary and ideological content, stripping it to its bare
bones as if language is ever direct, pure and unmediated. Yet, as Arnold de la
Croix points out in his L'étique des signes vides, Barthes is aware of the fact
that we can only read through signs and subsequently that every universe is
more or less imaginary. The real real of which one cannot speak, according
to de la Croix, is "not in question here" ("pas ici en question") (72).17 For
Barthes, there is thus no real or no Other that might disrupt the hold the
imaginary and the doxa have over the subject. Instead, Zen Buddhism and
the open-ended structure of its haiku come to represent an erotic and textual
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See however Ungar's divergent opinion that Barthes, in A Lover's Discourse, makes
word and body interact "in what Lacan describes as the convergence of the Imaginary, the
Symbolic, and the Real" (,Roland Barthes 120).

practice for Barthes. Zen, and Eastern thought in general, is not objectoriented: the haiku does not designate an object nor is it an object of
contemplation or desire. Its focus is, as far as I understand Zen, on the
thought-process, that is, the haiku puts its reader in focus. Yet, as de la
Croix points out, the haiku is, for Barthes, an example of the empty sign
(93). It belongs, in other words, to the ethics of the empty sign rather than to
the ethical category of the neuter or the reader's pleasure of the text. The
haiku, in Barthesian theory, is thus an object and a representation of the sign
that has been exempted of meaning, and not beyond meaning as such.18
In his reading of Lacanian ethics, Reeder too takes the haiku as an
example to illuminate the Heideggerian influence on Lacanian thought as
regards the subject's relation to being and the Other. He chooses here the
very same example that de la Croix gives as an example of Barthes's empty
18

De la Croix also argues that Barthes's proposition of the empty sign derives from
Blanchot anda couple of quotes from Blanchotmay throw some light on Barthes's textual
practice. For instance, the work, Blanchot says, is a "unified and sovereignly autonomous
space. Thus the poet produces a work of pure language and language in this work is its
return to essence ... We call this powerful linguistic structuration - the structure calculated
to exclude chance... - the work" (41). The dream of a pure language is apparent here: a
naive dream that is dreamed in order to "exclude chance" and the contingent that may
disrupt the perfection of the work of art. Although Blanchot says that the writer must
encounter "his death as an abyss" (39), it is obvious that, as in Barthes, such a loss must
be mastered since chance, the chance encounter, the chance event, the chance reading and so
on, must be mastered.
The notion of the empty sign resounds further in Blanchot's claim that the "work must
be the unique clarity of that which grows dim" towards which Barthes moves in both the
title and theme of Camera Lucida (46). Although it is possible to conceive of painting,
sculpture, video art and, perhaps, poetry such as Pound's imagism in term of such
directedness that strikes the subject or "leaps out of the frame," as Barthes would say, it is,
I believe, impossible in narrative in that narrative always takes place in the play of
linguistic differences, in the play of language which, no doubt, can involve moments of
clarity or insights, the aha-experience, but which never are unmediated nor take place
outside the reader's individual historical and sexual economy.

sign (93). Both have taken the haiku and a contrasting poem by Tennyson
from the Japanese Zen master D.T. Suzuki. Suzuki gives one example of the
haiku taken from the Japanese poet Basho (1644-94). The haiku reads as
follows:
When I look carefully
I see the nazuna blooming
By the hedge!

And the poem by Tennyson:
Flower in the crannied wall,
I pluck you out of the crannies; Hold you here, root and all, in my hand,
Little flower - but if I could understand
What you are, root and all, and all in all,
I should know what God and man is.

Where the haiku is the exclamation of a wonder, the wonder of being, of the
flower's blossoming, Tennyson cannot but ask himself what the meaning of
the flower and, by extension, of God and man is (Reeder 315). Tennyson
has lost his ability to wonder at being, to experience the flower's w-ness, to
be With that which is. The question is if Barthes has not done so as well,
despite his fascination with the haiku, precisely because he objectifies the
haiku by turning it into an empty sign by means of which the negativity and
alterity that is at work in the haiku is harnessed.
The haiku is thus yet another example of the tendency in Barthes both
to objectify and to turn the pleasures of the text into manageable signs. The
most conspicuous trait in Barthesian erotics and ethics is thus the vacillation
between a desire to escape the Other by means of the neuter and a desire to
master the Other by transforming the Other into an empty sign. It is true that

objectification is unavoidable, even necessary, for recuperating the imaginary
into the reading process but the text remains an object in his eyes, an object
which, in the final analysis, can be mastered.
What the Barthesian erotics and ethics of reading avoid is thus the
encounter with the Other which involves, no doubt, both violence and
struggle in the war of languages. Yet, the encounter with the text as Other
(than myself) is a necessary preliminary for a recognition of a text's
otherness and its difference within. In contrast to Barthes's ethical category,
the neuter, that springs out of the encounter between binary opposites, it is
my contention that the ethical moment of reading is in the encounter with the
Other; an encounter which will be delineated in the following chapter.

3. Angela Carter's
Allegory of Reading
Prologue
Angela Carter's Nights at the Circus is divided into three parts: "London,"
"Petersburg" and "Siberia." In the first part, Walser, a young American
journalist, has come to interview Fevvers the aérialiste. Walser is enchanted
by her stories and follows Fevvers on her tour with the circus to S:t
Petersburg and then, while on their way to Japan, they end up in the
wilderness of Siberia. Walser's amorous travels in and through "London,"
"Petersburg" and "Siberia" is an adventure which I will follow, treating his
journey as an allegory of the reading process.1 This allegory is however not a
moral allegory: rather, as the novel's magic realism indicates,2 allegory is a
' Paul de Man's "allegory of reading" is quite another matter in that it focuses on a
text's rhetoric. "Rhetoric is a text," he says, "in that it allows for two incompatible,
mutually self-destructive points of view [one of rhetoric as persuasion and the other of
rhetoric as a system of tropes], and therefore puts an insurmountable obstacle in the way of
any reading or understanding" (Allegories of Reading 131). This deconstructive mode of
reading, it is worth noting, is in de Man's view "always ethical, the term ethical
designating the structural interference of two distinct value systems" (206).
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way of reading the world that does not draw a distinction between dream and
reality nor between language and reality. Such an allegory is found in the
writing of the South American writer Borges. That is, allegory in the sense
used here postulates the impossibility of the speaking subject's living outside
the library, the very language and knowledge, including the not yet known,
through which we articulate our being in the world.
The etymology of allegory tells us further that allegory is the other
(alios) making a public speech (agoreuein) which enables us to understand
the term as the speech of the Other through which the passions of the real that
cannot stop from not writing itself can be heard. It should be remembered
though that the real is not the truth but the speaking body's truth, its truth in
articulation which makes its truth subject to corruption and deformation.
Nights at the Circus is such a deformed piece of writing, grotesque and
bizarre which, if we pursue and contrast this with Barthes's fascination with
the signs of Japan, is closer to the Japanese butoh dance than to the formal
aestheticism of the signs of Japan. The butoh dance explores spaces of
transformation by means of its grotesque movements and deformed bodies
and has been developed in reaction against the formalism of Japanese culture.
Or yet, to bring its aesthetics closer to ourselves, Nights at the Circus sides,
in its exuberance, with the British new Baroque that can be discerned
throughout the 1980s in various art forms: in a video clip such as Peter
Gabriel's "Sledgehammer," in the fashion of designers like John Galliano
and Vivienne Westwood, in the films of directors such as Derek Jarman,
Peter Greenaway and Sally Potter.
These examples taken from art forms that have the image as its medium
have been chosen because the image, the scenic and the cinematic are stylistic
features of Carter's novel. For instance, the novel can be seen as a
paraphrase of Chaplin's film Circus in which a young man falls in love with
a circus artist and joins the circus, and the final scene of the London section,
where Fevvers and her foster-mother part with Walser on a London bridge,
mirrors a similar scene in Fellini's Casanova. Apart from belonging to the

rich and abundant intertextuality of the novel, the cinematic technique itself is
evident in Carter's style, as in the slapstick scenes of the clowns' game, as
well as in the burlesque and carnevalesque that these film directors
foreground in their art.
This brief introduction to Carter's allegorical world, to its magic
realism, its cinematic, carnevalesque and intertextual features, circles around
the question of how to relate to the image and, in particular, to the image of
the self and the body. Where Barthes experiences the gaze of the Sartrean
Other to hold his self and body in its grasp, a grasp from which he struggles
to liberate himself through the pleasures of the neuter, Carter's approach
towards the image is slightly different. Aware of the power of the gaze, of
the eye of the beholder, by which the speaking body is arrested in its image,
Carter, as a novelist, reverses the process: instead of attempting to withdraw
from the gaze, it is the eye of the beholder, her reader, that is being worked
on, reworked and, eventually and ideally, rewritten as is the case with
Walser who undertakes the journey through which such a rewriting is made
possible.
Carter's rewriting of Walser and, ideally, of her reader takes the form
of a journey that signals new beginnings, as the metaphor of the journey did
in pre-Christian days, rather than symbolizing the Christian journey towards
a teleological end whose atheistic but yet teleological counterpart is found in
Barthes's "initiatic way" of reading. There is in Barthes, as we have seen, a
desire to transcend the human being's predicament as a historical and sexual
being in the world: there is, in other words, a desire for an asceticism that
compels the hedonist to continue writing, refining his perception towards
clarity, purifying himself of that which is extraneous, other and foreign to
him, travelling on an "initiatic way" returning to innocence. This Barthesian
journey towards innocence is reversed by Carter. Setting off in innocence,
naivety and a sense of wonder, travelling through the constraints of our
historical predicament as human beings in the world, Carter's initiatory way
implodes, jerks, loops and expands towards the Other and the most archaic

recesses of the human psyche, towards both our and the text's beginnings. It
is a rebirth through which the speaking body, and hence the position from
where the subject speaks, is transformed.3
Such a transformation is exactly Walser's trajectory in Nights at the
Circus. Initially, as he comes to interview Fevvers the bird-woman in the
London section, his questions and his thoughts remain at the level of that
which is empirically verifiable. Is Fevvers fact or fiction? This is the central
question around which he "whimsically" reasons with himself, as for
instance:
now, the wings of the birds are nothing more than the forelegs, or, as
should we say, the arms, and the skeleton of a wing does indeed show
elbows, wrists and fingers, all complete. So, if this lovely lady is indeed, as
her publicity alleges, a fabulous bird-woman, then she, by all the laws of
evolution and human reason, ought to possess no arms at all, for it's her
arms that ought to be her wings! (15)

Towards the end of the novel, however, Walser's set of questions has
changed from begging for empirical verification to a probing of Fevvers's
being in the world: "What is your name? Have you a soul? Can you love?,"
he asks (291). Since this is said at the end of the novel, we are not told how
his new articulations and questions will affect his reading of Fevvers. Yet,
the shift of inquiry, which involves a shift from asking for verification of
what is visible to a probing of the invisible by means of language, shows that
he has undergone a radical transformation in the course of his journey and
that he by now is speaking and articulating his questions from a new and
different position in language. Yet, Walser's position here is not a
teleological end in itself; rather, it initiates another turn of events as Fevvers
3
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answers his questions by exclaiming: "That's the way to start the interview
... Get out your pencil and we'll begin!" (291). Walser is in other words
thrown back to the beginning of his adventures at the circus but this time his
questions, and hence his reading of Fevvers, will be different.
The transformation of the place from where Walser reads postulates
that reading is a double time: one that is anticipatory of the disclosure of
meaning and another that exceeds meaning where the first contains the
second within a circular movement as the time exceeding meaning is the
beginning of a renewed anticipation for meaning to disclose itself. The actual
act of conclusive and cognitive understanding, however, is marked by a loss
in the interstice between the two times and remains at the heart of reading as a
promise.
The act of reading as a circular movement that is marked by a loss is,
however, not only inscribed in the narrative's unfolding in time but returns at
every juncture of the journey through Nights at the Circus as, in Linda
Hutcheon's understanding of the novel, an "ironic signalling of difference at
the heart of similarity" of which the circus arena itself is the main metaphor:4
What a cheap, convenient, expressionist device, this sawdust ring, this little
O! Round like an eye, with a still vortex in the centre; but give it a little rub
as if it were Aladdin's wishing lamp and, instantly, the circus turns into that
durably metaphoric, uroboric snake with its tail in its mouth, wheel that
turns full circle, the wheel whose end is its beginning, the wheel of fortune,
the potter's wheel on which our clay is formed, the wheel of life on which
we all are broken.

4

(107)

The "ironic signalling of difference at the heart of similarity" Linda Hutcheon claims

to be characteristic of postmodern art (A Poetics of Postmodernism 26). The circus arena,
she also points out, is a metaphor that returns in postmodern culture where the "multiringed circus becomes the pluralized and paradoxical metaphor for a decentered world where
there is only ex-centricity" (61). In Nights at the Circus, Hutcheon continues, Carter
"combines this freak-circus framework with contestings of narrative centering" (61).

The image of the circle is "shop-soiled," as Carter says, yet its "polyvalent
romance" makes Walser thrill (107). The polyvalence of the image shows in
its referential undecidability how the metaphor of the circus arena generates
new and different readings of the arena, and hence of Nights at the Circus, as
each reading is instantly followed by a new one that displaces the preceding
one. The undecidability of the arena as a metaphor for the novel as well as of
its reading is marked by the absence or loss of a connective phrase between
the discrete, alternative readings that the metaphor of the circus arena elicits.
Every reading of the arena is a different and discrete loop, an O, in which the
the act of reading is enacted over and over again creating a chain of loops,
what Lacan would call "knots," at the interface of text and reader.
Nights at the Circus, then, is a narrative about the very act of reading
and the three sections of the novel are different moments in one and the same
journey. In Carter's analysis and theorizing of the act of reading, the three
sections correspond to three different layers of experience that constitute a
complex and multifaceted space-time of reading; namely, the imaginary
("London"), the symbolic ("Petersburg") and the real ("Siberia") in Lacanian
theory. The erotic space-time of reading is here at once a "still vortex in the
centre" that postulates the possibility of a single, fixed reading position and a
play of differences through which this very position is dis-positioned. On the
"wheel of life," reading is dis-positioned and, following the logic of the
"wheel whose end is its beginning," continuously "formed" and "broken"
according to the vicissitudes of the "sawdust ring" and its "O! of wonders;
O! of griefs" (107). This seesaw of an endless forming and breaking
constitutes the novel's erotic space-time of reading and is exemplified by
Walser's experience during his nights at the circus. It is a movement that
enacts the end that is its beginning over and over again; a movement that
advances and retreats, expands and implodes in the manner of ritual dance
which is the basic psychic and erotic movement of Walser's journey and
adventures in Nights at the Circus.

Seductive Games
Let us thus turn to Walser's seduction by Fevvers and follow his forming
and breaking, his advances and retreats, on the "O! of wonders; O! of griefs"
that is the wheel of life as he seesaws through the various stages of his
reading journey. In the London section, the stage is set for Walser's
interviewing Fevvers and whereas he is at first an "incredulous reader" who
desires to verify the "truth" of Fevvers the bird-woman, he becomes,
paradoxically enough, increasingly fascinated by her and her wondrous
stories due to his journalistic "habit of suspending belief'(10).5 The model
reader is here a curious but rather naive one, like the Wedding Guest in
Coleridge's The Ancient Mariner. He is willing to "to see all and believe
nothing" and, with a "generosity towards the brazen lie," which fiction after
all is, he welcomes the suspension of judgment (10).
The interview is set back-stage in Fevvers's dressing-room at the
Alhambra Theatre. Show-time is over and Fevvers sits in front of the mirror
taking off her make-up. The Fevvers both Walser and the reader see is, in
other words, Fevvers as seen through the mirror. It is the image of Fevvers
that we see: an image that is volatile and changing as the mirror reflects a
different Fevvers at every turn. For instance,
Fevvers leaned back a little to scan the asymmetric splendour reflected in her
mirror... (8)

Fevvers reappeared, flushed, to peer at herself eagerly in the mirror as if
pleased and surprised to find herself again so robustly rosy-cheeked and shinyeyed. Walser was surprised at her wholesome look... (18)

5

See Clayton Koelb for the "incredulous reader" which he proposes as a reading

strategy against the dangers of being a naive and gullible reader as the Wedding Guest in
Coleridge's The Ancient Mariner. "We must preserve, not suspend, our disbelief,"he says,
"if we are to avoid the distressing fate of the paradigm of the naive reader" (19).

The lightbulbs round Fevvers' mirror threw a naked and unkind light upon
her face but could flush out no flaw in the classic cast of her features... (20)

The image of Fevvers is shifty and duplicitous and the scene can be seen as a
play on Lacan's mirror stage. In the mirror, Fevvers is the objet a of
metonymical substitution and the site of seductive play. Conscious of the
seductive potentiality of the image, Fevvers carries out her alluring game
with the help of the mirror and her eyes in a rather innocent confidence trick:
"She tipped the young reporter a huge wink in the ambiguity of the mirror..."
(8); "...she whirled away from the mirror on her revolving stool and leaned
confidentially towards Walser" (24); "She swung round on her piano stool
and presented Walser with a face of such bridal radiance that he blinked"
(33); "Fevvers darted an ironic glance under her lashes..." (35); "She
subjected Walser to a blue bombardement from her eyes, challenge and attack
at once, before she took up her narrative again" (54).
Walser certainly is naive and curious enough to allow himself to be
enwrapped by Fevvers but it is not the image, the objet a, that catches his
attention as much as his reading of her and her stories. It is not the image that
is a seductive lure but language, reading. As the stories Fevvers narrates
proceed into the night, Walser feels himself "more and more like a kitten
tangling up in a ball of wool it had never intended to unravel in the first
place" (40). Her narrative seizes him, wraps him up as he becomes prey to
her voice:
Her voice. It was as if Walser had become a prisoner of her voice, her
cavernous, sombre voice, a voice made for shouting about the tempest, her
voice of a celestial fishwife. Musical as it strangely was, yet not a voice for
singing with; it comprised discords, her scale contained twelve tones. Her
voice, with its warped, homely, Cockney vowels and random aspirates. Her
dark, rusty, dipping, swooping voice, imperious as a siren's. (43)

As we can see from this quote, Walser is enchanted by the voice of Fevvers,
that is, by the speech of the other that is his mirror rather than the image in

the mirror in that he is seduced by her speech with which he identifies as
Fevvers's speech later offers itself as a model to Walser who, when writing
his reports from Petersburg, abandons his ordinary journalese and finds
himself "inventing an imaginary city" (97).
Walser the reader thus undergoes a process of transference that sets up
an amatory identification with the speech of the other which, we remember,
offers itself as a model to be incorporated. "When the object that I
incorporate is the speech of the other - precisely a nonobject, a pattern, a
model - I bind myself to him," Kristeva says, "in a primary fusion,
communion, unification. An identification" (26). In other words, a primary
fusion has taken place during the interview and despite the fact that the
speech that captures Walser is a musical pattern, he binds himself in an
amatory identification as he becomes "prey to her voice."
Kristeva's account of the amatory identification is proposed as a way of
understanding the making of metaphor where the speech of the other sets
itself up as the very space of a metaphorical shifting. It is through this
shifting that the lover of reading enters into language by dint of drifting
amorously in the speech of the other, like Walser who is adrift in a musical
play of signifiers where his pleasure is on the side of the lovable lingering in
the voice of the other; a voice that functions as his mirror, as a mirror of
language, that is, the speech of the other functions as a language mirror
where reader and text intersect in a transferential network.
Love places the subject in the symbolic code as it sets language in
motion in quite a contrary fashion to Barthes's suggestion that the "thrill of
meaning," the exemption of the sign, starts up the machine of language. The
question whether Barthes really reads in the imaginary might be asked at this
point. For Barthes, we remember, the text is the metonymical objet a, an
object of desire and a fetish. There is no room for the metaphorical object of
love we find in the imaginary and Carter, quite tellingly, does not bring the
professional readers, the clowns, into the text until the stage has changed to
the symbolic order of the Petersburg section. In other words, it can be

argued that Barthes always reads in the symbolic where the phallus is
constitutive of the dialectics of desire, not of love. It is as if his reading in the
imaginary is a game of as-if.
Is Barthes too sophisticated? Or, too professional? Maybe. Walser, on
the other hand, is American, that is in European eyes, naive, and a semiprofessional reader (a journalist and not a critic). For him, the imaginary has
not closed its doors, witness his amatory identification with the speech of
Fevvers as well as his subsequent turning of Fevvers's eyes into his unary
feature, his constitutive metaphor through which Fevvers becomes the one
who has the phallus (for him). As in the case of the metaphor of the circus
arena, this pair of "O! of wonders; O! of grief' provides a centering of
Walser's amorous drifting that is always already split as they set his amorous
drifting in the signifier in motion again by opening into "an infinite plurality
of worlds."
Walser felt the strangest sensation, as if these eyes of the aérialiste were a
pair of sets of Chinese boxes, as if each one opened into a world into a
world into a world, an infinite plurality of worlds, and these unguessable
depths exercised the strongest possible attraction, so that he felt himself
trembling as if he, too, stood on an unknown threshold. (30)

Drinking from this fountain of specular delight Walser's jouissance in the
meeting with the other (who is not yet Other!) knows no limit and in the
location of his amatory identification in Fevvers's eyes, they become the
anticipatory space-time of an endless promise to be fulfilled during the nights
he will spend at the circus. Yet, this anticipation is fearfully double-edged in
its opening "into a world into a world into a world" of unknown possibility.
Hence, Walser finds himself "trembling as if he, too, stood on an unknown
threshold." But to whom does this ambiguous "too" refer to? Too, with its
two circles on a blank sheet, is a word that is as ambiguous as the two eyes
of Fevvers and the "O! of wonders; O! of grief." On the one hand, this "too"

can refer to Fevvers who unknowingly to herself is standing "on an
unknown threshold" since she too will enter the unknown of Siberia. On the
other hand, this "too" can refer to the writer of this novel since she too is
standing on a threshold in that there is no knowing where her desire will take
her in writing this novel. Lastly, "too" can be a reference to a postulated
reader's locating of his or her pleasure in a specific feature of the novel (not
necessarily Fevvers's eyes) which means that this reader will follow Walser
on his journey towards the end of night. All are included in the novel's
coming into being and the language mirror is the place where they all
intersect.

Reading's Third Party
The amatory identification, we remember, rests on a third party that Kristeva
terms the Imaginary Father which enters as a third party in the mother-child
dyad, or transferred to the reading situation, the Imaginary Father is a third
party that enters in between text and reader thereby providing an object on
which reading, love and metaphoricity lean. The Imaginary Father enables
the reader to set the text up as his or her unary feature, as is the case in
Walser's choosing Fevvers's eyes as his constitutive metaphor.
At first glance it seems as if the mirror against which Fevvers's
seductive games take place functions as a mediating third party, but the
mirror does not hold the double sexual features of the Imaginary Father. It is
simply the Mother of the mirror stage. From a real reader's point of view one
might equally say that Walser's mind functions as a third party to the reading
of Fevvers and the novel, as a great deal of the novel is reflected through the
language mirror that is his mind, but the language mirror is an effect of the
amatory identification that rests on that strange "object" the Imaginary Father.
The language mirror is in other words not the text's third party but the very
site of transference. The Imaginary Father must thus be sought elsewhere.

During the interview a third party is present, namely Fevvers's fostermother, Lizzie, standing "beside the mirror" (13). As a foster-mother, Lizzie
is not a biological mother providing Fevvers's geneological history but she
does provide her symbolic history. Lizzie is a Symbolic Mother who, not
unlike the Imaginary Father, carries both sexual attributes in that she is a
mother in possession of the clock, Father Time, which she always carries
with her. Hence, she is at once a Mother and a Father, imaginary and
symbolic. As such, Lizzie is an intermediary between Fevvers and the
symbolic, a third party that contains Fevvers's symbolic past on which
Fevvers's story and the textual body of writing/reading lean.
But, Lizzie is not a passive support and presence to Fevvers's
narrative. She is, as we will see, an intermediary between Fevvers and
Walser by means of which Fevvers's story and narrative seduction is carried
out. As Lizzie is a third party to the story, Walser finds himself "faced with
not one but two Scheherezades" who unfold "their joint stories"(40). The
narrative is thus spoken in a double voice in the imaginary realm of the
London section where the "I" of the story, Fevvers, blurs with the Mother as
the symbolic Other and the site of language. For instance,
'Discussing this problem [of how to fly] with Lizzie
' - I suggested a Sunday afternoon trip to the Zoological Gardens, where
we saw the storks, the cranes and the flamingoes - '
' - and these long-stemmed creatures gave me the giddy promise of protracted
flight... (41)

Who speaks in the intersected line? Is it Lizzie filling in Fevvers's narrative
or is the breaking up of the narrative and the dashes a typographical means
that allows the signifier "Lizzie" to slide into "I"? In either case, the lack of
differentiation between Lizzie the Mother and Fevvers's "I" is foregrounded
here as the narrative is spoken with a double tongue. The irony here is that
Lizzie is supposed to help Fevvers to differentiate herself from her foster-

mother by teaching her to fly on her own, yet Lizzie lingers on as Fevvers's
Other. While narrating Fevvers's first attempt at flying, the event of finding
her own "singularity" is first told by Fevvers:
'I feared a wound not of the body but the soul, sir, an irreconcilable division
between myself and the rest of humankind.
'I feared the proof of my own singularity.' (34)

But it is subsequently taken over by Lizzie,
'Yet, if it could speak, would not any wise child cry out from the womb:
"Keep me in the darkness here! keep me warm! keep me in contingency!"
But nature will not be denied. So this young creature cried out to me, that
she would not be what she must become, and, though her pleading moved
me until tears blinded my own eyes, I knew that what will be, must be and
so -1 pushed.' (34)

Fevvers's narrative is thus spoken in a double tongue as her narrative is
mediated by means of her Symbolic Mother that is a third party to her
narrative, an inversed but equally totalizing Imaginary Father on which
writing and reading lean.
Twice Lizzie leaves the room, leaving Fevvers and Walser alone and
both times Fevvers's narrative stops. On the second occasion Fevvers falls
"silent, as she had done the first time Lizzie left them alone together,"
returning "to the inverted world of her mirror" in order to find "her peace of
mind" (51). Without Lizzie there is, in other words, no narrative in that
Lizzie as a Symbolic Mother embodies that strange "object" the Imaginary
Father, the third party on which reading and writing lean. The intrasymbolic
status of the Imaginary Father places the subject in the symbolic code where
history and intertexts are stored, both of which are necessary for a narrative
to write itself and to which we have access through our memory.

In the London section of the novel that stages reading in the imaginary
and the process of transference, memory is subsequently foregrounded.
Memory is thus evoked during transference and, as Séan Hand points out in
his reading of Kristeva's amatory identification, transference "creates an
intertextual space in which the story changes as it is listened to and worked
on" (79).6 During his interviewing of Fevvers, a transferential process, as we
have seen, is set in motion as Walser's mind comes to function as a reflective
language mirror and through this mirror his memory passes while he sits
reasoning with himself during the interview. In articulating his thoughts and
posing his questions about the empirical veracity of Fevvers's story, he takes
his first staggering interpretive steps and, since we are within the imaginary
realm, mothers reading into being.
For instance, as Fevvers's wings shudder "from time to time as if
desirous of breaking loose," Walser responds by asking himself "How does
she do that?" (8); or, as the story about Fevvers's upbringing in a brothel
proceeds: "Curiouser and curiouser, thought Walser; a one-eyed,
metaphysical madame, in Whitechapel, in possession of a Titan? Shall I
believe it? Shall I pretend to believe it?" (28). However, the language mirror
that creates the intertextual space of reading does not remain an untroubled
pond of self-reflection but is disturbed by a third party whose voice is
intermingled with Walser's. The text's third party is then disengaged from
Lizzie's presence and her embodying of the Imaginary Father. Here, in
6

For another understanding of the function of intertextuality, see Michael Riffaterre
who argues that the "urge to understand compels readers to look to the intertext to fill out
the text's gaps" ("Compulsory Reader Response" 57). In fact, Riffaterre argues that there is
an "intertextual unconscious that the readermaps out by bringing to light, step by step,
successive intertextual correspondents of what troubles him in the text" ("The Intertextual
Unconscious" 225). In Fictional Truth Riffaterre emphasizes that readers have access to the
intertextual unconscious "not by plumbing the innermost recesses of the psyche, but by
following the clues of the text itself," thereby pointing towards the unconscious of the
text, which works like the human unconscious, rather than towards the reader's
unconscious involvement (xvii-xviii)

Walser's reading, the third party is that strange "object" Kristeva claims the
Imaginary Father to be, always already present within his transference, as in
the problematic scene of Fevvers's aérialiste act which is uneasily suspended
between a narrator and Walser's memory, once again splitting and doubling
the narrative:
How kitsch, how apt the melody; it pointed up the element of the
meretricious in the spectacle, reminded you the girl was rumoured to have
started her career in freak shows (Check, noted Walser). (14)
In his red-plush press box, watching her through his opera-glasses, he
thought of dancers he had seen in Bangkok, presenting with their plumed,
gilded, mirrored surfaces and angular, hieratic movements, infinitely more
persuasive illusions of the airy creation than this over-literal winged barmaid
before him. 'She tries too damn' hard/ he scribbled on his pad. (15-16)
He thought of the Indian rope trick...'Mass hysteria and the delusion of
crowds...a little primitive technology and a big dose of the will to believe.'
In Katmandu, he saw the fakir on a bed of nails...what, said the old man,
heavily bribed, would be the point of the illusion if it looked like an
illusion? (16)

First impression: physical ungainliness. Such a lump it seems! But soon,
quite soon, an acquired grace asserts itself, probably the result of strenuous
exercise. (Check if she trained as a dancer). (16)

Fevvers's performance is here reflected through Walser's mind and the
tracing of his memory in the present as if he were sitting in his "red-plush
press box" at the very moment of her aérialiste act. Yet, the scene is a
flashback and a third party not only watches Walser from the outside in a
conventional third person, past tense narration, but is always already present

in the language his memory is made of, which has been evoked by his
turning Fevvers's into his constitutive metaphor. Although this voice
unsettles the idea of untarnished recollection, the illusion of Walser's being
master in his own house is carried on and even foregrounded by putting his
reflections within brackets:
(But surely, pondered Walser, a real bird would have too much sense to
think of performing a triple somersault in the first place.) (17)

while, in the next paragraph, the text continues with an objective description
of Walser's thoughts and reactions since he is referred to in this passage:
Yet, apart from that disconcerting pact with gravity, which surely she made
in the same way the Nepali fakir made his, Walser observed that the girl
went no further than any other trapeze artiste. She neither attempted nor
achieved anything a wingless biped could not have performed, although she
did it in a different way, and, as the Valkyries last approached Valhalla, he
was astonished to discover that it was the limitations of her act in
themselves that made him briefly contemplate the unimaginable - that is, the
absolute suspension of disbelief. (17)

The uneasy suspension of the narrative between Walser and a third party is
subsequently reinforced by the following paragraph that reflects back on the
previous one. Here, a third party materializes that seems to be the narrator
and poses a question which seems to be an address to the reader, maybe even
a directing and a foreclosing of the reader's response to the previous
paragraph.
For, in order to earn a living, might not a genuine bird-woman - in the
implausible event that such a thing existed - have to pretend she was an
artificial one? (17)

This last paragraph, then, aims at implicating the reader in the text's coming
into being. But, in the final analysis, the distinctions I am trying to make
between character, narrator and the reader slide into a complete blur of vision
as the text returns to Walser's mind:
He smiled to himself at the paradox...and Walser smiled to himself again, as
he remembered his flutter of conviction that seeing was believing - what
about her belly button ? Hasn't she just this minute told me she was hatched
from an egg...

(17)

"Hasn't she just this minute told me," Walser says to himself and eradicates
with this very reflection the different textual roles that are found in the scene
as the text slides from a third person narrative into Walser's perspective.
Character and narrator fuse within a transferential network which, since the
textual roles are eradicated, includes the reader's textual role as well. At the
beginning of the scene I have just discussed, the reader is explicitly
addressed and posited to share in this communion where borders are erased
and the distinctions between the textual roles blurred in the scene's
continuous undercutting of a distinct voice:
Put it another way: would you believe a lady with four arms, all perfect,
like a Hindu goddess, hinged on either side of those shoulders of a
voluptuous stevedore? Because, truly, that is the real nature of the
physiological anomaly in which Miss Fevvers is asking us to suspend
disbelief. (15)

Reading in the London section of Nights at the Circus, in other words, is a
reading in the imaginary whose characteristics comprise an amatory
identification with the speech of the other, a lovable lingering in the language

mirror that brings memory into play, thereby setting up an erotic and
intertextual space of reading that rests on a third party, the Imaginary Father
who at once provides reading with an intrasymbolic status and undercuts
differences among textual roles by his/her/its totalizing figure. The Imaginary
Father is the mainstay of reading, the figure that holds reading together as the
text sets itself up as the one who has the phallus (for the reader), not
peremptorily, but through the reader's lingering in the speech of the other
that opens the text "into a world into a world into a world" of unknown
possibility.

Withdrawing
The amatory identification with the speech of the other is, as we have seen,
disturbed by a third party that troubles the pond of the auto-erotic Narcissus
Walser would have been had he not responded to the speech of Fevvers.7
Unlike Narcissus's sad fate that is the outcome of his failure to respond to
the speech of Echo, Walser responds by attempting to read as he poses his
questions and tries out various but equally insufficient readings of Fevvers
the bird-woman.8 Yet, he fails to recognize that the echo that answers his
questions and sends them back in an altered form is his own desire. A first
hand interpretation of the myth of Narcissus's failure to recognize Echo is to
ascribe the unreadable "feminine" to her, but, as Claire Nouvet points out in
her reading of Narcissus's failure to respond to Echo, the "feminine" is here
7

I am here using the term auto-erotic in order to distinguish between narcissism as we

generally understand the concept in terms of auto-erotic pleasure and the subsequent
inability to love on the one hand, and, on the other, the narcissism involved in the amatory
identification which presupposes that the narcissist is a lover with an object (text,
beloved).
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her "An Impossible Response: The Disaster of Narcissus," which is clearly written in
response to Blanchot's failure to respond to Nouvet's call for contributions to the Yale
French Studies issue on ethics and literature.
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"'other' to the extent that it 'alters'" the speech of Narcissus by sending his
call back as "the echo of his own voice" (108-109). It is this echo of an
otherness, of the Other, of the shadow Narcissus cannot see behind his back,
that Walser fails to recognize as belonging to his own body.
Instead of that, his fascination with Fevvers the bird-woman is
intermingled with fear, disgust and a desire to escape from this excessive
woman whose element is the air which, one would think, should make her
into a sign of that which is "light, diffuse and mercurial," as in Barthes's
empty sign. But there is nothing of his "perfect sociality" in this all too
human woman, plump, coarse, fishy and grotesque as she is: rather, she is
the inscription of laughter, love, excess, and death. As Walser becomes
increasingly entangled in Fevvers's narrative he experiences a desire to reject
the desire-provoking '"essence of Fevvers:"'
If he got out of her room for just one moment, was allowed, however
briefly, to stand by himself in the cold, grimy passage away from
her presence, if he could fill his lungs just the one time with air
that was not choking with 'essence of Fevvers', then he might recover
his sense of proportion. (52)

The "'essence of Fevvers'" which Walser cannot confront here is ambiguous
in its play on, on the one hand, her physical smell as a sign of corporeality
and, on the other, her essential nature which, since the phrase is put within
quotations marks, we can read as her absolute otherness of which the smell
is but one part. Repelled and disgusted by her "stubbled, thickly powdered
armpits," or, deluded by a fetishistic part of the whole, Walser fails to
recognize both Fevvers's "essence" as absolute otherness and his sexual
desire (52). His urge to leave the room is caused by the call of a "seismic
erotic disturbance" as he is faced with Fevvers's "essence" but, this call
from the Other, he displaces and interprets as a "call of nature" - as a desire
to urinate - which enables him to escape out of Fevvers's sight for a single

moment and relieves him temporarily of erotic tension by bringing "him
down to earth again" (52).
At once the site of fascination and disgust, Fevvers and her narrative
produce a paranoid projection of desire and negativity on Walser's part onto
her body: a projection which Kristeva terms "abjection" and which is the
reverse side of the amatory identification. Abjection, as defined by Kristeva
in Powers of Horror, is "death infecting life" and the desire to reject, to
expel, or to ab-ject this unwanted interference of body and death, of
negativity, by projecting the death instinct on to the Other (4). As she then
shows in her reading of the Bible, abjection is culturally encoded in
"woman" since woman is at once a biological and a social being, a borderline
between nature and culture and neither subject nor object, she is an abject.
Needless to say, Fevvers the bird-woman is a play on woman as an abject.
But what is more important here, in the context of reading, is that Walser's
projection of abjection onto Fevvers's body is the effect of his amatory
identification through which he, unknowingly, has allowed Fevvers as
Other, by means of her speech and her eyes that open "into a world into a
world into a world," to usurp the place of his ego. As Kristeva says,
I experience abjection only if an Other has settled in place and stead of what
will be "me." Not at all an other with whom I identify and incorporate, but
an Other who precedes and possesses me, and through such possession causes
me to be. A possession previous to my advent: a being-there of the symbolic
that a father might or might not embody. (10)

Always already possessed by the Other, Walser nevertheless fails to read the
"'essence of Fevvers'" in that he fails to recognize the sexual and speaking
body as such, not just the female but also his own. Yet, it is exactly the
existence of the Other he will not recognize that produces his desire to escape
from Fevvers in that she makes him "his sense of proportion" (52).
However, it is rather the speaking body as Other than the size or the smell of

her body that accomplishes Walser's loss of proportion. It is in her phallic
dexterity in handling the feminine panoptikon of the Winged Victory, the
Cockney Venus, the Sleeping Beauty and other images of the "feminine" she
serves him that she dazzles and seduces her interlocutor while juggling with
these images with a sleight of hand.
Whereas Fevvers is seemingly in charge of the situation, as symbolized
by the sword she always carries with her, Walser's transforming journey has
been initiated through his reading in the imaginary, which has caused him to
lose his former self in that abjection is a "kind of narcissistic crisis"
(Kristeva, Powers of Horror 14). But, abjection is also a "precondition of
narcissism" (13). Abjection is thus at the beginning for the making of a novel
ego and Walser regresses eventually into a narcissist as we generally
understand the concept in laymen's terms by putting on his clown's mask of
"red and white make-up" as the story moves into Petersburg (97-98).
Desubjectivized, Walser the reader experiences the "freedom that lies behind
the mask, within dissimulation, the freedom to juggle with being, and,
indeed, with the language that is vital to our being" (103). This freedom "to
juggle with being, and,... language" he has modelled and incorporated in his
amatory response to Fevvers who models the reader she wants and desires.
Yet, her modelling of Walser is not completely unrestricted but is determined
by his willingness to play her seductive games. Seduction, unlike rape and as
Fevvers seems to know, is not possible without taking the Other into account
and at times she stops "as if she knew enough was enough" (30), or, fixes
Walser with a "judging regard, as if to ascertain just how far she could go
with him" (35). But Walser too, as the model reader he is, is already,
through his amatory identification and his sense of abjection, through his
fascination and disgust, "out of his revulsion, out of his enchantment"
implicated in the making of Nights at the Circus (69), and, in loving
blindness he joins the circus which Fevvers, who is always one step ahead,
already has signed up for.

The Pit and the Pendulum
Seduction, it is said, annihilates the possibility of criticism in that seduction
leads astray; a movement which places seduction in opposition to "hidden
meanings" and the "interpretation" necessary to criticism (Baudrillard,
Seduction 54). "In an era of simulation," as ours is said to be, "there is no
reality beyond appearance and therefore no dialectics of inside and outside
from which to position a critique" (Neville Wakefield 6). Such reasoning
nevertheless depends on the positing of a reality that presupposes the
possibility of both criticism and dialectics and, indeed, there is no reading
that does not take place against "reality." Still, I have to use quotation marks
around reality in that reality is a problematic issue in literature and its reading.
Whereas I agree with Baudrillard and other postmodern writers that mimetic
re-presentation of reality is an impossibility, even undesirable, Carter's
allegorical staging of the patriarchal society that is our reality in the
Petersburg section nevertheless postulates the possibility of a critique of the
symbolic and its structures. Reality is here rather the reality principle than
empirical reality, a structuring and restricting frame, which, in patriarchal
society, involves an oedipal identification with the Father and the One.9
Nights at the Circus is set at the turn of the last century but the great
irony of the novel is that little has changed. White, bourgeois, male as
modelled in the image of the Father (the One, God) is still the norm and the
symbolic reality within which we live, read and love.10 By changing the stage
9

For another view of constraint in the act of reading, see Fish who relocates

"interpretive constraint in intention" and the "realization that intention must itself be
interpretively established" (Doing What Comes Naturally 25).
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Baudrillard himself is not free from patriarchal thinking. Although he repeatedly

affirms that seduction is feminine to the extent that the feminine erases the polarity
feminine/masculine, it does not stop him from saying that women "are closer to the effects
of seduction. Men, by contrast, have depth, but no secrets" (Seduction 68).

in the Petersburg section into the "sawdust ring, this little O!" of a finite and
enclosed space where the Ludic Games of Uncle Sam are enacted, Carter
insists on acknowledging the symbolic as a textual frame and the very
precondition for producing a (self-)critical impasse that would signal
difference within similarity.
Where post-structuralism sees transgression as a means of affirming
difference, as symbolized by the clowns' act in Nights at the Circus, one
must pose the question today, and with Hal Foster, whether clowns, children
and madmen "are no longer other so much as tokens of otherness"
(.Recodings 36). As they "have become the very ciphers of modern man,"
always already inscribed within the symbolic this "suggests that what is
other, marginal or repressed now lies elsewhere, perhaps hidden by the very
masks or rather displaced by them" (36)." And, Carter suggests, this
"elsewhere" that would produce difference within similarity must be sought
on the reversed ladder by a passing through the symbolic order of language
which, in the reading situation, involves oedipal identification with the One
that sets up the reader as an ego and its splitting off from the object, the text.
In short, the stage is set for the objective reader, and his/her dissolution.
The Petersburg section thus mirrors the implicit textual relations of the
bourgeois novel that are reflected through Carter's parody of social and
sexual positions within the patriarchal symbolic order. These different textual
positions are a question of power, or non-power, dependent on from where
the different actors in the human comedy speak, if they speak at all. Thus
setting the stage for a dialectics of rivalling textual powers, it seems at first as
if a master-slave dialectics of reading is at work here, but there is no
11

Foster's solution to this problem, which does not differ radically from Carter's, is

that "any truly critical practice must transform rather than merely manipulate signification,
(re)construct rather than simply disperse subjectivity" (6). For this purpose Foster proposes
an "anti-aesthetic" which "is not the sign of a modern nihilism (...) but rather a critique
which déstructurés the orders of representation in order to reinscribe them" (The AntiAesthetic xv).

Aufliebung at the end of the section.12 Instead of such a resolution, there is an
implosion followed by a displacing movement.13
The stage is then set for the actors of the textual comedy and Fevvers
the aerialiste embodies the position of the arena's transcendental signifier, the
One, as she is "swinging to and fro like a pendulum above the tiny eye of
sawdust, the vortex of gravity, down there, down below" (159). She is the
"Madonna of the arena" who has taken a flight away from the pit and the
hysteria "down there, down below" in the lower regions of the sexual/textual
body (126). This flight can be characterized psychologically as a phobic one
in its fear of the hysteria "down below," or, philosophically as the will-topower over being. In both cases the flight reads as a means of controlling the
Other and the negativity that underlies representation. Soaring above in her
transcendental and omniscient position, Fevvers also shelters the circus with
her "outspread wings in the same way that the poor people of the world are
protected under the cloak of the Madonna of Misericordia" (125).
Walser, on the other hand, is now an actor in the pit below where the
human comedy "of the marvellous, of laughter and tears and thrills and all"
unfolds (90). But once he has joined the circus, he is reduced to an "it," an
object within the textual economy of writing/reading (102). Subsequently,
his newly won freedom to "juggle with the dictionary" is hampered. He "is
no longer a journalist masquerading as a clown; willy-nilly, force of
circumstance has turned him into a real clown, for all practical purposes,
12

See however Claude Gandelman who sees the Hegelian master-slave dialectics as
constitutive of the reading process in that reading is a "process of self-recognition (...) and
this self-recognition is only possible through an encounter (some would say a duel) with
another consciousness that will provide it with its complementary - though antithetical components" (91).
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The question of dialectics vs. displacement is a complicated one that cannot be dealt

with here in all its complexity, see Krupnick's Derrida: Displacement and After for
extensive discussions on this issue. See also Ann Kaplan's Postmodernism and Its
Discontents for discussions on how art and criticism can be purposeful in an era that has
abandoned binarisms and hence dialectics.

and, what's more, a clown with his arm in a sling" (145).
Following the architecture of the circus arena, a reader is here
positioned to watch the spectacle of Walser's sufferings from a safe distance
in the stands as if he or she were untouched by the hysteria "down there,
down below.'"4 Within this reading scenario, the reader has taken a phobic
flight away from the arena, from being, the Other and the "affective fallacy"
that lurks at the back of reading.15 The reader is, in other words, considered
as having modelled his/her textual position in alliance with an identification
with the Father in becoming One with the law. Although this is immediately
subverted by the fact that the Father is here a woman (Fevvers), readers'
tendency towards a grasping or a sighting of the text is what is foregrounded
here. By placing oneself in a position of being an as-if objective observer,
looking on from the outside, the text is reduced to an object that can be
bracketed, framed, grasped, mapped out and (re)structured. Evidently, this is
a reading that is neither erotic nor ethical. It is metaphysical in its root sense,
above the physical.
The paradox of reading in the symbolic, which is the order of
language, is that it is seeing that takes precedence over the listening that
marks reading in the imaginary. Reading in the symbolic is a reification of
the text through seeing. It is a critical and judgmental act specific perhaps to
14

Robert Con Davis gives an interesting reading of "looking" in his "Lacan, Poe, and

Narration." Here he reads Freud's "Instinct and Their Vicissitudes" and, as Davis argues,
Freud shows that "'looking' is but one part of visual experience"that is a continuous
repositioning of the onlooker who from being a subject shifts into its becoming an object
that is being scrutinized and "the subject straddles the subject-object relationship by
becoming a partial object of contemplation" (986). Davis links his reading of Freud further
to Lacan's concept the Gaze that, eventually, leads him to conclude and to read "visual
experience as a text" in that the Gaze implicates the onlooker by inscribing "the other's
desire in a discourse of positioning" (987-988).
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See Wimsatt and Beardsley, "The Affective Fallacy." The "affective fallacy" begins,
they say, "by trying to derive the standard of criticism from the psychological effects of a
poem and ends in impressionism and relativism" (21).

the critic whose reading depends, in the words of George Steiner, on an
"ordering, legislative sight" ('"Critic'/'Reader"' 432).16 It is as if the reader is
a law-giving agency that unravels the text's mystery as, for instance, the
detective in a detective story or Mr Buckley in Dickens's Bleak House who
speaks/sees from the "high tower of his mind," that is, from the position of a
metaphysical and transcendental ego.
This position is one of oedipal identification with the Father. In
Freud's reading of the dissolution of the Oedipus complex that is the
precondition of oedipal identification he says that the dissolution of the
complex has, on the one hand, "preserved the genital organ - has averted the
danger of its loss - and, on the other, has paralysed it - has removed its
function" ("The Dissolution of the Oedipus Complex" 398). The dissolution
of the Oedipus complex in Freud is thus characterized by a parry that we may
call a phobic parry in that the dissolution of the Oedipus complex averts the
threat of real castration and sets the genital organ "down there, down below"
out of function. The dissolution of the Oedipus complex then serves to
desexualize the subject and to keep the organ intact, and from being
contaminated by the Other.
That this position involves a reduced reading is emphasized by Carter's
re-presentation of the characters of the Ludic Games in an ordinary
allegorical form, that is, as image-interpretations of human characters (the
Strong Man, the Ape Professor, Sybil the Pig and so on) the logical outcome
of which cannot but be the stereotype so abhorred by Barthes. Yet, the
reduction of reading to a sighting seems to be a very human trait, an effort to
grasp the world which can be traced back as far as the first rock carvings.
The scenario for reading within the symbolic thus being set, it is
subsequently parodied and through this parody the position of the oedipal,
metaphysical and transcendental ego is revealed to be the illusion of a phobic
16

In his interesting "Breaking the Circle," William S. Spanos shows how criticism

traditionally is spatially oriented which, of course, depends on the primacy of seeing in
Western culture and of seeing as a means of grasping the temporality of being instead of
listening to the being of being.

flight. In order to show the subversion of reading in the symbolic, I will
focus on the parodical sequence in which the scene of the Strong Man's socalled love-making to Mignon is alternated with the scene of the apes'
scientific sighting and examination of Walser's anatomy.
In the scene with the apes, Walser holds a double-edged position. He
is, on the one hand, an object of scientific scrutiny as he stands before the
class "nude and exemplary" while the Professor investigates his anatomy
and, on the other, a bystander and a spectator to the Strong Man's abuse of
Mignon (110). Walser is, in other words, at once an onlooker who watches
the plight of others while he himself is being exposed to this very plight. He
is, as Mignon might say if she spoke the language of Baudelaire, a
"hypocrite lecteur - mon semblable.'''' But Mignon does not speak any
language. She sings but she "doesn't understand the words" and is thus
deprived of the power to speak (142). Similarly, Walser, who has already
been deprived of his writing, is once he enters the arena put on the side of the
muted as the Professor, with a pedagogics worthy of Pavlov and his dogs,
pushes "his tough forefinger down on Walser's painted smile, bidding him
be silent" (108). They are both, despite their different sexes, subjected to the
law of the Father as symbolized by the Strong Man's penis and the
Professor's "tough forefinger." However, since both the Strong Man and the
Professor are non-verbal, their power is in its turn subject to the writer of
this scene who emerges as an authority, bidding the characters, including the
reader in the stands, to be silent. The whole sequence is in fact narrated
through the voice of an omniscient master who rapes the novel's characters,
in the same way as the Strong Man's sexual behaviour is a rape rather than
love-making, and sentences them to silence in the same manneras Walser is
being muted. Unlike Fevvers's taking her reader (Walser) into account in her
seductive games in the London section, the authority that emerges in the
symbolic order of the Petersburg section has no regard of the Other precisely
because the Other does not exist here since the characters are defined by their
symbolic position as clowns, apes, an aerialiste, Uncle Sam, reader and so

on. In the symbolic the characters involved in textual production are faceless,
de-individualized as in war, which is why there can be no seduction in the
symbolic. Only rape. The sequence discussed here is, in other words, a
parody of the textual relations posited by the "work," that is, as a parody of
the writer as author(ity) who silences reading by, Carter suggests, a rape of
the reader.
On this point Carter's text agrees with Barthesian theory. In his "From
Work to Text," Barthes says that the "work is caught up in a process of
filiation" (160) which presupposes oedipal identification with the Father and
when seen in the light of his essay "The Death of the Author" such filiation
involves also the reader's subjection to the law in that "the birth of the
reader," he says, "must be at the cost of the death of the Author" (148).
Where the author is, there is no reader. But the paths taken by Barthes and
Carter differ: where Barthes is always a symbolic man, playing the ludic
games of the subject's dissolution, Carter's version recuperates, as we have
seen, the imaginary with its emphasis on listening to the speech of the other.
In this version reading opens up to the very language of which the
unconscious is made by means of the reader's amatory identification with the
speech of the other, thereby always already involuting the pangs and delights
of unconscious experience in the reading process.17
Hence, the silent and masochistic endurance on Walser's behalf during
the Professor's insulting examination of his body sets subterranean, that is,
sexual rumblings in motion as "a vague roaring of the great cats," of the
circus tigers, is heard in the distance (109). Masochism, Leo Bersani argues,
is constitutive of sexuality in that the oedipal triangle, masochistically, puts
17

In his Eros and Civilisation, Herbert Marcuse proposes that the pleasure principle be
recuperated by the reality principle thereby promoting a new "harmonizing instinctual
freedom and order" which would create a new reality principle (197). Apart from the fact
that the postulation of a "non-repressive reality principle" is Utopian, Marcuse's "new
rationality" belongs to a metaphysics of presence in which our "mature consciousness"
could embody a "fully developed knowledge, so that [man] would ask again what is good
and what is evil" (198).

the negativity that underlies all representation out of function and
"immobilizes representations" which, as we have seen, is the case of reading
in the Petersburg section (The Freudian Body 46); an immobilization which,
he claims, "can only have a violent dénouement" but the "violence of the
Oedipal structure is not merely that of an imagined rivalry between child and
parent; by inhibiting fantasmatic mobility the Oedipal father promotes a selfdestructing sexuality, a derivative masochism which threatens both the
individual and civilization" (46). In the light of Bersani's argument, then, it
can be postulated that because the oedipal structure immobilizes reading in its
negation of sexuality and eroticism, negativity and fantasmatic mobility, it
paradoxically enough sexualizes the reading subject in question.
The two scenes discussed above are, from the very beginning,
narratively intertwined, the one implicating the other, and, eventually, the
two fuse as one of the tigers breaks loose, that is, when the subterranean
rumblings of repressed sexuality erupt and disrupt the setting. Within this
moment, the scenario finds its satirical and subversive climax as Walser the
muted reader mechanically interprets the situation and cites: "What a piece of
work is man! How noble in reason! How infinite in faculty!" at the same
time as the Strong Man reaches "his orgasm in a torrent of brutish shrieks"
and Sybil the pig bursts "into the ring as shot from a gun," "screeching as
though it were sticking time" (111). It is a scene in which Walser the muted
reader mechanically and mindlessly applies a cultural code that enables him to
read and interpret the event, but it is an interpretation that is traversed by a
repressed and animal sexuality.
Yet, it is exactly at this moment of sexual eruption that Walser is able to
face up to the reality that confronts him. Unlike his attempted escape from
Fevvers in the London section, he now, when confronted by the tiger and
immediate death, revolts as his language returns: "I shall nor meet Death in a
dunce's cap!" he says and rejects in other words the law that put the "dunce's
cap" on his head (111). In the act of pronouncing these words, Walser shifts
his position from being a muted, masochistic subject (to the law) to being a

subject (to death), mortal and speaking.
In Kristeva's rereading of the dissolution of the Oedipus complex in
Powers of Horror, she does not only take Oedipus the King into account but
also Oedipus at Colonus, where Freud never ventured. Kristeva's argument
here is that the Oedipus complex is not resolved until Oedipus is exiled from
his kingdom, from being king, the law, and it is not until he arrives in
Colonus that he becomes a subject, that is, a "subject to death," mortal and
speaking, in that he recognizes that '7 who knows am not the Law" (87).
Oedipus's recognition of himself as subject to death is brought about through
the revelation of his transgression of the (paternal) law in his incestuous
desire for the (maternal) body, that is, Oedipus recognizes his turning into
"defilement" (84). There is, in other words, in Oedipus's shift of position an
interiorization of defilement (sexuality, desire, death) by means of language.
This is also the ethical moment of reading as Walser, in saying the
words "I shall not meet Death in a dunce's cap," responds to the ethical
imperative that is brought forth by "the encounter with truth in articulation,
the encounter with the Other, the encounter with death" (Reeder 337).
Hence, instead of trying to escape, he acts with responsibility and out of
solidarity as he throws himself into the centre of the action by abandoning his
spectator's position and rescuing Mignon, who has been left behind by the
Strong Man, from the death trap into which they have fallen (111-112). By
the same token, he later refrains from taking advantage of Mignon's
vulnerable position as his "wounded arm" reminds him "it would be unjust,
so he let her be" (144). Walser has in other words given up the phobic
fantasm on which the oedipal structure rests and in abandoning the fantasy of
being untouched by the hysteria "down there, down below," he lets the Other
be. To let be, we remember, "is to leave space for another subjectivity, for
the Other, it is to abandon the demands of the ego for the Other's
subjugation" (Reeder 336).
Reading at this point then, Carter suggests, is to answer to the ethical
imperative that is brought forth by the encounter and to let (the text, the

Other) be by abandoning the spectator's sighting and reduction of the text to
the sphere of the ego. Instead, there is a grounding of reading within the
speaking body as it becomes subject to death. In the face of death, we are all
equals and a more profound bonding than the social contract can establish is
conceived: a bonding constituted by solidarity and once grounded, it is
Walser's body, his "wounded arm," that speaks out of solidarity as he lets
Mignon be. He thus extends his amatory identification into solidarity.
There is in the ethical moment of reading a shattering of the oedipal
fantasm upon which the ego rests. It is the final blow, the coup de grâce to
the ego. Again, Walser dies as he becomes subject to death in the ethical
moment of reading. It is a dying that is subtended by the roaring of the
unconscious and its coming (into being), of the Other coming into being in a
jouissance in/of the body/being that exceeds the symbolic and phallocentric
order, dis-positioning him in language and pushing him, forwarding him
towards a novel disposition in language as the novel moves into the third
section "Siberia."

Falling...
However, before the reading scenario changes to "Siberia" Fevvers too must
fall from her transcendental position which she eventually does. On the one
hand, this is due to the fact that she too has fallen in love and, on the other,
that Walser the reader who in his dis-positioning in language disrupts the
master-slave dialectic does not provide the necessary opposite on which her
transcendental position depends. Her moment of "truth" in the ethical
encounter comes as she meets her match, the Grand Duke at the end of the
Petersburg section, who disarms her and deprives her of her phallic power.
In a parallel scene at the end of the London section where Fevvers found
herself in a death trap at Mr. Rosenkreutz', she was able to escape by an
imaginary flight since that story was part of her narrative. At the Grand

Duke's however, where she is faced with reality, she has to let go of her
imaginary flights since there are "no windows" of escape. She has to hand
over the narcissistic and phobic desire to control (her) being to a third party
who intervenes in the narrative by means of a cut that reminds of a video
clip, that is, who intervenes as a film editor and hence as a body that is a
foreigner to literature (191-192).
Video art can be characterized by the juxtaposition of images without
coherence where, by following its own internal logic, anything is possible.
Here, in Nights at the Circus, Fevvers is playing with one of the Grand
Duke's toys, a "model train"of the Trans-Siberian Express (191), which is
transformed into the real one, as if by magic:
She dropped the toy train on the Isfahan runner - mercifully, it landed on
its wheels - as, with a grunt and whistle of expelled breath, the Grand Duke
ejaculated. In those few seconds of his lapse of consciousness, Fevvers ran
helter-skelter down the platform, opened the door of the first-class
compartment and clambered aboard. (192)

In the Grand Duke's "lapse of consciousness," that is, in his orgasm's
"whistle of expelled breath," the symbolic upheld by the phallus crumbles as
Fevvers, in her vertiginous fall on to the train, abandons her position of a
transcendental "I" at the very moment when the Grand Duke's orgasm is
transformed into the train's locomotive force. Fevvers's fall extends into
"Siberia" and is a continuous undoing of her "I" that is brought to a halt in a
train accident which, as it turns out, is a sabotage performed by the outlaws
of the Siberian taiga; that is to say, the repressed and the outlawed erupt at
this point. The Other thus comes into being which, because of the violent
force inherent in repression, may be experienced as if it came from the
outside, or from above. While a reading of what the Other's coming into
being involves must wait for the moment, we need to consider the fall and its
significance here.

Within the fall there is the train journey that carries "ecstasies of
boredom," hurt and tears, the melancholy following after having lost not so
much a beloved object as an unconscious yet painfully experienced loss of
the ego (199-203).18 Diminished and impoverished through the loss of her
sword, Fevvers enters that nowhere "that opens itself inside you like a void"
(198). In other words, the Petersburg section does not end in an Aufliebung
of reading but in an implosion of the text that adumbrates the phallus in that
the phallus is the mainstay of the ego. This implosion is at once anterior and
posterior to the desire and sexuality that is at the train journey's far and near
end and is as such connected to a moment of jouissance in/of the body
which, in Lacan's words, is "beyond the phallus" (Encore 69). It is
Fevvers's ethical moment that enables her to recognize both her desire and
herself as a desiring being:
Underneath his make-up, that face like a beloved face known long ago, and
lost, and now returned, although I never knew him before, although he is a
stranger, still that face which I have always loved before I ever saw it so that
to see him is to remember, although I do not know who it is I then
remember, except it might be the vague, imaginary face of desire. (204).

The fall thus stages the step beyond the phallus, the fall into a void where "I"
am not yet returning to one's beginnings and the first stirrings of buried
memories. The ethical moment which we now can understand in terms of a
fall and of a step beyond the phallus is nevertheless, Reeder says, "an
immediacy that cannot be properly explained or understood - it can only be
lived. Putting it differently, we can say that the ethical moment must be
18

In "Mourning and Melancholia," Freud discusses the similarities and differences

between mourning and melancholia. Where mourning is the effect of the loss of an object,
melancholia is "a loss in regard to the ego" (256). Furthermore, the "melancholic displays
something else besides which is lacking in mourning - an extraordinary diminuition in his
self-regard, an impoverishment of his ego on a grand scale. In mourning it is the world
which has become poor and empty; in melancholia it is the ego itself' (254).
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understood phenomenologically - as un-concealment" (328).19
Let us then read the phenomenon of falling with Derrida. In "My
Chance/Mes Chances" he associates "Fall" with chance, accident, coinci
dence (5). A fall is a chance event, a chance encounter, an accident that takes
place in the absence of an horizon. "No horizon, then," Derrida says, "for
the event or the encounter, but only verticality and the unforeseeable. The
alterity of the other - that which does not reduce itself to the economy of our
horizon - always comes to us from above, indeed, from the above" (6).
Fevvers's fall, in the light of Derrida's reasoning, is the staging of the
unforeseeable, of chance, of the contingent. However, it is not only Fevvers
who falls out of her transcendental position: the reading-effect of the fall is
that in her fall she falls outside of our horizon thereby postulating both her
and the text's irreducible alterity to which we as readers may, or may not,
respond to by letting (the text) be, by letting the Other come (into being). In
his reading of the fall, Derrida criticizes psychoanalysis in that it
"symptomalizes contingency" (12). And the question must be asked here if
the step beyond the phallus is not also the step beyond psychoanalysis as the
step beyond is the moment where psychoanalysis comes to an end.
Fevvers's fall does indeed resist the economy of psychoanalysis in that the
fall is not only instigated by desire and sexuality but, as she falls onto the
train, by the video cut that is foreign to literature. There is, in other words,
'9 An account of reading and un-concealment in purely phenomenological and
Heideggerian terms is given by Spanos's in "Breaking the Circle:" "The Heideggerian
phenomenological reduction, that is, de-reifies the interpreter - re-establishes the primordial
ontological difference in the sense of recovering his ec-static or ex-istential temporality, his
openness to being. In thus abandoning the Will to Power over being, or to put it
positively ..., in letting being be as it shows itself from itself, the interpreter also allows
the 'object' of interpretation to undergo a liberating or, better, an e-man-cipating
metamorphosis: the reified text, the text that the privileged Medusaeye of the metaphysical
interpreter 'looks at' and petrifies, and thus turns into something present-at-hand - a
'graspable' icon (or Euclidian map) - now emerges explicitly as verbal text - a text to be
heard - from its context in the realm of deposited knowledge" (445).

an element of the foreign and the absolutely Other that cannot be reduced to
the psychoanalytic economy at work within the fall. As Derrida asks in "To
Speculate," is there not something in sexuality that "resists economy?;" "that
does not permit itself to be bound to pleasure, to enjoyment?" (286). The
step beyond is the step beyond the pleasure principle yet, as Derrida argues
in his play on pas (step/not), "the step beyond [pas au-delà], would come to
overflow the logic of position: without substituting itself for this logic, and
above all without being opposed to it" (260). The step beyond is here
brilliantly conceived as the moment that unleashes the absolutely Other within
pleasure itself, signalling difference within similarity, without negating what
precedes it. It is rather psychoanalysis that pertains to the Other than the
Other to psychoanalysis.
Hence, the fall and the step beyond in Nights at the Circus do not
negate the imaginary and the symbolic structures through which our reading
journey has passed: rather, it displaces their structures as dominant
discourses, allowing them to simmer in the background, as the real writes
itself in the Siberia section. While obliterating the logic of position, the
"symptoms" of reading we have come across (the amatory identification,
abjection, the phobic parry, masochism, melancholia) are no longer
positional since Fevvers too becomes a reader of the Other as she recognizes
the "beloved face" of a "stranger."
Although Fevvers remembers "nothing" of the train journey (207), it
is she who is its narrator. As she says, "I've no proper recollection of all
this; I only know what Liz told me" (207). Her memory of the event is, in
other words, mediated by Lizzie and, as was the case in Walser's
recollections of Fevvers's aérialiste act, we find that the narrative is uneasily
suspended between a third and a first person narrator. Here, however, it is
Fevvers who is tracing her recollections in a voice that vacillates between a
third and first person narrator. For instance:

The mellow pink shade of the table lamp soothed the hysterical brilliance of
the rouge with which she had concealed the traces of her fit cf tears. (203)

As for me, I slipped the nasty thing on my own plate across to Sybil, who
speedily despatched it just as the Colonel said she would. I'd a great affection
for the clever little pig, I must say, and she looked on travel, far better than
I did. (203).

What is it this young man reminds me of? A piece of music composed for
one instrument and played on another. An oil sketch for a great canvas. Oh,
yes; he's unfinished just as Lizzie says... (204).

Absentmindedly she bit into a chunk of bread... (204)

Through the return of a "beloved face" within the fall, Fevvers enters the
ethical dimension of love's space-time which, as Reeder puts it, "is the
waiting for the Other, it is the hope to find the Other in his/her subjectivity.
This hope offers itself as a space for my being, establishes a certain
existential spatiality: love's space, where within a structural frame of respect
and Seinlassen, I maintain faith in the prospect of the alterity and the absence
of the Other to reveal itself as presence" (358). And Fevvers lets the Other be
here, posing, asking and articulating her questions with care, slightly ahead
of herself, anticipating the Other's coming (into being).

...Towards New Beginnings
At the train crash the circus arena as a metaphor for Nights at the Circus is
broken as the accident throws the circus "apart in a multitude of fragments"
(204). It is a splitting of the arena and a stepping beyond that, according to
the logic of the step, subverts all positionality and, subsequently, dis
positions the novel's characters, including its reader. Within this

dispositioning there is yet another splitting as the fall instigates a triple falling
out: Fevvers's falling out with her foster-mother Lizzie, the falling out of
sight of Walser, and both Walser's and Fevvers's temporary falling out of
language. It is the moment of Fevvers's and the text's becoming Other to
itself and Walser the reader's becoming Other to Fevvers as well as to
himself and to the text.
Thus falling "apart in a multitude of fragments," in the fragments of the
being that makes up the text, I will trace the aspects of its otherness, of the
otherness that speaks the passions of the real in Nights at the Circus and its
effect on reading in the coming into being of the Other.
The different falling-outs that are the outcomes of Fevvers's textual fall
have in common that the end of the textual cycle is a return to our textual and
sexual beginnings. In the first instance, Fevvers falls out with Lizzie for "the
first time" in their life (234). Lizzie, we remember, represents Fevvers's
symbolic history and the symbolic order, the order of language, and as the
text travels through Siberia it becomes increasingly clear that Lizzie is the
novel's narrator, or rather, its double narrator next to Fevvers. During the
boredom of the train journey Fevvers asks Lizzie if they cannot "hurry things
up a bit" but "Lizzie, at her cards, shook her old grizzled hair. No tricks"
(199). None of the "'household' magic" Lizzie keeps in her handbag is she
willing to use here and, eventually, Lizzie, too, loses her skill as her handbag
is lost in the train crash (199). From here on "none of Lizzie's tricks could
get them out of this hole" (205). Yet, it is Lizzie who sends the clowns and
the outlaws out of the story as she "unwittingly precipitate[s] this
denouement" (244). What the text suggests here is that it is Lizzie's "tricks"
that took Fevvers out of the holes she ended up in at Mr Rosenkreutz' and at
the Grand Duke's and, hence, that it is she who is the instance out of which
Fevvers's story grows.
Rational, industrious, bawdy and of loose morals (ex-whore), the
character "Lizzie" plunges us into the history of British literary characters
such as Moll Flanders and the Wife of Bath, and from there into the

beginnings of English literature: the green world of romance, knighthood and
a lost Avalon, on the one hand, and, on the other, Chaucer's indebtedness to
Boccaccio and English literature's inherited burlesque and baroque features
from Italian art, which Lizzie's Sicilian background underscores.
There is then in Fevvers's falling out with Lizzie an opening up of the
text's historical dimension precisely because their falling out is a
differentiation between Fevvers, who is "acting more and more like" herself,
and her symbolic Other that is also her Mother (197). It is a split and a
splitting through which Fevvers is differentiated from herself and from the
symbolic; a splitting that presupposes that the Other in the Mother, the
Mother as Other, be recognized. Fevvers is, in other words, individuated.
Whereas the London section told "their joint stories" as if Walser "faced not
one but two Scherezades" (40), Fevvers who in her fall falls outside of the
horizon of perception, thereby becoming Other to herself, to her reader and
to Lizzie, sets out for her own quest: the finding of Walser of whom she has
lost sight and whom she needs "to tell her she was true" (273). She knows
she has "mislaid some vital something of herself along the road that brought
her to this place" and needs affirmation in order to construe a new self,
which sets her in motion again, travelling towards a reunion and, eventually,
towards new beginnings and a new textual cycle as she exclaims: "That's the
way to start the interview!:" "Get out your pencil and we'll begin!" (273).
In Fevvers's returning into the sight of Walser the reader, he too
returns from his absence: an absence that does not only involve absence as
regards Fevvers's sighting of him but also absence to himself, instigated by
the fall and the subsequent loss of horizon. At the train crash Walser is lost
and "buried alive in a profound sleep" (209). Once he wakes up, he is a
complete blank and absent to himself: the "empty centre of an empty
horizon," Walser withdraws from language as "he is all sensibility, without a
grain of sense" (236). Yet, within this withdrawal from language and in his
absence to himself, the text narrates the breaking out of an otherness, of
female sexuality in the women's prison where, out of its enclosure, desire

springs "across the great divide between the guards and the guarded," first
through touch and then through language (216). This language, however, is
a language that makes use of the body's resources in that the women take to
writing "in blood, both menstrual and veinous, even in excrement, for none
of the juices of the bodies that had been so long denied were alien to them"
(216-217). Although this is an "ingenious strategem only a woman could
execute" (216), Walser, after having been unburiedby the women, learns to
make use of his bodily fluids as the shaman that he subsequently meets
offers him "fly agaric distilled through the kidneys" (238). Through this
drink containing abject waste, that is, in the incorporation of corporeality,
Walser loses himself in a post-meaning to his reading adventures that is
marked by an "immediate fugue of hallucinations" and remembers in a
visceral and delirious way "[a]ll his past life...in concrete but discrete
fragments" of which he cannot "make head or tail" (238). Fragmentary,
disordered, without linear reconstruction of causes and effects, Walser
inhabits a "temporal dimension which did not take history into account"
(265). It is a time that is different from linear time, chaotic, but nevertheless a
temporal dimension of our being in the world that does not propose a neoromantic escape from time and, by extension, a reading outside of time.
Walser the reader who is here absent to himself, reads, in other words,
deliriously in "concrete but discrete fragments" and while returning to his
sexual/textual beginnings, to the real, his entire history rushes into being,
overwhelming him, throwing him into the unknown and the forgotten, into
the Other of our temporal being in the world.20
Walser's fall into the Other and the real is, as we have seen, initiated by
the subterranean sexual rumblings in the Petersburg section that explode in
the train accident where the libido that Freud claims to be male breaks out, as
symbolized by the outlaws. But this blow to his ego is only the beginning of
20

In his Reading andTelepathy, Nicholas Roy le explores the effects of telepathy and

telecommunication in the act of reading which end in a delirious and surreal short story in a
footnote thereby indicating that real reading always is elsewhere, not in our socialized
responses but repressed in a footnote, for instance (213, n. 23).
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his return to his beginnings that spread into a world into a world into a world
as deeper layers of sexuality, here referred to as female sexuality, throw him
into the absolutely Other; an Other that is not restricted to the female in that it
is the shaman who guides Walser through the land of oblivion. The shaman
thus re-presents (and is not in himself) that which is foreign to language and
to the psychic economy as we know it, and it is he, as absolutely Other, who
intervenes and thwarts Fevvers's intention of unhatching Walser. As Fevvers
reunites with Walser at the novel's end, she realizes that "some other hen
[i.e., the shaman] had hatched him out" for her (291). This means that
Walser the reader's coming (into being) is a contingency that is outside of
Fevvers's intent and, by extension, the writer's; nor is his coming into being
necessitated by an inexorable law. Rather, it is a chance event.
Where the film editor that intervened at the end of the Petersburg
section as a foreign body to the text could be rationalized as Lizzie's
intervention once the text moved into Siberia, the shaman's intervention
defies such rationalization. He represents the unrepresentable, the rhythm of
being to which art gives shape, form, as the rhythm unfolds in time.
Although the shaman is a professional "reader of signs," his language and
his readings are just as liable to corruption, deformation and misreading as
Walser's readings of Fevvers are. Echoing Walser's reading of Fevvers, the
shaman believes Walser to be a bear "that had been let down from the sky in
a silver cradle" (256-257).
The shaman is in other words no educator but an initiator into the
realms of being that are beyond language and linear time, that is, into the
rhythm of the body and being that is absolutely foreign to the narrative. As
Walser returns to his sexual/textual beginnings, his reminiscences are
accompanied by the foreign body of the shaman's drum with "tattoos and
riffs of more than Afro-Caribbean complexity" (236). In other words, his
going down memory lane is subtended by the rhythm of a foreign body that
has no genus, nor any attributes in itself. Thus, in addition to the eruption of
(male) libido and (female) sexuality there is the rhythm of a foreign,

unnameable body which posits that Walser's jouissance in his encounter with
the Other is an enjoyment of the foreign body, of the sexual and the textual
body as neither male nor female but as foreign to himself and hence as
absolutely Other.21
In Walser's encounter with the Other we find another splitting: the
splitting of the body from language, of the Other from the gaze of the ego, of
the rhythm of the real from its articulations and the subsequent recognition of
the real and the Other. The allegorical articulation of this splitting is here
musical: Walser's reading to the shaman's drum is involuted as a substratum
to the music of the Abyssinian Princess and the song of Mignon at the
Musical Academy of Transbaikalia that Walser's initiatory way carries at its
21

This foreign body of the rhythm of being is a re-reading of Lacan's proposition of
das Ding, la Chose, the first lost, archaic object around which the subject orients its
initiary route, attempting to recover das Ding that is forever lost and remains absolutely
Other to the subject {Le Séminaire: LivreVII 64-68). Das Ding is beyond signification
{hors-signifié), yet one cannot but wonder whether the term das Ding is not an attempt at
bracketing the unnameable, the three dots..., instead of allowing the strange and the foreign
to come into being in accordance with the rhythm of its being.
In Walser's initiating into a recognition of himself as a foreignerto himself resounds
as well Kristeva's claim that we are "strangers to ourselves." In her Strangers to Ourselves,
she turns to Freud's "The Uncanny" in order to read xenophobia and racism. Here she
argues that xenophobia and fear of the other has its roots in a projection of one's own
foreignness and strangeness onto the other, thereby providing an uncanny effect. This is in
effect a rereading of Powers of Horror where it is "woman" and death that produce horror
and fear: the uncanny arises wherever there are "images of death, automatons, doubles, or
the female sex" {Strangers to Ourselves 188). Psychoanalysis offers us an "ethics of respect
for the irreconcilable,"she says and, in the long run, a politics of "cosmopolitanism" (182,
192). Kristeva's "stranger" is however incorporated within a psychoanalytic economy:
"With the Freudian notion of the unconscious," she says, "the involution of the strange in
the psyche loses its pathological aspect and integrates within the assumed unity of the
human being an otherness that is both biological and symbolic and becomes an integral
part of the same" (181). Is the strange as absolute foreignness pathological unless it be
involuted within the psyche? It seems indeed as if Kristeva claims that that which cannot
be rationally explained (at this moment in history) by necessity must be pathological.

far and near end, in the chapters preceding and exceeding Walser's stay at the
shaman's. The music the two women make is "a music never before heard
on earth although it was not the music of the spheres but of blood, of flesh,
of sinew, of the heart" (275). This music, Mignon, who has become a
speaking subject by now, says
they had been born to make. Had been brought together, here, as women and
as lovers, solely to make - music that was at the same time a taming and not
a taming; music that sealed the pact of tranquillity betweeen humankind and
their wild brethren, their wild sistren, yet left them free. (275)

Performing their music with the "heart," with "flesh," "blood" and "sinew,"
Mignon attends to language with the kind of bodily refinement and
sophistication we today call "soul," as in soul music, through her song. The
artistic development following the recuperation of her body and her language
is due to "her new-found soul" in her coming into being as "a woman,"
which is to say that Mignon's "new-found soul" is an effect of her becoming
a woman with a body, human and mortal (247). Thus grounding the soul in
the body, she sings with the soul of the body, of the "soul" and the sex that
she has found in her love for the Abyssinian Princess.
Carter's bringing to light here of the relation between soul (in both its
senses) and love accentuates and validates Lacan's pun âmour, that the soul
(âme) is an effect of love (amour). It is true that Mignon and the Abyssinian
Princess are not only lovers but women as well which could imply that
"Siberia," this no-man's land, is the postulation of a specific feminine space.
But Carter puts a limit to such an interpretation by having the female
prisoners, who are writing with their female bodies, make their exit out of
this story to "found a primitive Utopia" (218). The invocation of female
sexuality is only one moment of the text's meandering through the
heterogenous space that makes up the otherness of "Siberia." "Siberia" is
first and foremost a space of differentiation, a differentiation that includes a

differing from the Mother as shown in Fevvers's falling out with Lizzie.22
Thus, singing with the soul of a lover, Mignon's song spreads across
the taiga, across the shaman's drumming, summoning up the drumming of
the rhythm of being while nevertheless letting (being) be: taming and not
taming, probing, enquiring within a disposition of love, within an ethical
dimension of love:
Mignon's song is not a sad song, not poignant, not a plea. There is a
grandeur about her questioning. She does not ask you if you know that land
of which she sings because she herself is uncertain it exists - she knows,
oh! how well she knows it lies somewhere, elsewhere, beyond the absence of
the flowers. She states the existence of that land and all she wants to know
is, whether you know it, too. (249)23

Reading here would thus be to respond to Mignon's call, to let her know
"whether you know it, too," and in answering in the affirmative to this call
22

Thus, although Carter brings woman, the body and sexuality into the picture in
"Siberia," she does not propose a new maternal space, what Patricia Yaeger calls a "female"
or "pre-oedipal sublime," a "new way of reading feminine experience" which Yeager claims
is the "burden" of women's writing after the new French feminists (191-192). In The
Sadeian Woman, Carter says that the "notion of a universality of human experience is a
confidence trick and the notion of a universality of female experience is a clever confidence
trick" (12). She plays, however, on Cixous's famous question "What woman hasn't
flown/stolen (vole)!" in making Fevvers the bird-woman the heroine of Nights at the
Circus, but she does not turn "Siberia" into a manifestation of a feminine language, which
Yaeger terms the "feminine sublime" that "engenders a zone where self-empowerment and
intersubjective bliss entertain one another in an atmosphere free of paranoia" (205).
23

Both Michael Bell and Carolyn Steedman draw attention to the fact that both the

song and Mignon are taken from Goethe's Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre. Where Bell claims
that Carter picks up "themes of emotional education" through the character Mignon (27),
Steedman concludes that "Mignon's meaning is about resisting the end" as she is
continuously rewritten throughout history, which is also her meaning in Nights at the
Circus (103).

from the Other, the "existence" of "that land of which she sings" is stated: an
affirmation that holds its own and reading's withdrawal within itself as we
have seen is the case with Walser's absencing of himself. Similarly, the final
love-making as Fevvers and Walser meet again remains unrepresented, is
unrepresentable in that love-making is a withdrawal from language, an
absencing of oneself, a death of the ego in the Other's coming (into being) in
the nakedness of un-concealment;24 all the text asks here, in its coming into
being, is whether you know the land "beyond the absence of the flowers" of
which Mignon sings, if you know and feel the rhythm and the "soul" of the
body and of being, of the shaman's drumming that is invoked by Mignon's
song in her caring attendance to language.
The text thus presupposes the existence of the Other and its splitting
from language as it states the existence of the shaman's drum and its splitting
from Mignon's song, and, by the same gesture of splitting, Walser the reader
becomes Other to himself and to Fevvers the narrator who, in her turn,
becomes Other to herself, to Walser the model reader and to her symbolic
Other. All is instigated by the circus' falling apart into "a multitude of
fragments:" each of the novel's characters falling towards new unheard-of
beginnings...

24 Although

there is an overpowering force at work in "Siberia," it is not an instance of
the sublime, which has returned in neo-romantic criticism (see for instance Lyotard and
Carroll's Paraesthetics). In her performance in the London section, Fevvers's aérialiste act
is carried out to Wagner's sublime "The Ride of the Valkyries," but once in Siberia there is
something "pathetic"about it and, eventually, she ends up singing the sensual "Habanera"
from Carmen (282, 293). In his The End of the Line, Neil Hertz reads Burke's sublime
which he also sees as characteristic of postmodern and deconstructionist readings such as
mise-en-abyme. From Hertz's psychoanalytic view-point, he concludes that at the end-ofthe-line we find Kristeva's "abject" mother (231). The sublime is thus revealed as
belonging to the imaginary ego-structure of reading.

And Walser's new beginnings? Through his ethical moment in encountering
death and the Other he is rewritten in depth, reconstrued as an individuated
and differentiated human being who has travelled through the end of night: a
journey that enables him to set up a conscience that is not elaborated through
the imperative of a tyrannical law (Thou shalt love thy neighbour, for
instance) but through lived experience:
He was as much himself again as he ever could be, and yet that 'self' would
never be the same again for now he knew the meaning of fear as it defines
itself in its most violent form, that is, fear of the death of the beloved, of the
loss of the beloved, of the loss of love. It was the beginning of an anxiety
that would never end, except with the deaths of either or both; and anxiety is
the beginning of conscience, which is the parent of the soul but is not
compatible with innocence. (292-293)

Walser's reading journey ends here which, according to the logic of the O of
the circus arena, moves towards new beginnings on the "wheel whose end is
its beginning, the wheel of fortune, the potter's wheel on which our clay is
formed, the wheel of life on which we all are broken" (107).

Conclusion

In my reading of Nights at the Circus, Carter's critique of Barthes's erotics
and ethics of reading constitutes a rereading and a questioning of the
aesthetics of negativity on which Barthes's theorizing depends. Her
rereading is in my (re)reading formulated in terms of an erotics and ethics of
the real, that is, in terms of a psychoanalytic understanding which is
validated by Barthes's own indebtedness to Julia Kristeva and Kristeva's
theory of the text that understands negativity and its work on language in
psychoanalytical terms.
Let me briefly recapitulate the main argument of this study: Barthes's
pleasure of the text and his ethics of the neuter is based on an aesthetics of
negativity which, in the hands of Barthes, misrecognizes the existence of the
Other. Carter's text, on the other hand, proposes that the ethical moment of
reading be connected to a moment in which the Other is recognized. Both
propose that the ethics and the erotics of reading belong to one and the same
moment but where the site of Barthesian pleasure is restricted to phallic
jouissance and hence to the genitals, Carter's place of jouissance is the body.
Carter's stance presupposes that the Other be recognized in order that an
ethics and erotics of the real may come into being. In the psychoanalytic
terms by means of which this argument is carried out, Barthes's failure to
recognize the Other is due to the fact that his textual theory is caught up

within the Oedipus triangle, vacillating between the maternal and the paternal,
the imaginary and the symbolic while always being spoken from the
symbolic. In Carter's delineation of the ethics and erotics of reading in
Nights at the Circus, she insists on the text's passing through both the
imaginary that is the register of the ego and the symbolic that is the realm of
language in order that they can be bypassed, pushed aside in the reader's
taking a step beyond the pleasure principle, beyond the phallus, and beyond
Oedipus, towards the real and towards new beginnings through which the
reader is rewritten in a subtle metamorphosis.
The psychoanalytic approach opted for here gives rise to the question
whether the chosen methodology cannot but bring out the difference between
hetero- and homosexuality as described in psychoanalysis in terms of a
difference between pre-genital and genital organization of psychic energy.
But homophobic tendencies are rejected by Carter in that she has Mignon and
the Abyssinian Princess enter into a love relation in "Siberia," and in fact
challenges psychoanalytic theory here by postulating that the post-oedipal can
include homosexuality as well. The post-oedipal, Carter suggests, is rather a
question of finding one's body, of becoming a woman or a man, of being
unhatched as Walser eventually is, than of closing ranks in correct genital
sexuality and love. Love is blinding madness, it is said. Why? Because it
does not know gender, class or race.
As for love, or love's space-time, it is the ethical dimension of reading:
love's space-time in which space translates itself into time, is the time in
which I maintain faith in the Other's revelation: love's space-time that sets up
the phallus as my constitutive metaphor, the space of loving drifting within
an amatory identification with the text, setting reading in motion as the signs
unfold in time through my attendance to language with care, ahead of myself,
questioning, probing, articulating. But love is unruly, tending to take its own
path, which is the delight of the reading adventure. The way to Siberia, we
have seen, passes through the amatory identification and the experience of
abjection, the mixture of fear and fascination in the London section while

coming to a halt in "Petersburg" where psychic and fantasmatic mobility is
immobilized by reading's entering Oedipus and the symbolic, thereby deeroticizing and disambiguating the double-edged fear/fascination of the
imaginary structure of reading in "London." Yet the immobilization of
psychic energy within the oedipal triangle according to which the Petersburg
section is structured, sexualizes reading in its restrictive masochism and is
precisely that which pushes reading towards the real. It is a death of the ego,
and love is indeed the kind of suicide and rebirth it is claimed to be. It is also
the event of the Other's coming into being.
The erotics and ethics of the real proposed by Carter revolves around
the stasis of erotic and fantasmatic mobility in the Petersburg section. Yet,
despite this oedipal and genital centering that is a killjoy to eroticism and a
denial of ethics in its failure to recognize the Other, it is through the section's
negation of sexuality and the Other that both come into being as Oedipus's
necessary Other. The Petersburg section thus postulates an aesthetics of
negativity in that the oedipal triangle is subsequently disrupted through the
eruption of negativity but it does so by displacing the aesthetics of negativity
by the same gesture since the encounter with the Other involves a coming
into being of a foreignness and a strangeness that cannot be reduced to the
psychoanalytic economy of reading and is hence not necessitated by the law.
The encounter is contingent as the encounter is a chance event.
It is true that Barthes's critical praxis is sharper in its critical and selfcritical impasse than Walser the model reader ever is but, while we remember
that Walser is a rather ordinary reader and not a professional critic, he too
responds critically as he dissents and rejects the violence and oppression of
the Ludic Games, although violence itself cannot be bypassed. As he takes a
sighting of the circus arena in the scene where Mignon is being abused, he
takes the scene in but is not taken in by the ludic games performed in the
symbolic. He is henceforward not the circus' fellow-traveller. The circus will
go on but Walser will no longer be in it. It is, in other words, his travelling
through the symbolic where reading is a reductive sighting that enables him

to reject the violence and oppression inherent in the symbolic, the outcome of
which is, on the one hand, a novel social stance based on solidarity with the
oppressed and the underprivileged and, on the other, a restructuring of his
former self that brings the self-critical event in reading to the fore. And that,
which cannot be foreseen, happens to Walser because he has recuperated the
imaginary and fallen in love...

***

If Walser's self is eventually restructured and rewritten within an erotics and
ethics of the real where the amatory identification of the imaginary translates
itself into solidarity with the Other due to the recognition of his being Other
to himself, what are the outcomes of such an erotics and ethics on a general
level for literature and criticism? This question is connected to the problem
raised by Steiner as quoted in the introduction, that is, in what way does the
sexual revolution of the twentieth century impact language through which
"men have, at least until now, principally defined their humanity"? Where
there is sexuality there is, as we have seen, no Oedipus. We are then beyond
Oedipus as well as beyond the "men" (and the women made in their image)
of bourgeois and patriarchal society that is upheld by means of oedipal
identification with the Father.
For Barthes, the vanishing of Oedipus in post-bourgeois society
involves a problem for narrative and story-telling in that the,
Death of the Father would deprive literature of many of its pleasures. If
there is no longer a Father, why tell stories? Doesn't every narrative
lead back to Oedipus? Isn't storytelling always a way of searching one's
origin, speaking one's conflicts with the law, entering into the dialectic of
tenderness and hatred?Today, we dismiss Oedipus and narrative at one and the
same time: we no longer love, we no longer fear, we no longer narrate. As

fiction, Oedipus was at least good for something: to make good novels, to
tell good stories... (The Pleasure of the Text 47)

The question is of course whether narrative is waning with Oedipus. Maybe
it is rather, as Juliet MacCannell says in answer to Barthes's regret, that
"[h]istory has already moved us beyond Oedipus, and if there is any
possibility for constructing a post-Oedipal situation in life and letters... it is
plainly our responsibility to discover it" (916). This "is no simple task, for
on the one hand it demands an impossible attempt to think form beyond
Oedipal narrative conventions, and on the other it squares off against current
critical reading of the Real in Lacan" (916). MacCannell's reasoning depends
here on the assumption that there is a form of the real that can be mapped out,
brought into light and known, an assumption that is itself oedipal in its
attempt at bringing the Other and the real within the scope of the critical and
controlling eye.
The real cannot be known and yet it is the place to where we always
return in that the real cannot stop from not writing itself but then as Other to
itself opening up the void that separates the real from its articulation, as we
saw was the case in "Siberia." In Nights at the Circus, I have tentatively
approached the writing of the real in terms of allegory (in Borges's sense)
and maybe the way the real writes itself is through the acceptance of the
"polyvalent romance"of language that we found in the metaphor of the circus
arena. Another understanding of the real is given by Shoshana Felman as she
argues that the beyond "is the story of th^transmutation of Oedipus' death ...
into the symbolic language of myth" as, at the end of Oedipus, there is the
"return of the riddle" ("Beyond Oedipus" 1031, 1037). There is no knowing
for certainty, myth is polyvalent, hence no end to narrative, but only
explorations of the real by means of language, of writing and reading.
For criticism, the end of Oedipus indeed provides a crisis, as witnessed
for instance by Barthes above. Yet, for others, the step beyond may be
liberating, allowing for other literatures and other realities than those

confined to the culturally encoded narratives of the Western middle classes.
The polyphony of the world's literature(s) is an asset and not a threat to
one's own brittle oedipal history. In accepting literature's polyphony it is
presupposed that the existence of the Other is recognized, that I as a reader
am Other to myself is recognized, without which I will project my
narcissistic fantasms and oedipal fears onto those texts whose 'reality' is
different from my own limited perspective. Within an erotics and ethics of
the real, I enjoy in the otherness of the sexual/textual body while reading
with care, probing, questioning, exploring the Other and the real while letting
(the being of the text) be, while letting the sexual/textual body come (into
being) when that happens to reading. Jouissance in other words is language
subtended and diffused by sexuality and by being in the shaping of a reader
response where the form given to the polyvalence of language is as important
as argument. And here, Barthes is of course a forerunner.
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